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"Patch" for DNA
Abstract
The article reviewed a technique of diagnosing and treating gene
viral diseases by way of identification and subsequent recovery
(repair) of abnormal chromosomes.

Content
1. Introduction
2. Chromosome set
3. Conclusion
References

1. Introduction
One of the technologies used by the author in recent years to study
any disease is to consider the state of the chromosome set in specific
systems and/or organs. The author started to use this method most
frequently, but has never described its characteristics. As a result, this
respected medical scientist gently noticed when had read my articles
published on the Internet that the medicine states that there are 23 pairs
of chromosomes in the chromosome set of the human body. 22 pairs are
autosomes, i.e. paired chromosomes, which are identical in male and
female organisms, and the 23th pair characterizes the female (XX) or
male (XY) sex. All of my articles deal with a chromosome set consisting
of 46 chromosomes, which does not meet the claims of classical
medicine as the reader sees. The legitimacy of such approach from the
standpoint of information wave medicine (IWM) as well as the issue of
DNA repair by this method is the subject of this article.

2. Chromosome set
The chromosome set is a set consisting of 23 pairs from the IWM
standpoint, and looks as follows:
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Table 1

First of all, it should be noted that the 23th pair as a sex indicator is
only legitimate in the generally genome. If we consider a chromosome set
of e.g. male and female eyes, then the 23th pair will have nothing to do
with the sexual characters. Nevertheless, we think that most of the paired
chromosomes are not autosomes. This is because virtually the majority of
organs and systems carry sex characters. It should also be noted that
chromosome count starts from the top row in the male and female body.
Еру concept of 'autosomes' loses its meaning in the presence of
abnormal chromosomes in the chromosome set.
Let us remind the reader what such abnormal chromosomes are
from the IWM standpoint. The IWM considers the human genome to be
a genetic structure consisting of two parts. The genes contained in the
first part secure the normal development of the human body from birth
to death (ontogenesis). The second part is a group of pathogenic genes
that are unique for each person (pathogenesis). They are accumulated in
the genome for many years under the influence of external or internal
adverse conditions. We think that the mechanism of formation of these
genes is mutations of appropriate chromosomes from the first part of the
genome and their translation to an abnormal state. The genes
corresponding to abnormal chromosomes are become pathogenic genes.
We have established that an information wave structure which we call
'gene virus' exists in the program present in any gene.
It is important to understand that gene viruses are not
'biological entities', but merely a set of information wave structures
from the IWM standpoint. In other words, gene viruses are
pathogenic information wave structure causing the same
pathological lesions in the body as live virus groups that are
adequate to them in radiation.
The detection of abnormal chromosomes begins with checking the
chromosome set of the central nervous system (CNS) with a known
diagnosis of the disease. If this structure is found to contain an
appropriate abnormal chromosome, then it is sure to be also present in
smaller structures subordinate to the CNS such as midbrain,
hippocampus or cerebral cortex. The autonomic nervous system, and
then the peripheral one are subject to check after the CNS check. Thus,
all the systems and organs containing abnormal chromosomes in the
chromosome set can be identified.
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The practice of investigating various diseases and sick conditions
from the IWM standpoint has shown that abnormal chromosomes
occupy mainly positions 24 to 46. Table 2 shows some of the results
obtained by the author during many years of studying a series of diseases
and their sources and determining the corresponding abnormal
chromosomes:
No

1

2

Table 2
Disease/sick
condition
Oncology

3

Type 1
diabetes
Tremor

4

Hypertensive

5
6
7

Source

No of
chromosome

Gene;
pathogenic
refrigerator
radiations;
iPhone
radiations

9
9, 29

Gene;
Viral attack
Gene;
Parkinson’s
disease

16

Gene;
Renal
insufficiency;
Heart failure
Geopathogenic Geopathogenic
disease (GP
zones and their
disease)
radiations
ALS
Geopathogenic
zones and their
radiations
Disorder of
Dysfunction of
motor function local motor
of individual
neurons
organs

9, 34

20

26, 42

27, 31,
33
27, 31,
33, 35
32

Note

29 - two adenoviruses, oncovirus, cytomegalovirus, crown
virus; 34 - all
DNA and RNA
viruses
Two
adenoviruses
Two adenoviruses, crown
virus, retro virus,
coxsackie virus,
herpes family
virus
26 - systolic
pressure, 42 diastolic
pressure
Impact in the
prenatal
condition
The last stage of
the GP disease
Adenovirus,
cytomegalovirus,
RS virus
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8
9

Alzheimer
disease
Epilepsy

Gene

37

Gene

38

DNA viruses

Herpes family
virus, crown
virus, retro virus,
coxsackie virus
10 Parkinson’s
Gene
39
Herpes family
virus, crown
disease
virus, retro virus,
coxsackie virus
11 Polyps, benign Viruses
40
Adenovirus,
tumors
paragrippal
virus, corona
virus
Notes. The term 'virus' is used for convenience in the table, and it should be
understood as 'gene virus' essentially explained above.
One can see from table 2 that the majority of abnormal
chromosomes are located in the second row of Table 1. The technology
described enables curing any gene virus disease by normalizing the
relevant abnormal chromosomes. This normalization can be performed
by two ways. The first one is changing the abnormal chromosome
polarization sign from negative to positive using the biolocation
technique. The second one is normalizing the abnormal chromosomes by
creating a special matrix containing the relevant healthy chromosome on
the final information medium. Drinking water structured using such
matrix is a healing factor normalizing this abnormal chromosome. It
should be noted that the first method gives the result in a shorter time.
Both methods transfer pathogenic genes from the pathogenesis group to
the ontogenesis group, i.e. into genes implementing a normal
development of respective organs and systems. Thus, we get an
opportunity to get rid of many diseases caused by pathogenic genes. If
one takes into account that the mutation of a chromosome by an external
or internal factor is nothing but a DNA damage, then the mechanism of
abnormal chromosome normalization can be rightly considered to be a
DNA repair, i.e. its recovery. True, the abnormal chromosome may be
not the only pathological site violating the DNA integrity. In that case, its
normalization will not result in full repair. However, in our view, the
abnormal chromosome causes the greatest destruction to DNA
compared with other pathogenic sites.
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I would like to point out another important feature of the
technology described. The fact of the matter is that the knowledge of the
values of abnormal chromosomes of virtually incurable diseases such as
Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, epilepsy or others, enables their
early diagnostics. Its idea is that inactive genes, that is abnormal
chromosomes of said diseases, can be found in children already at a very
young age. This enables registration of such children for periodic health
examination.
We remind the reader without a second thought what the Nobel
Prize was awarded for in chemistry in 2015. It was awarded exactly for
the development of DNA repair technologies. The Nobel Committee
had noted the contribution of the three scientists 'in the study of the
DNA recovery (repair) mechanisms, an important intracellular system
aimed at finding and correcting the numerous damages occurring during
normal DNA replication in cells or as a result of exposure to physical or
chemical agents. A violation of functioning of this system is associated
with a variety of severe hereditary diseases, and complex forms of life
could hardly exist without it. If we compare the technology developed by
Nobel laureates with the one proposed by the author, then we can see
that the latter is much simpler. However, unfortunately, this technology
cannot yet be implemented by classical medicine specialists while the
technologies proposed by the Nobel laureates can be implemented
everywhere.

3. Conclusion
The article shows the legitimacy of considering the chromosome
set of systems, organs, cells and DNA molecules in the form of 46
chromosomes, not 23 pairs. This approach is explained by the fact that
the paradigm of classical medicine does not match the paradigm of
information wave medicine. This distinction is justified in [1]. It should
also be noted that removal of pathogenic genes from the human genome
increases life expectancy, which is an important factor in the
development of mankind as a whole.

References
1. M.M. Grinstein. "An unknown medicine”
http://www.markgrin.iri-as.org/index.html
2. M.M. Grinstein. "What genes whisper”
http://www.markgrin.iri-as.org/index.htm
3. M.M. Grinstein. "About one unknown disease”
http://www.markgrin.iri-as.org/index.html
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Why humans become old
Abstract
The article considers the telomere theory which authors were
awarded the Nobel Prize in 2009. The aging process is explained
from the point of view of Information-Wave Medicine (IWM).
The aging program is shown to be a multi-level genetic structure
controlled by the body’s internal biological clock.

Content
Body aging
Conclusion
References

Body aging
Today, there are dozens of human body aging hypothesis, but,
unfortunately, there is no anti-aging, that is, life extension technology. I
have considered the main hypotheses in the [4,5], but another popular
theory recognized today – the “cell aging theory” – should not be left
unmentioned. A Russian scientist A.M. Olovnikov hypothesized cellular
aging in the 70s of last century. According to the hypothesis “bacteria
non-aging is due to the ring shape of their DNA and the fact that
telomeric sequences in stem and cancer cells are protected by constant every time cell divides - lengthening with a particular enzyme - tandemDNA-polymerase (today named - telomerase)”. However, the scientist
took no step further and even abandoned his hypothesis later. American
scientists advanced further when addressing to a similar issue and in
2009, three of them were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology and
Medicine “for discovery of how telomeres and telomerase enzyme
protect chromosomes”. The essence of this discovery is that the
scientists have found that the end parts of chromosomes are protected by
special protein structures called telomeres (composed of two Greek
words: telos - end and meros - part). It was found that the telomeres have
their maximum length at birth. Each time a cell divides the telomeres get
shorter. The process of length reduction is associated with the cell life
duration. When the telomeres completely disappear the cell dies, there
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are two variants of such death. The first one is the so-called apoptosis,
i.e. self-implementation of the program, which regulates when the cell is
to stop its activities; the second one is a complete violation of the
functional state of the cell, resulting in various pathogenic focus inside
the cell. It was also found that the telomere shortening rate differs for
different organisms.
Winner of the 2009 Nobel Prize Carol Greider has discovered that
there is a special structure in cells called telomerase. The telomerase is an
enzyme that prevents shortening of telomeric parts of chromosomes.
However, since the amount of telomerase is small a catalyst has been
genetically engineered. When introduced into the body it significantly
increases telomerase activity. According to scientists, the use of this
catalyst component has made it possible to stop cells aging or even
reverse this process.
Another phenomenon caused by the telomere properties should be
noted as well. The scientists have developed a life expectancy test, which
caused a commercial boom in the United States. By paying 500 dollars a
person can learn, according to the length of his telomeres, about the life
time the Nature assigned to him.
We have studied the above said theory using information-wave
medicine methods. We should say that today we cannot explain some of
the results obtained and take them for granted. Perhaps, someone of our
followers will be able to do it.
First, our study has confirmed that there are telomeres at the ends
of chromosomes from birth. It is surprising that the telomeres have been
found only at the ends of the even chromosomes. Another inexplicable
surprising fact is that the presence of the telomeres in a human body is
associated with the age. We tested 20 people aged under 100 and found
that the telomeres are exist in the body only till the age of 80. In other
words, both 80-year-old people and an officially recognized Israeli longliver Yisrael Kristal in the age of 112 had the telomeres only when they
were under 80. How and why they are absent from the long-livers’ bodies
stays unanswered today.
Another amazing fact is that we have found no telomere activity in
any abnormal chromosome, as they are part of the chromosome and lose
their activity when the main “body” of the structure mutates.
Another issue related to the telomere theory seems to be not wellgrounded. The fact is that embryo chromosome set also contains
corresponding amount of telomeres. However, some stem cells, neuronal
precursors, should contain their own telomeres in their chromosome set
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as well. According to classical science, neuron death is caused by inability
of their division, rather than telomeres shortening.
On the basis of the IWM concept developed by the author a viral
genetic theory of aging has been created. As well as other IWM
technologies this technology is based on the hypothesis of the
information field of the Universe. This term means the existence of an
information-wave structure, which remembers a state of any process
and/or object at any given moment since the emergence of life on Earth.
How can we prove it? By using one of radiesthesia technologies,
properties of any medicine, such as aspirin, are written onto a temporary
storage medium (aluminum foil) from the information field of the
Universe. Then, the information properties of the aspirin tablet are
transferred to an identical clean temporary medium. Equality of spectral
copies justifies the use of the information transferred from the
information field of the Universe. It should be noted that the existence
of the field was first mentioned in ancient Indian philosophy called
“Akashic Records”. When applying the technologies in the IWM to
check the presence of some pathogenic genes of a particular individual,
we also appeal to the said information field of the Universe. In a similar
way we could found an aging gene in the human body. This gene exists in
a child genome at its birth and stays inactive till a certain age. The aging
gene activation is associated with the so-called somatotropin growth
hormone. Once the human body is completely developed the anterior
pituitary lobe stops somatotropin production, which simultaneously
activates the aging gene. This occurs approximately in the age of 27-30.
For the sake of simplicity we have written above that the aging gene
contains two levels. Further studies have shown that the structure of the
gene is more complex and consists of seven levels. Moreover, different
levels contain different amounts of genetic viruses jointed into groups,
which we call genoviruses.
It is important to realize that the genoviruses as they viewed
from the IWM point of view are not “biological objects”, but only a
set of information-wave structures. In other words, the genoviruses
are the information-wave pathogenic structures, which cause the
same pathological focus in the body as live virus groups similar to
them in terms of radiation.
Thus, the first level contains a genovirus consisting of 21
adenoviruses. According to virologists, there are up to 80 types of
biological adenoviruses. However, only some of them are pathogenic.
From all pathogenic adenoviruses we can single out a group of the socalled “children’s” adenoviruses, which cause various infections in
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children including type 1 diabetes. As to the adenoviruses comprising the
aging gene, they all relate to non-pathogenic viruses. In other words, they
do not cause pathogenic focus, but only slowly deteriorate the functional
state of the cells they get into. Since they get into all of the body’s cells,
the aging gene deteriorates the functional state of the entire body.
There are seven adenoviruses in the genovirus of the second level
of the aging gene, five adenoviruses in the third level, four – in the fourth
level, three – in the fifth level, two – in the sixth level. A genovirus of the
seventh level contains a herpesviridae virus and oncovirus. We can state
that the activation of all levels of the aging gene is gradual under the
influence of the body’s biological clock and extends over the first half of
life. We believe that each level activates within two to three subsequent
years. The 7th level of the gene activation (secondary activation) is related
to the hormonal rearrangement of the entire body. This corresponds to
the age of about 45 to 50. Simultaneously, local immunity is suppressed
in all organs and systems where there is the 7th level gene. Considering
that this genovirus contains pathogenic genes, we can assume that the
secondary activation significantly deteriorates the functional state of
practically all organs. Thus, for example, even small deviations in the
functional state of pancreas from its normal condition causes type Two
diabetes in most cases.
We have found that the secondary activation of the aging gene
causes mutation of the 31st chromosome followed by abnormal changes
in it. The mutating structures are genoviruses contained in the last level
of the aging gene, i.e. oncovirus and herpesviridae virus.
From the above it follows that the earlier we annihilate the aging
gene, the longer a person can live. There are two ways of the aging gene
annihilation. Firstly, prior to its activation, secondly, removing it from the
genome of prospective parents before conception. Of course, due to
several reasons it is impossible to check both technologies on humans.
Mice are very convenient for checking the said technologies, since their
life expectancy in captivity is 6-7 years on the average, which makes it
possible to monitor their aging.
Finalizing the description of the aging gene effect on the functional
state of the body, we cannot but mention one feature of this gene
inherent in long-livers. It should be noted that according to classical
science long-livers are people aged 90 years and older. When checking
their aging gene it was found that it has not been activated throughout
their life. We believe that this is only due to failure of the biological clock
of a particular individual. Since human rhythms are regulated by the socalled pineal gland (epiphysis), we have firstly checked the functional
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state of this brain structure. It turned out that all long-livers have a
pathological focus in their pineal gland, preventing aging gene activation.
This hypothesis is proven by the fact that the aging gene of all long-livers
over 90 years old at the time of their death contained all the above
mentioned viruses on all the levels. A person who reads the article may
have reasonable question – notwithstanding everything said above in
outward appearance long-livers look old rather than young. We believe
that life extension is not directly related to rejuvenation of the body. Here
is why. So that a person could stay young, if the aging gene is not
activation, there should be no other reasons deteriorating body’s
functional state. But such reasons always exist. These include genetic and
infectious diseases, impact of harmful radiations, etc.

Conclusion
At the end, I would like to express some thoughts about
interconnection of anti-aging process and rejuvenation of the body. As
mentioned above, living under impact of the environment a person
cannot stay outwardly young for the following reasons. Human skin is
effected with sun rays, wind, environment condition, meals, lifestyle. All
these reasons are associated with many other factors. Therefore, even if
we are capable to reverse the aging process, we will not reverse outward
appearance completely. Meanwhile, the biological age of the body, or
rather, the difference between chronological and biological age,
determines the condition of the body. However, there is another
parameter that determines the condition of the body – its biological age.
An old person can feel young and vice versa. Therefore the issue of how
to combine longevity with the outward appearance is, unfortunately, not
definite and is subject to serious study. But that is another topic.
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From a distance succesfull complete
recoveries from diabetes: another
example of the tremendous
possibilities of homeopathy in
conjunction with radiesthesy
Dedicated to my 89-year old mother, Raisa, who is totally free
of a number of toxins now, thanks to the technology which I use.

Abstract
Diabetes mellitus, and particularly insulin-dependent diabetes
(IDD) remains an actual medical problem, both for conventional
and naturopathic medicine due to uncertainty of etiology. But
etiology of IDD is known. According to naturopathic doctor
Hulda Clark, Eurytrema pancreaticum, the pancreatic fluke of
cattle causes diabetes. As a proof, I give an example from my own
practice. As a homeopath, being armed with radiesthesy, I can
eliminate all toxins /parasites /environmental pollutants
/pharmacological burdens, etc. doing this even from a distance,
without any restrictions. And then transfer homeopathic
remedies to patient(s). If I compare the method I use with the
Zapper approach (invented by Dr. Clark) the advantages of my
proposition are obvious. Homeopathy, in conjunction with
radiesthesy, can make any remedy and its potency at a precise and
designated moment/day/time.
“I know very well that many scientists consider dowsing as they
do astrology, as type of ancient superstition. According to my
conviction this is unjustified. The dowsing rod is a simple
instrument which shows the uncanny reaction of the human
nervous system to certain factors unknown to us at this time”.
Albert Einstein
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“Treatment is possible even in absence of the patient,
simply by sending his photograph“ [9].
Dr. B. Sahni
Today not only orthodox physicians, but also holistic medicine
practitioners point out almost the only cause of type I diabetes or
insulin-dependent diabetes (IDD) – an autoimmune assault on the insulin
producing cells [1], [2], [3]. For all that, many experts believe this may
result from an immune response after viral infection or something related
to nutrition [3].
Tomeko Mitsui [4] believes that diabetes “comes from psychological
and physical stress caused by one’s environment and autonomic nervous
system imbalance caused by abnormal hormone discharge”. Concerning
the type II diabetes or non-insulin dependentdiabetes, people with this
type of diabetes “can produce sufficient insulin, but the insulin and the
glucose it transports cannot effectively enter into the cells. This category
of diabetes is most often linked to a diet that is high in refined
carbohydrates and low in fiber and it can usually be treated with an
effective diet, exercise, and specific nutritional supplements”[2].
To my knowledge, only one author presented the true etiology of
diabetes. This author is Hulda Clark, Ph.D., N.D. According to her “all
diabetes have a common fluke parasite, Eurytrema pancreaticum, the
pancreatic fluke of cattle, in their own pancreas”. [5]. My six years of
experience with diabetes cases mostly confirmed Dr. Clark’s opinion and
her rightness. By the way, I know another author who reveals the true
genesis of diabetes - Joseph B. Marion [6]. But his book does not have
appropriate reference(s) at all and the source of this information is
unclear. But, before presenting a typical case from my practice, let’s talk
briefly about radiesthesy, because I am not sure that the majority of
practitioners know about this ancient esoteric science and how it can be
applied to homeopathy.
Three definitions attracted my attention among a number of others.
A) As the Dictionary of Alternative Medicine Methods [7] says
“…radiesthesia (clairvoyant healing, medical dowsing, medical
radiesthesia) is method of ostensible diagnosis and treatment selection.
The word radiesthesia is the anglicized form of radiesthesie, an apparent
euphemism for ‘dowsing’ coined by the Abbe Alex Bouly in 1927. It
literally means ‘perception of radiation’. Dowsing (also called
‘biolocation’) is a clairvoyant ‘art’ centered on finding water, minerals,
animals, missing persons, lost objects, or hidden treasure, usually with an
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instrument such as a pendulum or diving rod (a forked rod or tree
branch, or a bent wire). ‘Radiesthesia’ may refer to: (a) all forms of
dowsing; (b) medical dowsing specifically; (c) dowsing and radionics; or
(d) the ability to detect ‘biological radiations’. Bouly and two other
French priests – the Abbe Alexis Mermet and Father Jean Jurion –
pioneered medical dowsing. Mermet’s hypothesis was threefold: (1)
everything emits radiation, (2) ‘some kind of current’ flows through
human hands, and (3) holding appropriate objects renders them
revelatory tools. There are two basic ‘diagnostic’ modes of radiesthesia: in
one, practitioners supposedly detect and diagnose illness simply by
passing their hands over the patient. In the latter form of radiesthesia,
practitioners base ‘diagnosis’ on the movements of the ‘instrument’”.
B) In his book "Vibrational Medicine" Dr. Richard Gerber [8] gives
us the following definition of radiesthesia: “A psychic perceptual ability
of being able to sense various types of subtle energetic radiation.”
C) Science and Invention, The Illustrated Encyclopedia [11] informs
us: “Other applications of dowsing include finding missing people or lost
articles, the diagnosis and treatment of illness and soil analysis. All
aspects of dowsing, however, are serious practical fields of dowsing and
are not for the inexperienced. To be proficient and reliable the dowser
must know the background of the field in which he is working and be
experienced, as a dowser, in that field”.
Now, what is an application of radiesthesy to homeopathy?
A proficient in radiesthesy homeopath can:
 select right (100%) similia;
 select right (100%) potency;
 determine (in 100% of accuracy) the frequency of taking the
remedy;
 define the exact moment when to stop taking a given remedy;
 determine exact moment to prescribe a new remedy or to repeat
prior one.
And the same with keeping diet and water intake, which are very
important in general for all patients but in particular for patients with
diabetes. Usage of radiesthesy can help us to recommend precisely what
to eat, how much and when.
At the time of work with my patients I found the exceptional
importance for them of tongue cleaning and teeth brushing and the
frequency of this may vary, depending on the concrete health level
(which, again, can be exactly determine with the help of radiesthesy as
well) in a given patient.
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Here is my typical case report of treating from a distance (insulindepended diabetes).
Again, I live in New York City and the patient presented in this
paper is citizen of Kazakhstan, Asia.
Lady S., 62 y.o. [now she is 67]. She lives in Kazakhstan.
At the time she asked for help (October 19, 2007) this patient was
on daily 60 IU of insulin injections (since 2004) and also suffered from
severe obesity, a variety of toxins (among them – Eurytrema, chlorine,
fungi, environmental pollutants, etc.), arthritis, nephritis, high level of
cholesterol, plus arterial hypertension. It is interesting that her
Eurytrema “came back” to her (relapsed) 15 times (!): the first time I
took this parasite out was 10/23/07 and the last one was on 05/15/09.
Since this date (July 2011) no more relapses were observed.
In less than one year, she lost 18 kilograms (from 90 to 72) and her
pancreas came back to its anatomical and functional condition (at the
beginning of the treatment she had just eight (!) percent of beta-cells
working, while in one year there was 86%).
The lowest potency of homeopathic remedy I used in the treatment
was 3c while the highest one was millions of mm. The following miasmas
were found in this patient – Medorrhinum and, much later (in one year),
Tuberculinum. Let’s track down the dynamics of the potencies I used for
these miasmas: 04/07/08 – Medorrhinum 1000 m (please notice that the
first prescription for nosode was made six months after beginning of
treatment, so, in my opinion, without radiesthesy one can not determine
the moment/day/even TIME when the patient should get the right
remedy/its potency). 05/03/08 - Medorrhinum 10 lm, 07/18/08 –
Medorrhinum 14000 m, 08/09/08 – Medorrhinum 10000 m, 10/20/08 –
Medorrhinum 20000 m, 10/28/08- Tuberculinum 2 m, 11/04/08 –
Tuberculinum 6 m, 11/10/08 – Medorrhinum 24000 m, 11/11/08 –
Tuberculinum 4 m (again, note that the interval between Medorrhinum 24000
m and Tuberculinum 4 m was ONE day only), 11/25/08 – Medorrhinum
20000 m.
S’s health dramatically improved to the degree that even friends
who did not see her for a relatively short time could not recognize her…
This patient’s positive dynamics was confirmed by clinical and para
clinical examination along with pH of patient’s body, 10-points health
level scale and bio-field radius which were determined by mean of
radiesthesy In homeopathic treatment, mouth hygiene is VERY
important. Meanwhile, I did not find any information which is connected
to this topic. And, for example, according to this patient’s health status,
she had to clean her tongue five, and then four times a day and to brush
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his teeth four, and (later) three times a day. According to my experience
working with any kind of patients, I found that if they do not keep the
recommended mouth hygiene, the potencies of remedies could not be
adjusted to possible maximum levels and, together with enough of water
intake, these two factors are decisive in terms of positive dynamics of
treatment in my patient(s).
Also, it is necessary to note that, unlike Dr. H. Clark, I do not
believe that ALL diabetes cases are caused by presence of Eurytrema
pancreaticum, as I had insulin-independent diabetes in my practice and
the treatment is reduced to strict diet intake (the diet was extended
gradually) in conjunction with using of homeopathic remedies.
One more note. Dr. H. Clark has used special device to eliminate
parasites from patients’ bodies, named a Zapper [5, p. 13] and,
accordingly, zapping is a process of selective pathogens electrocuting
[ibid]. It takes three treatments to kill the pathogens and each treatment
lasts seven minutes [ibid, p. 19 ]. However, the Zapper is “not perfect”,
as H. Clark establishes: “zapping current does not reach into gallstones
or into living cells, where Herpes virus lies latent or Candida fungus…
But zapping 3 times a day for a week or more you can deplete these
populations, too, often to zero” [ibid, p. 20]. In persistent cases Dr. Clark
recommends resorting to herbal therapy (for example, taking “2
tablespoons of Black Walnut Hull Tincture” [ibid, p. 21]). And, also, she
did not recommend using the Zapper if the patient is pregnant or
wearing a pacemaker [ibid, p. 20].
I am firmly convinced that Dr. Clark’s method is complicated, and
to a degree, restricted. Secondly, she could not work with the Zapper
from a distance.
In contrast, to kill parasites and eliminate toxins I use our
proven principle of homeopathy (“similia similibus curantur”),
which, in conjunction with radiesthesy, works safely and reliably,
though in same cases I needed to repeat the process of
killing/taking out the parasite from my patients.
A final note. Dr. B. Sahni does not use the homeopathic potencies I
do (millions and billions of lm/mm) [10].
Summarizing my approach in healing patients with ANY kinds of
problems
I would like to formulate its basic principles:
I) Defining patient’s minimal living forces (in %) which allows
patient to respond to therapy. Otherwise I can not treat/harmonize
him/her;
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II) Conducting qualitative and quantitative analysis of patient’s
health which includes but is not limited by the following:
1. Defining the causes which may lie at patient’s health misbalance;
2. Determining of main characteristics of patient’s health (bio-field
radius, pH of the body, health level, etc.).
3. Variety of toxins/ parasites/ environmental pollutants/
pharmaceutical burden/viruses/bacteria/fungi/one-cell parasites, worms,
etc. detecting (including geopathic stress) and eliminating them
(including electromagnetic smog). Counseling patients on how to avoid
geopathic stress in their homes/places they live/work.
4. Establishing an order and speed of decreasing of doses of
medications from the arsenal of orthodoxal medicine.
5. Providing patients with quantitative and qualitative analysis of
their mistakes, connected with diet inaccuracy and prescribin right diet.
6. Patients’ education on my method of keeping mouth hygiene
which is dif ferent from that which generally accepted.

Conclusions
1. Etiology of insulin-dependent diabetes is known: it is Eurytrema
pancreaticum fluke.
2. Homeopathy in conjunction with radiesthesy can eliminate any
toxins/parasites from patient’s organism, even doing this from a distance
(a practitioner just needs patient’s photo or specimen). Distance does not
matter.
3. If indicated in concrete situation by radiesthesy, homeopath can
make/produce (and transfer to a patient) ANY potency of given
homeopathic remedy/nosode at precise designated moment (day/time).
4. Keeping a strict diet, along with right volume of water intake plus
strong mouth hygiene are the key factors for patient’s ongoing treatment
progress and recovery.
AFTERWORD
A year after the original article [12] came out and as a result of
further research, I was able to establish that even in complete absence of
a biological field/living forces, it could be successfully regenerated in
patients who strictly adhere to my recommendations in terms of adequate
hydration, diet and mouth hygiene. Thus, those patients whom I was not
able to help earlier, now obtained a realistic chance of becoming healthy
by getting rid of their chronic pathology. Insulin dependent diabetes is
demonstrated here just as a vivid example.
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Comprehensive law of motion of
objects in planetary type systems
Abstract
The existing laws that describe planetary motion fail to predict
and explain the presence of rotational plane inclination and the
angle of inclination of this plane. These laws also fail to explain
planetary rotation in one plane and how planetary motion in the
direction of planetary system movement affects orbital
parameters. It has been found that planetary motion in the
direction of planetary system motion under the effect of the star's
attraction gravitational component occurs as cyclic oscillations
(motion with cyclically changing speed). A planet's cyclic
oscillations form the visible declination observed in the system of
coordinates of the planetary system, the rotational plane
inclination and the inclination angle. The results obtained
demonstrate the new understanding of the mechanisms that form
the orbits of planets, and show the decisive role in this process of
the star's attraction gravitational component, which acts in the
direction of planetary system motion. The results are new and are
the complete law of motion of objects within planetary type
systems.

Content
1. Introduction
2. Imaginary experiment
3. The analysis of the actual motion of the Earth in the direction
of motion of the Solar system.
4. General conclusion
5. Hypothesis on the mechanism of formation of the
declination angle (orbital inclination) and other
parameters of planets' motion
6. Comprehensive law of motion of planets in planetary type
systems moving in space
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1. Introduction
The laws of planetary motion discovered by J. Kepler [1, 2] and
developed by I. Newton [3] today (being classical ones) are the same as
they were during I. Newton’s time.
During this time, improvements were made only to the methods
and techniques of solving equations expressing I. Newton’s laws.
By describing the visible motion of planets from an observer’s
position in the solar system of coordinates, these laws fail to explain the
following:
- why do all planets revolve in one plane,
- why is the rotation plane inclined to the celestial equator plane,
- why is the inclination angle such as it is, and not otherwise, and
- several other parameters.
These laws fail to reflect and do not account for the role of
planetary motion in the direction of planetary system movement in
forming the parameters of planetary orbits.
Failing to reflect the hidden physical interactions that form the
motion observed, and describing only the resulting motion from an
observer’s position in the Solar system of coordinates, J. Kepler’s and I.
Newton’s laws cannot be considered comprehensive.
Of course, all the above physical parameters are the result of
some hidden (implicit) physical interactions whose total effect determines
the observed planetary motion and the state of planetary systems.
The subject of this study is to reveal these physical interactions
and determine their role in forming planetary orbit parameters.

Fig. 1. Imaginary planetary system immobile in space, in which two
forces act:
- force F1 of the star's gravitation
- force F2 – the centrifugal force balancing the action of force F1
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2. Imaginary experiment
The problem of planetary motion in the planetary system, which
interacts according to I. Newton’s law, with account of planetary system
movement per se in the galactic gravitational field is a challenging one.
Due to this, analysis of hidden mechanisms that form planetary motion
has been conducted using an imaginary experiment with an idealized
planetary system isolated from external gravitational action, which
consists of a star and planet, Fig. 1.
If we suppose that a star has started travelling in a direction
perpendicular to the plane of planet's rotation, then for the planet to
follow the star in the given planetary system isolated from external
gravitational action, a force is required whose action would coincide with
the direction of star's motion. This force – the gravitational component F
of star's gravity - will appear when the star will be displaced relative to the
initial position of the planet's plane of rotation, Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A star's displacement relative to the planet's plane of rotation gives
rise to the gravitational component F of the star's gravitation whose
action coincides with the star's direction of motion.
The value of force F is
M 1 m2
Fn  
Sin n ,
r2
where
M1 is star mass, m2 is planet mass
F1 is star's gravitational force
F is gravitational component of star's gravity acting in the direction
of star's motion (in the direction of planetary system motion)
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Under the effect of gravitational component F, the planet will
acquire acceleration in the direction of action of the force (in the
direction of the star's motion) and will overtake the star. After this, the
action of gravitational component F will change to an opposite one and
start decelerating the planet. Then this cycle will be repeated.
The planet’s motion in the direction of movement of the
planetary system (star) will be an oscillatory one.
The physical model of a planet’s motion in the planetary system
obtained with the imaginary experiment shows that the planet movement
following the star (along the star orbit) occurs due to gravitational
component F, acting in the direction of star movement. And this motion
– following the star – can take place only as cyclic oscillations.

3. The analysis of the actual motion of the
Earth in the direction of motion of the Solar
system.
Fig. 3 shows the actual diagram of Earth’s movement along the
solar orbit. The reference scale is the solar path between two
astronomical dates – the section between winter-summer solstice points
and the section between the summer-winter solstice points. This diagram
shows a superimposed path of the Earth during these time intervals.
The diagram shows that, in the direction of solar system
movement, Earth travels over different distances during the same time
intervals (moves with variable velocity). These velocity variations are
cyclic and oscillatory. Earth periodically overtakes the Sun and
periodically lags behind it.
On the interval from the winter to summer solstices, the average
velocity of Earth's motion on Sun's orbit is 212.383 km/sec. At the
summer-to-winter solstice section, the average Earth’s velocity is 227.544
km/sec. (The results of all calculations in the paper are not final ones.)
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Fig. 3. Actual graph of Earth's motion in Sun's orbital direction Earth's
motion against Sun's uniform motion occurs with a cyclically changing
velocity. Earth periodically overtakes the Sun and lags behind it. Earth's
motion is a cyclically changing oscillation in the direction of Sun's motion
relative to the Sun.

4. General conclusion

Based on the results of the imaginary experiment and those
obtained while considering the actual diagram of Earth’s movement
along the solar orbit, one can conclude that the physical model of planets'
motion in the direction of motion of the planetary system obtained
during the imaginary experiment has a general character and is universal.
The general motion of planets in the planetary system moving in
space is oscillatory in two planes– in the plane of planet’s rotation about
the star (in the celestial equator plane) and in the plane of planetary
system movement, Fig.4.
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Fig. 4. A planet's motion in a planetary system moving in space is in the
form of oscillations in two planes (similar to a pendulum)

5. Hypothesis on the mechanism of
formation of the declination angle (orbital
inclination) and other parameters of planets'
motion
The imaginary experiment allowed formulating a hypothesis,
according to which the distance of a planet from a star in the aphelion
and perihelion is formed by the oscillatory movement of the planet along
the star’s orbit, i.e. under the effect of gravitational component F acting
along the line of planetary system movement. Angle δ, corresponding to
each planet’s position and formed by the planet’s oscillatory movement
in the direction of planetary system movement under the effect of
gravitational component F is the observed declination angle.
The hypothesis has been validated by calculating Earth’s
movement in the direction of solar movement under the effect of
gravitational component F only.
The influence of the planet’s orbital movement and that of
external interaction was not accounted for.
Fig. 5 shows a fragment of calculating Earth's cyclic motion
under the effect of gravitational component F acting in the direction of
planetary system motion. Calculation results give an idea on the velocity
of Earth's motion in the direction of planetary system motion at each
time point (Vn), its distance from celestial equator plane (Bn) and the
declination angle at each time point (δ).
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Fig. 5. Fragment of calculating Earth's motion under the effect of
gravitational component F of Sun's gravity. Earth's position is shown
conventionally on one side of the Sun. The reference point is Earth's
position in the winter solstice point on 21.12.2013. The right-hand
column (before the dates) shows declination angle values from the
literature (4) for comparison. The calculation has been performed in
discrete 21600-sec steps, during which the motion parameters have been
taken to be invariable.
The calculated values of the declination angle formed by Earth's
oscillatory motion in the direction of Solar system motion and the
dynamics of their change are practically close to a perfect match with the
data in the literature (4), Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The declination graph, formed by Earth's oscillatory motion under
the effect of the Sun's gravitational component (line 1), and the
declination graph by data from the literature (line 2).The maximum and
minimal declination values correspond to the angle of inclination of
Earth's plane of rotation.
Calculations have also shown that Earth's maximum velocity of
motion on Sun's orbit is 231.71 km/sec in the autumnal equinox. The
minimum Earth’s velocity along the solar orbit is 208.28 km/sec in the
spring equinox point. In solstice points, Earth’s velocity is equal to that
of the Sun – 220 km/sec., Fig.7.
The computational results confirm the hypotheses suggested,
allowing accepting them as the laws of planetary (objects) motion in
planetary type systems moving in space.
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Fig. 7. Earth's minimum velocity in the direction of planetary system
motion is 208.28 km/sec in the spring equinox position on 21 March.
Earth's maximum velocity in the direction of planetary system motion is
231.71 km/sec in the autumnal equinox position on 21 October. In
winter and summer solstice positions, Earth's velocity in the direction of
planetary system motion is 220 km/sec (Sun's motion velocity).

6. Comprehensive law of motion of planets in
planetary type systems moving in space
The motion of planets in planetary type systems moving in space
occurs as oscillations in two planes:
- in the plane of rotation about the star (in the celestial equator plane),
- in the motion plane (in the direction of movement) of the planetary
system.
Oscillations in the direction of planetary system movement take
place under the effect of the gravitational component of star’s gravitation
occurring with relative displacement of the planet away from the celestial
equator plane, and acting in the direction of planetary system movement.
Oscillatory motion of the planet in the direction of planetary
system movement forms the observable declination and the character of
its change.
The superposition of planet oscillations in two planes forms the
following:
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- observable inclination of the planet’s rotational plane with respect to
the celestial equator in the planetary system coordinate system,
- observable orbit form, and
- planet velocity on each orbit section.
The angle of inclination of the planet’s rotational plane is
determined by the amplitude of oscillations in the direction of planetary
system movement.
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Spacetime and matter as emergent
phenomena, theory of Everything
Abstract
In this article, I propose radical super-deterministic non-gauge
theory of emergent spacetime and matter, in which spacetime
and matter are emergent properties of more fundamental entity.
Properties of such more fundamental entity were analyzed,
approach how to build emergent spacetime and matter with
observable properties was proposed. It was shown how
nondeterministic laws of quantum mechanics with gauge fields
arise from super-determinism of underlying entity. The theory of
emergent spacetime and matter (ESTM-theory later), as shown in
the article, is compatible with special relativity, general relativity,
quantum mechanics with standard model and cosmology.
Quantum mechanics was reformulated in backgroundindependent form. It was shown how Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle arises in super-determinism of ESTM-theory. Changes
in locality are proposed. Changes in equations of general relativity
are proposed in the article, same as changes to overall conceptual
model of gravitation. Question is quantum gravitation exists is
open mathematical question in ESTM-theory and it can be
solved by more detailed analysis of equations of ESTM-theory.
SU(3) symmetry was derived in ESTM-theory and it was shown
what Standard model can be approximate solution of ESTMtheory. ESTM-theory unify all forces include gravitation; all
forces are derived from one field.
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Uncertainly principle
Loss of information about past
Metauniverse and emergent universes
Properties of our spacetime
Our Universe
Special relativity and ESTM-theory
Time, Space and Matter
Holographic principle of ESTM-theory
Locality in ESTM-theory
Gravitation, part one
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Nature of scalar field
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1. Introduction
Time is a phenomenon that each of us observe daily. But physics
still not able to understand what is time. There is no evidence that time is
independent phenomenon. Moreover, special and general theories of
relativity established a dependency between time, space and gravitation.
This suggests that time is not independent, and has relation with space
and gravitation. We know properties of time. But there is no knowledge
of why time flows, why time flows in one direction, are quants of time
exists, why time is one-dimensional, is it possible to travel back in time.
There are some phenomena called as emergent. For example,
second law of thermodynamic is one of emergent phenomenon.
Properties of thermodynamic are based on underlying properties of
individual atoms and molecules. However, equations of thermodynamic
can be considered practically independent from equations of atoms and
molecules. Currently, our spacetime and matter is considered as
independent phenomenon. In the article I propose theory which
considers our spacetime and matter, our being, as emergent phenomenon
based on more fundamental entity.
This article presents theory of emergent space-time-matter (ESTMtheory later in the article). This theory considers space-time and matter as
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emergent properties of more fundamental entity. The fundamental entity
includes everything objectively existing.
If look at physical phenomena around us, they are characterized by
several key features:
1. They are caused by something. There are causal links leading to
what is happening. Currently there are no phenomenon known
that would not fall under causal links. Some phenomena, like
radioactive decay, have probabilistic nature. However, while for
radioactive decay we cannot say what was direct cause of decay
and we cannot predict exact moment of time of decay, but still
radioactive decay can be considered as caused by creation of
unstable nucleus and it is possible to predict rate of decay.
2. We can predict probability of state of any object in future, with
certain limitations, like not within gravitational singularity etc. In
order to make such predictions, we need to know current state of
the object, and current state of other objects in some distance
around the object.
3. For some phenomena, we can predict behavior of objects in
future only probabilistically. Quantum mechanics says that
accurate prediction of state of quantum objects is not possible;
we can predict only probability of states.
4. Laws of nature are same in all known space, in all nonaccelerating reference frames.
How space-time can be built on system without time?
If there is no time as fundamental phenomenon, it means that
underlying structure of Universe is completely timeless and it has no any
changes. It cannot have any changes over time because it has no time. It
is not even correct to say what underlying structure of Universe is static.
Static implicitly means what something is not change over time, but it is
not applicable for case when time is absent. Time in this case must be
emergent phenomenon. Special theory of relativity establishes
dependency between space, time and velocity. It means that if time is
emergent phenomenon, observable space is also emergent phenomenon.
General relativity establishes dependency between gravitation and
spacetime. It means that in order to find emergent spacetime, it is
necessary to find gravitation as another emergent phenomenon.
Quantum mechanics describes many quantum effects. It means it is
necessary to find particles with quantum effects in scope of the theory.
Standard model shows what equations of all particles conforms to
SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) symmetry. So, at least part of the symmetry must be
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derived. Another important feature of modern physics is uncertainly
principle. So, it is necessary to show how uncertainly principle arises in
the superdeterministic theory. Locality is another key stone of modern
physics. So, the theory should include locality, may be in some modified
way. All observable physical phenomena have causal relationships. As
result, time should be built in such way so that phenomenon that
occurred later on, would be possible to predict on basis of state before.
Resulting laws of physics in emergent spacetime should not contradict to
any well-established theory in its well-tested area of applicability. There
are several fundamental forces in modern physics. Spacetime and matter
should be built with usage of one only field, all other fields include
gravitational field, should be derived from that one field.
ESTM theory, as I show later in the article, satisfies to all the
conditions.
Let’s imagine that space-time-matter, satisfying all conditions
above, was found on basis of timeless system. Can such space-timematter describe Universe, observable by us? If in such a world life is
possible, can sentient being belonging to such world feel reality of
surrounding and itself? These questions seem to refer to philosophy, as
concept of Being is affected. However, different variants of answer to
these questions provide different results in physics, so those questions
are related to physics too. Postulate and main idea of this theory is
positive answer to these questions.
Occam's Razor helps in positive answer to these questions, since
this theory reduces number of independent phenomena and reduces
significantly. Instead of various unrelated physical phenomena and
independent space-time, this theory suggests that all physical phenomena
can be derived from one model with one field and suggests ways to find
it.
If in such space-time-matter, emerged from timeless underlying
entity, there is sentient, it will observe following:
 Time exists, and all events have causal relationships, include
relationships with probabilistic nature.
 There is past, present and future.
Why present time would exist? It may seem that in such system,
time will pass immediately. However, it may be only from point of view
of external observer. But external observer in this model cannot exist,
first because of absence of time as fundamental phenomenon and second
because underlying entity includes everything objectively existing.
Observer here can be only object, capable of self-awareness, and
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belonging to emergent space-time. If such observer will be in emergent
time, it will observe changes of states of surrounding. Human thought - it
is some change in state of particles and fields in man over time.
Consequently, observer, who lives in emergent time, will also be able to
think, provided that relevant physics of emergent spacetime-matter
allows for intelligent life to exist. The speed of its thoughts will be
determined by rate of change of its states in emergent time. In particular
point in space-time, observer will always have same thought. If this
theory describes our Universe, it means that any human is, in some sense,
immortal. Everyone exists forever, but when our present does not
coincide with present of some other persons - they are not available to
us. Similarly, at any point of present time our current present mind
cannot contact ourselves in past or future. Also, number of human
thoughts is limited by human lifespan. Anyone can do whatever he
wants. However, desire of man to do something is caused by state of
human body at some point in time. Therefore, one cannot wish for
anything other than what was set by his state, so there is no real freewill.
In modern physics, human’s freewill is based on Heisenberg’s
uncertainly principle. In this article, I would show what the uncertainly
principle is not contradicts to super-determinism of the theory; it arise
quite naturally in super-determinism of the theory.
Postulate:
If in objectively existing timeless system, which includes everything objectively
existing, it is possible to find space, time and matter as emergent phenomenon, and
such space-time-matter allow existence of sentient, such space-time-matter is exists; it is
emergent spacetime-matter. In such emergent spacetime-matter sentient can feel, think,
feel that it really exists, is in being.
Consequence of this postulate: for case when laws of physics of
emergent spacetime-matter allow intelligent life to exists, sentient
belonging to such emergent spacetime-matter will feel like being in space
and feel the passage of time. He will feel emergent physical laws; laws of
physics of fundamental timeless system will be deeply hidden from his
feelings.
Later in the article, I will discuss nature of time in more details.
It is possible to notice what postulate of the theory can be proven
based on induction.
If, at some point of emergent time, human is able to think and feel reality
of surrounding – he will be able to think and feel reality of surrounding
at any other following moment of emergent time.
Proof:
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ESTM-theory describe world with exactly same physical laws and
phenomena as we observe. If it cannot describe some observable
phenomena, it means ESTM-theory is not correct. So I assume here what
ESTM-theory is able to describe world with exactly same physical laws
and phenomena as we observe. So if human would not be able to think
and feel reality of surrounding at any other following moment of
emergent time – it means physical laws and phenomena of our world
prohibit to humans think and feel reality of surrounding. It directly
contradicts to observations, humans are able to think and feel reality of
surrounding.
So, the statement is proven.
Similar for first step of induction, what human (or sentient)
belonging to such world can think and feel reality of surrounding at some
moment of emergent time. If it is possible to build exactly same laws of
physics in ESTM-theory as in our world, it means what human will be
able to be born, learn and start to think.
Postulate of ESTM-theory is more philosophical than physical, so
the prove above can be questioned based on some philosophical views.
So I have to use postulate instead of theorem.
After the postulate, I will add new definition, atemporal process:
Atemporal process: it is process which happens in absence of time as
fundamental phenomenon and which include emergent time and happens over emergent
time.
With such definition, all processes in our Universe are atemporal
processes, assuming what underlying entity has no time as fundamental
phenomenon.
I will name underlying fundamental timeless system as
Metauniverse.
Metauniverse - objectively existing timeless system which includes everything
objectively existing.
In the definition, I use phrase “objectively existing”. The phrase
means what something exists, and it can exist with or without observer,
independently from observers. However, the term indirectly implies
possibility of existence of observer. But observer who can observe
Metauniverse cannot exists, because there are no any models of
intelligent life without time. “Existence” also indirectly implies what
something happens in time, some object exists and time changing. There
is no time in Metauniverse, so it means Metauniverse exists not in typical
meaning of existence. So “objectively existing” is not precise phrase here,
but it looks as closest available. The phrase here means what
Metauniverse exists without any possibility of being directly observed by
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any observer and what word “existing” for Metauniverse is not imply any
processes in time or time existence.
In Metauniverse I postulate existence of scalar field. This means
that there is an m-dimensional space V, in which there is a scalar field
𝑓(𝑥), where 𝑥 is point in the space of Metauniverse and the field is
defined everywhere in space of Metauniverse. I also expect that space of
Metauniverse is a Euclidian space. Minkowski space of general relativity
arises as emergent space, described later in the article. I expect that value
of the scalar field at each point is determined by values of the field in
neighboring points, and that equation of the scalar field is symmetric
with respect to rotations, field is defined everywhere in space. This
effectively means that position, speed and properties of all particles at
each point of time are determined by states in past, present, future and in
areas not belonging to spacetime, if they exist. In order to be able to
predict distribution of states in future based on states in past, scalar field
should have such properties. It means it should be possible to predict
probability of states in some area of field with knowledge of states in
another non-intersecting area of space of Metauniverse. Value of scalar
field is defined by values in neighboring points because there are no
carriers of field in timeless Metauniverse. What is particle and state of
particle is described later.
Metauniverse has some number of dimensions. Number of
dimensions in Metauniverse in this article is not considered. This is one
of many questions in the theory that is left open for future. But
Metauniverse should have at least 4 dimensions to include our Universe,
reasons described later. One dimension for time, three dimensions for
space. All four dimensions are space dimensions with same properties;
there is no time in Metauniverse.
I will add definition of full universe:
Full universe is emergent spacetime-matter which has same laws of emergent
physics at any point of emergent space and any emergent time.
Also, I will add definition of universe:
Universe is full universe at given moment of emergent time
Full universe includes spacetime and matter for entire time
duration for the universe. Observer in such full universe can observe
only state of universe at moments of emergent time. Because full
universes are emergent spacetime and matter, all full universes are
emergent universes.
Our Universe, in context of this theory, is one of emergent
universes and at any given moment of time we can observe only state of
Universe at some moment of time. This imposes some restrictions on
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possible topologies of Metauniverse. For emergent space-time-matter,
therefore, it is necessary to find a way to find space, time and matter
from these conditions.
Later, I will use word ‘universe’ mostly in meaning of full universe.
For cases when I will use it in meaning of universe, it will be clear from
context.
Methods of finding spacetime and matter will be described in
several iterations.

2. Search for spacetime and matter
One of first questions which arise in timeless model of ESTMtheory is – how, in some point of space-time, move from one frame of
reference to another frame of reference, moving with different velocity?
In order to answer it, it is necessary to make model containing space and
time.
Initial model for n-dimensional emergent spacetime-matter (n <=
m, where m is number of dimensions in Metauniverse) is:
 one dimension represents emergent time
 n-1 dimensions forms emergent space, with n-1 dimensions.
In such model point of space will move along line representing
time. Emergent space is perpendicular to line of time, because it consists
from other dimensions then time.
It is not possible to represent velocity by increasing or decreasing
rate of movement along time line. Any emergent object moving along
time line at any rate would have exactly same changes of its state as
object moving with any other rate.
“Moving along time line” here is not means what object really
moving. Model of ESTM-theory have no time, so there is no movement
and no any processes in time, only atemporal processes. “Moving along
time line” means consequent changes of state of object in consequent
points on line of emergent time. I mention here “object”. Later I will use
“particle” instead of “object”. Definition and properties of particles, how
they arise from one field of Metauniverse, are written later in the article.
Movement from one frame of reference in some point of emergent
spacetime to another frame of reference can be obtaining by rotation of
spacetime in this point of spacetime. It means rotating both emergent
space and emergent time. So, time line after rotation would not be same
as before rotation, similar for space. Time line after rotation will have
angle to time line before rotation. As result, distance between points on
the time lines will grow proportionally to time line length. So, velocity in
model of ESTM-theory was found, it is angle of rotation of spacetime.
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State for any known to us object is depends on state of the object
in past and state of objects and fields in some distance around the object
in past, principle of locality; causality chains exists. In order to obtain
similar properties from timeless Metauniverse, existence of mapping is
necessary. I would not use isomorphism here, because isomorphism here
means what previous state fully defines new state. Mapping here means
what for each state of area of emergent space-matter at some point of
emergent time can be set another set of states of area of emergent spacematter at some following point of emergent time and the set include all
possible states for initial state. State of emergent spacetime-matter at
some point of emergent time includes state of all particles at that point of
time in area of emergent space. The set of following states should also
contain probability of each set of states. So, the mapping produces
probabilistic physics from super-deterministic Metauniverse. The
mapping should be between states of space-matter in present to states of
space-matter in future. Time in this case is vector perpendicular to space.
Transition to reference frame with another speed is obtained by rotating
spacetime, as described above. First, I will require mapping function to
be single valued (isomorphic), later I will discuss multivalued functions of
mapping.
The approach with mapping can work well, but, based how ESTMtheory the mapping was added, it cannot be suitable everywhere. It is not
represents underlying physics, it is just good approximate solution which
allows predicting distribution of states in future for limited amount of
conditions.
While such approach with mapping can works, may be even in
some modified way, it is possible to talk about emergent spacetime. For
areas where such approach is not works – they are not belongs to our
spacetime. However, there are transitional areas and transitional energies.
Mapping function is not just another algebra and related groups
and operators. However, mapping function should use map of states in
past or present to create distribution of states in future. So, algebra of
states is part of mapping function.
If states of some object cannot be described by same mapping
function as for other objects belonging to spacetime, such object is not
belongs to related spacetime, it is located outside of the spacetime and
matter. Such object can belong to other emergent spacetime and matter,
if it can be described by other mapping function, or it may not belongs to
any emergent spacetime-matter. Object here means something
constructed from scalar field of Metauniverse. In order for laws of
physics to be same everywhere in spacetime, for inertial frames of
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references, mapping function must be same everywhere in spacetime. I
not use “covariant” for laws of physics; the word is typically used in
scientific articles. “Covariant” implicitly means that laws are changing
covariant to metric tensor. But that if solutions for some universe with
contravariant laws are possible? I cannot exclude it, so I use “same
everywhere in spacetime, for inertial frames of references” phrase
instead.
Maximum angle of rotation is limited by two factors:
1. By properties of scalar field of Metauniverse. Field may limit
applicability of mapping function to only a certain range of rotations.
Special relativity limit maximum velocity to speed of light, it place limit of
maximum angle of rotation.
2. Rotation cannot be made so that after one rotation time will
points to past. But it not means that it is not possible to go to past after
several rotations.
In our Universe, state of any object at time t depends on state of
space and matter within vicinity of c*t around the object at time t=0.
However, existence of such mapping is not enough, it is necessary to be
able to switch to frame of reference of moving bodies. Matter is also
necessary. I will introduce, in scope of ESTM theory, temporary
definition of particle:
Particle – it is feature of scalar field of Metauniverse, which is stable at least
for some emergent time and has invariant for rotations and interact in emergent
spacetime with other particles as whole.
It means that some projection of scalar field of Metauniverse to
emergent space, in vicinity of point 𝑥, with some modifications, not
changing features of projection of the field and preserving invariant of
particle, must exist along vector of time for some time. Mapping function
should map projection of field to similar projection belonging to later
time. Particle should interact with other particles as whole as long as it is
one particle, because if only part of particle interacts and other parts are
not interacts, it means this parts are independent particles. Later in this
article, the definition of particle will be expanded and modified;
definition of elementary particle will be added. Movement of particle
relative to point of emergent space – it is change in distance in emergent
space from particle to point where line of time comes from initial
position of the particle. In order to be able to go to reference frame of
moving particle, it is necessary to have same mapping function in
reference frame of moving particle. Because if mapping function is
different, this means that in case of change of velocity of particle begin to
act different physical laws. Transition to reference frame of moving
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particle is rotation of spacetime. Emergent time is always perpendicular
to local emergent space.
Mentioned above properties of mapping imposes certain
restrictions on equation of scalar field of Metauniverse.
Approach to formation of emergent spacetime-matter, described
above, requires specific scalar field of Metauniverse. There is possibility
to significantly reduce constraints to scalar field of Metauniverse. Instead
of require from scalar field of Metauniverse ability of constructing
continuous mapping function, it is possible to request to have this ability
only in some points. In this case, space and time are discrete. Since
spacetime of one reference frame is at angle relative to reference frame
moving with another speed, this means that there is a minimum angle of
rotation. Consequently, space of velocities also becomes discrete.
Above were described approaches that require single-valued
mapping function. However, such function imposes lot of restrictions on
original field. Of course, it leads to easier search for equation of scalar
field of Metauniverse but I want to consider all possibilities. Mapping can
be probabilistic; it means multi-valued function of mapping. This means
that for same conditions of scalar field on surface representing emergent
space, mapping may be one of a plurality of possible values, in
accordance with probability distribution function. In this case, laws of
physics in emergent spacetime-matter will also be probabilistic. Usage of
probability function of mapping allows furthering weakening
requirements for scalar field of Metauniverse. Probabilistic function of
mapping does not mean that result of mapping cannot be predicted
accurately. It can be accurately predicted with knowledge of function of
scalar field of Metauniverse and boundary conditions. Boundary
conditions, however, may be not belongs to emergent spacetime, part of
them may belongs to future, part may be not belongs to emergent
spacetime at all, some may be not reflected as states of particles.
Probabilistic function of mapping generates probabilistic laws of physics
in corresponding emergent spacetime-matter.
If mapping function is no single valued, it means that there is no
isomorphism between states in past and future. Because same initial set
of states can produce different set of states later. In quantum mechanics
it explained by probabilistic laws of nature, in ESTM-theory I explains it
as influence of factors external to spacetime and matter.
I will make several definitions with the approach:
World line - curve that starts at some point in spacetime, and includes all
follows by time points.
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World line is different for each frame of reference, i.e., through a
single point in space passes so many world lines, how many rotations
available. The curve is constructed by finding the closest following by
time point belonging to same emergent spacetime-matter, then the
nearest point to the found point, etc.
Distance between points in space belonging to same spacetime - is the number of
points in the space located between them in the shortest curve for discrete solutions and
length of this curve for the case of continuous solutions.
Distance in time between points belonging to same spacetime - is number of
layers of space located between them for discrete solutions, and distance between spaces
along world line of the selected point in case of continuous solutions.
With the approach described above, requirements for scalar field of
Metauniverse further reduced. However, there is a problem with
beginning of world lines. If world line is infinite and is not closed,
Metauniverse must also be infinite. With endless world lines, our
Universe must also be infinite. However, this contradicts current
cosmological data about history of our Universe. So, I need to find way
for emergence and completion of world lines.
World line is based on ability of mapping function to be same for
entire emergent spacetime-matter. However, situation is possible when
starting from a certain point of time mapping function cannot make
proper mapping. It is possible that field of Metauniverse in such location
have no anything unusual. If at some point of time mapping function
cannot have correct mapping, in this point world line is terminated. Same
is for beginning of world line. At some point, it becomes possible to use
mapping function. At this point emerges spacetime and matter. However,
emergence of one or more world lines does not mean appearance of new
emergent spacetime-matter. For forming a space of velocities it is
necessary to be able to perform rotations of spacetime, and number or
angle of rotations must be equal everywhere. At beginning of world line
it can be possible what full range of rotations with usage of mapping
function is not possible. At that point it is not possible to say that time
and space exist. This is transitional space, phase of forming space, time
and matter. If by moving forward on the world line it is possible to reach
emergent universe - hence the beginning of the world line was birthplace
of new emergent spacetime-matter. If the world line breaks before
reaching emergent universe - hence the formation of new universe was
unsuccessful. What will happen if one of world lines that make up
universe suddenly disappears? For example, there is a small place with
some feature of field not allowing using mapping function. World line in
many cases can be continued even when mapping function gives
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incorrect results if add into mapping function non-predictable
component.
In the article, I would name as non-predictable every phenomenon
which is not possible to describe based on probability.
Non-predictable component in this case does not mean absence of
causal relationship; it just means that causal links are deeply hidden from
the corresponding emergent spacetime-matter. At the moment, there are
no experimental results which show existence of non-predictable
phenomena in our Universe.
There is no phenomenon known with non-predictable behavior.
Therefore most likely that non-predictable component is always zero or
its influence is significant only at cosmological scale. Or it differs from
zero only in the places of formation of spacetime. At the moment, only
candidates for such places are vicinity of black holes with strong
gravitational field and particles with Planck energies.
Above was given temporary definition of particles. Based on
written above, modified definition:
Particle - feature of scalar field of Metauniverse or its decomposition, defined in
area belonging to emergent spacetime, which is exists at least for some emergent time
and has invariant under rotations for some range of rotations as approximation, it
interact in emergent spacetime with other particles as whole.
Additionally to already discussed, I added “as approximation”.
Why invariant, or symmetry to rotations, exists only as approximation I
described later in the article, in special relativity part. In that would be
shown what the approximation is not non-relativistic approximation, it’s
more complex.
It may looks as invariant should be precise, not approximation.
According to Noether's theorem, continuous symmetries lead to
conservations laws. If invariant for rotations is not precise it may leads to
anisotropy of space and breaking of conservation law for momentum as
result. Later, in special relativity part, it would be shown what the nonprecise invariant breaks in such way it not cause anisotropy of space.
Adding non-predictable part to mapping function leads to
necessary for emergent physical laws to be resistant to small changes in
mapping function.
Space of velocities is formed by all possible rotations of spacetime
at which there is no change of probabilistic part of mapping function and
non-predictable part is much smaller than other parts of mapping
function (deterministic part and probabilistic part). Rotation of spacetime
corresponds to transition to reference frame moving at different speed.
What means “non-predictable part is much smaller than other parts of
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mapping function” is described later in the article, in “Time, Space and
Matter” part.
Speed of one reference frame relative to another - is function of number of
rotations of spacetime for transition between reference frames. For continuous solutions
- function of angle of rotation of spacetime, necessary for transition from one reference
frame to another.
Accordingly, for discrete solutions of spacetime speed can vary
only discretely. Observed velocity in corresponding emergent spacetimematter is function of angle of rotation or number of rotations.
At any point in spacetime, there should be maximum angle at
which it is possible to rotate the spacetime. Otherwise, using acceleration,
it can be possible to go back in time.
Existence of maximum angle of rotation of spacetime means
existence of maximum possible speed. In our Universe it corresponds to
speed of light.
Based on written above, there are several possible options for
emergent spacetime:
1. Continuous space, continuous time, continuous space of
velocities
2. Continuous space, continuous time, discrete space of velocities
3. Continuous space, discrete time, continuous space of velocities
4. Continuous space, discrete time, discrete space of velocities
5. Discrete space, discrete time, continuous space of velocities
6. Discrete space, discrete time, discrete space of velocities
7. Discrete space, continuous time, continuous space of
velocities
8. Discrete space, continuous time, discrete space of velocities
If SU(3) symmetry correctly describe particles, option #1 describes
our Universe. The option implicitly means absence of quantum gravity,
reasons described later in the article. If quantum gravity exists, in such
case our spacetime is described by option 6. How SU(3) arise in ESTMtheory is described later in the article, but attentive reader may notice
what SU(3) symmetry is already described just not named.
Noether's theorem is about differentiable symmetries, so it is
applicable to option #1 only. As result, it makes other options
questionable. However, it not discard them. May be universe without
conservation laws are possible, or there is analog of Noether's theorem
for discrete symmetries?
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3. Interaction of past, present and future
According to ESTM-theory, we live in timeless Metauniverse,
where time is emergent phenomenon. Field in Metauniverse is not
changing because of absence of time, there is no preferred direction, and
equations of field are invariant to rotations. It means every point
belonging to past or present interacts with points in future. Also, it
means future interacts with present and past. Because Metauniverse is
timeless, it also leads to impossibility to go back in past, time machine,
from point of view of observer not going to past, is not possible. It not
prohibits time machine however: if there is some process which allows
for some world lines to go to past, from point of view of observer
moving with the world lines it may looks as they go to past. But from
point of view of observer who not goes to past – nothing can go to past.
Change of past is not possible, because Metauniverse is timeless.
Any states of objects in present are already have effect to past, and
it is not possible to make states of objects to be incompatible with past.
Any attempt to make change of past would not has any effect. It is
because those attempts are already affected past, even before we decided
to do it.

4. Wave function
When I described above how to derive emergent spacetime and
matter, I mentioned mapping function with probabilistic properties. As
result, in ESTM theory all particles must be described by probabilistic
laws of physics in emergent spacetime.
Quantum mechanics contains function which is used to describe
particles, it is wave function. Wave function has probabilistic properties.
In such case, if ESTM theory is valid, wave function must be function of
mapping function, mentioned above. Exact relationship between
mapping function and wave function can be found with further
development of mathematical model of ESTM theory.

5. ESTM-theory and Standard model, SU(3)
symmetry
Particles in any state should be same after rotation of spacetime, as
approximation. How special relativity affects rotations is described later
in the article. In our emergent spacetime, there are 3 spatial dimensions.
It means what particles should allow rotation in 3 orthogonal directions.
Matrix for rotation in 3 orthogonal directions in 4-dimensional space is
3x3, if ignore time. Time can be ignored for non-relativistic case. Only
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one field exists in Metauniverse, and particles with their state are such
dimensional parts of scalar field which are preserved by rotations. Note
what same part of scalar field may represent more than one particle for
same spacetime.
Probability of some particle to be in some state at some point of
space in quantum mechanics is described by wave function. Wave
function is function which uses complex numbers. Because ESTMtheory is expected to describe our Universe, I can use rotations for wave
functions. Why particles have probabilistic properties, were described
above. Wave function, in such approach, is function of mapping function
described above.
So, wave function should also allow rotation of spacetime. It
means what wave function should have symmetry to SU(3) group, as
approximation and for smooth space without quants of space. Unitary
because determinant of matrix for rotation is equal to 1, S because wave
functions is based on complex numbers. Smooth space – because if
space is not smooth it means there are no continuous rotations and Lie
groups are not applicable for such cases.
So, ESTM-theory predicts SU(3) symmetry, similar to Standard
model with SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) . As for other parts of symmetry of
Standard model, it needs to be found in ESTM theory with further
development of mathematical model.
There is no proposed equation of field of Metauniverse; search for
the equation needs to be done with usage of reverse approach. It would
be necessary to find such field which satisfies all constraints of ESTMtheory. SU(3)xSU(2)xU1() symmetry is one of such constraints.
As result, I can conclude what Standard model can be approximate
solution of ESTM-theory.
With the model, it is possible to use same math as in quantum
mechanics with Standard model. Eigen vectors will represent states of
particles; eigenvalues will represent masses of particles etc. Such
approach is in line with definition of particle given above.
Standard model describes strong, weak and electromagnetic forces.
So, I can conclude what ESTM theory contains at least the three forces;
how to add gravitational force will be described later in the article.

6. Algebras for emergent universes
During describing how to find particles on continuous scalar field
of Metauniverse, it was shown what particles are properties of scalar field
which has approximate invariants to rotations. What means approximate
invariant, described later in special relativity part. Also particles should be
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same after rotation relatively to each other; it means what operators of
rotations should be unitary. Wave function is based on complex
numbers, so it should be SU(n) group with related algebra, where n is
equal to number of space dimensions. In case of our Universe with its 3
space dimensions, it leads to SU(3) symmetry. It was shown below in
special relativity part, SU(3) symmetry is only approximation because it
cannot produce same physical laws after rotations.
So, each emergent space-time-matter with n dimensions is based
on its algebra with group 𝐺. 𝐺 is one of SU(n-1) groups with
corresponding Lie algebra, which is unique for all intersecting full
universes but can be non-unique for full universes which have no
intersections. Reason why all intersecting full universes must have
different algebras – because in case if two of them have same algebras, it
means in place of intersections all particles belonging to first universe
belongs to second and same for opposite. As result, it is same emergent
spacetime, same universe.
Group 𝐺 depends on function of scalar field of Metauniverse.
Algorithm how to derive set of algebras based on function of scalar field
is unknown. Also, the groups may be defined not in entire volume of
Metauniverse, but only in some volume 𝑉 of Metauniverse. Volume 𝑉
corresponds to volume occupied by related full universe. More than one
algebra can exists on same volume. So, group 𝐺 is function of function of
field 𝑓(𝑥) on volume 𝑉 and it belongs to set of groups from the volume:
𝐺(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑉) ∈ {𝐺1, …, 𝐺𝑛}
(1)
Note what group 𝐺 is not need to be defined on all volume 𝑉, the
volume can contains regions where the group is not defined or where
there is breaking of the group. How to interpret the cases, is discussed in
gravitation part of the article.

7. Uncertainly principle
One of main features of quantum mechanics is Heisenberg's
uncertainly principle. It may looks as uncertainly principle is not
compatible with super-determinism, include ESTM theory. In this part of
article, I would show why uncertainly principle is not contradicts to
ETSM theory.
ESTM theory is based on wave functions with proper symmetries.
It means what all observables should be described by operators, similar
to quantum mechanics.
Description how uncertainly principle is derived is described in
most of textbooks for quantum mechanics. Main feature which leads to
uncertainly principle is wave function and non-commutative operators
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for measurable values, such as location and impulse. I would not copypaste deriving of uncertainly principle, it is enough to note what ESTM
theory contains wave function, and so all maths of quantum mechanics
can be used. As result, ESTM theory contains uncertainly principle too,
in spite it is super-deterministic theory.
Uncertainly principle in ETSM theory is exhibition of noncorpuscular properties of particles.

8. Loss of information about past
Past - it's all events that have already occurred.
Can events, which already happened, be changed?
If non-predictable part of mapping function is non-zero, it is
possible that we would see events different than they were at time when
they happened. In this case, with distance from point of event will be
accumulated non-predictable contribution. Chains of cause-and-effect
relationships would be modified. In this case, it is possible that in same
frame of reference, at points separated by a certain time, events in
common past will look different.
It can be interpreted as loss of information about past.
I guess that non-predictable part can be non-zero only at space
where at least some world lines are emerging and terminating. Such
behavior of world lines can be expected to be found at curved spacetime,
with strongest effects near gravitational singularities and black holes, may
be somewhere else. Therefore, loss of information about past may be not
observable under normal conditions.
It is necessary to solve equations of ESTM-theory to be able to
describe such processes, and is they exist.
In order to estimate effects of non-predictable phenomena, if they
are exist, I add additional definition: time of half decay of causality.
Time of half decay of causality – it is duration of time when half of causality
chains, existed at beginning, would not exists at end of the time with given rate of nonpredictability.
The definition is quite vague; because there is no exact definition
of what is “causality chain” and how to calculate them. So the definition
needs to be improved with future development of ESTM-theory.

9. Metauniverse and emergent universes
Metauniverse, according to ESTM-theory, is timeless space
containing scalar field 𝑓(𝑥). All others – particles, time, space and others
– are emergent phenomena.
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Our Universe is part of Metauniverse. Volume occupied by a full
universe in Metauniverse corresponds to sum of volumes of all spaces of
universe since beginning of time until end of time, or until cycling of
universe.
Methods for determination of spacetime, described above in the
article, can provide several different solutions with different mapping
functions. These solutions can cross in space of Metauniverse, or not
overlap, or coincide exactly occupies same space of Metauniverse. It is
also possible that in part of space of Metauniverse existence of spacetime
is not possible and no universe exists in that place.
Each of these solutions corresponds, according to postulate of the
theory, to objectively existing emergent universe.
I will introduce several definitions:
Multiverse – it is set of all universes, existing in Metauniverse.
Close universes – it is universes that have intersection in space of Metauniverse.
If universes are close to each other, it does not mean that particular
region of spacetime of universe is close to region of another universe.
Possibly, intersection happened billions of years ago, or it will happen in
billions of years in future, or is happening in many mega parsecs away.
Locally parallel universes – it is all universes, which have intersection in space
of Metauniverse with selected part of spacetime of universe.
If there are locally parallel universes, it not means that it is possible
to interact between universes. For interaction between universes is
necessary, but not sufficient, non-zero correlation between equations of
particles belonging to the different universes.
Interacting parallel universes - universes, action in one of them may affect state
in other universe, and vice versa.
If action from one universe to another universe will make rational
being, in another universe such action will looks as consequence of its
own physical laws and it would have independent from first universe
causality links.
Recently, in fantasy become popular genre with parallel Earths
located in parallel dimensions. According to ESTM-theory, parallel
Earths are possible, in case if accumulation of matter in one universe
leads to accumulation of matter in some another universe. Simplest
possible solution is for interacting parallel universes. Maybe
extraterrestrial sentient are very close, on parallel Earth?

10. Properties of our spacetime
There are several possible options of existence of Universe:
1. Time in Universe has a beginning but no end.
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2. Time in Universe has a beginning and there is end of time
3. Spacetime in Universe looped.
4. Time in Universe has no beginning and no end.
5. Time in Universe has no beginning but there is end of time.
All variants with infinite time assume infinite Metauniverse.
Modern experimental data show that time in our universe has
beginning. It discards all options except 1 and 2.
Therefore, in beginning, until time appeared, was (and it still exists
in Metauniverse, but far from us) some state where usage of same
mapping function as now in our universe was impossible. Next, began
formation phase of our Universe, which created space, time and matter.
It is not possible to say how much time this process took, since time
itself was also in phase of formation. Further development of the ESTMtheory, understanding physics of Metauniverse, should allow studying
formation of our Universe in details and even looking further before Big
Bang, to where there was neither time nor space.
End of formation phase is not means end of formation of new
spacetime and matter. It is still possible and, at least for spacetime,
happens, described later in the article in cosmology and gravitation parts.

11. Our Universe
In this part of article, I will describe how our Universe looks based
on the ESTM-theory.
We are in timeless Metauniverse. Metauniverse has scalar field,
space is a Euclidean space. Field is not uniform everywhere, somewhere
it is more, somewhere less, but equation of field is same everywhere. Our
Universe exists in Metauniverse, formed on basis of one of variants of
formation of spacetime and methods for quantization, described above.
Mapping function, described above, must have no noticeable nonpredictable parts on all available now for study range of energies and
values of gravitational field. It should be possible to describe properties
of particles and their interaction in above range of conditions based on
their states. In this case, their accurate equations should have a range of
states as solution for SU(3) approximation, so Standard model would be
approximate solution of ESTM-theory.
Gravitation warps emergent spacetime. Thus, gravitation does not
affect character of interaction between particles on entire observed range
of gravitational forces.
At same time, both quantum mechanics and general relativity,
according to the ESTM-theory, are approximate and have restrictions on
their range of applicability.
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Both quantum mechanics and gravitation are emergent phenomena
of scalar field of Metauniverse.

12. Special relativity and ESTM-theory
Current experimental data shows what all laws of physics are same
in all non-accelerating frames of references. So, in order to form time, all
laws of physics should be same in all non-accelerating frames of
references. Some physical laws like electrodynamics and special relativity,
requires constant speed of light in all frames of references. It can be
achieved by following model:
After each rotation, new maximum angle of rotation appears, from
point of view of geometry of Metauniverse. It may be different then
before rotations, but symmetric for rotation to any side. Speed of light
must be not changed with change of maximum angle; speed of light
depends not only on angle of rotation, but also on speed of time in
Metauniverse (described more lately in the article). In such case, after
making some amount of rotations in one direction, it should be possible
to go to past, from point of view of accelerating object. From point of
view of observer who not change its velocity, accelerating object would
not go to past, it would just increase its speed to not more than speed of
light or maximum angle of rotations, may be after some rotation it will be
seen even as decreasing its speed. Particles of light must map to particles
of light in other frame of references, same for particles. But position of
particles and their trajectory will change after rotation, and distance
between trajectory of same particle but in different frames of reference
may grow instantly over time. I want to highlight the result of ESTMtheory – same particle in each point always go to different trajectories
depending on angle of view. How to find types of functions which allow
such model is unclear for me, I think some models from holography can
be used here. So, it requires more research to find mathematics of
described model. In equations of ESTM-theory I will requires such
properties from related functions, but functions are not found. Again,
ESTM-theory is new theory with completely new mathematical model.
No mathematics exists in ready to use for the model state. I think it is
possible to find such equations, but their search will take quite a lot of
time. And ESTM-theory contains much more open questions; in the
article I more focused on creation of basis of ESTM-theory than research
in details each open question.
So, let’s discuss the model in more details.
First, I will discuss possibility to go to past. If after each rotation
(increase of speed) new maximum angle is allows to go beyond previous
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maximum angle, it means possibility to rotate to 180 degrees from first
rotation, go to past. However, because Metauniverse in ESTM-theory is
timeless, it cannot be changed. So, attempt to change past with number
of consequent accelerations should fail. However, from point of view of
accelerating observer all should look as usual, same physical laws as
before accelerating. So, if plan to make changes in past before
accelerating, it should be possible to make them after accelerating. It
looks as contradiction. The contradiction can be resolved, if add loss of
information after rotating by big angle. Information should be fully lost if
rotate to past, so original plans to change past would no longer be in
effect. ESTM-theory leads to equations of ESTM-theory, and the
equations are expected to describe any space-time-matter for any
universe. Loss of information – it is cases when some events, like
interaction of particles, happened in one frame of reference but not
happened in another frame of reference. So, after rotation of reference
frame some particles may disappear or appear, positions of particles in
Metauniverse may be changed.
Photons and some other particles are always traveling at speed of
light. So, they always have maximum possible angle to vector of time,
other type of particles have less angle. The angle for photons is equal to
angle representing speed of light. After rotation of frame of reference,
surface in Metauniverse, corresponding to speed of light, will be different
than before rotations. So in one frame of reference particles with speed
of light belong to one surface, in another frame of reference, after
rotations – to another surface, their positions in Metauniverse changing
by rotations, some of particles may disappear after rotation, some
appears. If rotate frame of reference, once or several times, and next
rotate back to original position (if it is possible without exceeding speed
of light), particles and their positions must be same as before rotations.
Same applies to particles which not travel with speed of light. So there is
loss of information after rotation of frame of reference, and there is
change in direction of speed of particle after rotation of frame of
reference. Note what described behavior means what SU(3) symmetry is
approximation.
Proposed above behavior is looks as not falsifiable, because it
cannot be directly observed. Any theory which cannot be falsified cannot
be considered as scientific theory. However, while ESTM-theory predicts
there is no way to directly observe the behavior, there is ability to test
other predictions and falsify ESTM-theory.
Such behavior, with inability to directly observe some
phenomenon, is inherent part of any super-deterministic theory. The
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behavior cannot be directly observed, so it is not directly falsifiable, but it
can be tested and falsified by comparing other, observable, predictions of
super-deterministic theory with experiments.
Same laws of physics in all reference frames look quite natural in
ESTM theory. It is because the laws are emergent from mapping
function. And for same initial conditions, mapping function should
provide same results, because of symmetry of function of scalar field of
Metauniverse.
Speed of light is same everywhere in non-accelerating frames of
references. Speed of light, with approach described above, it equal to:
𝑐 = 𝑣𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑔(α)
(2)
𝑣𝑡 – speed of time in Metauniverse, α – angle between vector of
time and light. Speed of time may change and, as result, the angle will
change together with speed of time. Speed of light is speed in emergent
space. Emergent space is perpendicular to vector of time. So hypotenuse
of resulting triangle is located opposed to angle between speed of time
and speed of light.
So, scalar field should have quite specific properties, described
above, to support special relativity in ESTM-theory.
If angle of speed of light is much smaller than 2π, in such case loss
of information may be small. It may be small with following condition:
α ≪ 2π
(3)
Described above behavior is not means what SU(3) symmetry must
break for relativistic cases, but it means SU(3) is approximate model.
Another conclusion is – quality of SU(3) symmetry depends on angle of
speed of light. Later, in gravitation part, was shown what the angle is not
constant. How it affects quality of SU(3) symmetry and laws of physics is
discussed later in the article.
Special relativity contains relation between time intervals in
different frames of references. Such relation cannot be obtained in
ESTM-theory directly from geometry. The relation imposes another
restriction to scalar field of Metauniverse.
Now, I will write what was written above in equations.
Average value of 4-vector 𝑅 of space and velocity for particle with
wave function ψ is:
〈𝑅〉 =

∫ψ

∗

𝑅ψ𝑑𝑟

(4)

From point of view of another frame of reference,
〈𝑅〉1 = 𝑀〈𝑅〉 = 𝑀
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∫ψ

∗

𝑅ψ𝑑𝑟

(5)
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〈𝑅〉1

𝑀

– 4-vector from point of view of another frame of reference,
– matrix for transformation. 𝑀 is calculated based on special relativity.
Same 4-vector can be calculated as:
〈𝑅〉1 =

∫ψ

∗
1 𝑅1ψ1𝑑𝑟1

(6)

ψ1

– wave function from corresponding frame of reference.
Behavior with position of particles after rotation to another frame
of reference means what there is difference between position predicted
by special relativity and actual position in related frame of reference, so
what module of difference between 4-vectors is above zero:

| 𝑀∫ ψ

∗

𝑅ψ𝑑𝑟 ‒

∫ψ

∗
1 𝑅1ψ1𝑑𝑟1

| > 0,

(7)
if frames of references are not same. I will name the difference as
function θ:

| ∫ψ

θ(𝑣, β, 𝐺, 𝐿, 𝑣⃗ 𝑡) = 𝑀

∗

𝑅ψ𝑑𝑟 ‒

∫ψ

∗
1 𝑅1ψ1𝑑𝑟1

θ(𝑣, β 𝐺, 𝐿, 𝑣⃗ 𝑡) > 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑣 > 0

|

(8)

(9)
The function depends on velocity of another frame of reference;
angle β corresponds to the velocity in point of emergent spacetime. Note
what the angle can be different in different points. 𝐺 – group with related
algebra of particles, for our Universe it corresponds to algebra of
Standard model. 𝐿 is function of emergent space, 𝑣⃗ 𝑡 describes emergent
time, both function are described later in the article, in gravitation part.
The function can depend on other parameters. If other parameters exist,
they can be found with further development of mathematical model of
ESTM theory. And again, I remind what the difference cannot be
experimentally measured, it is prohibited by super-determinism of the
theory. So, while the symmetry is only approximation, from point of view
of observer in emergent spacetime, the symmetry is close to precise. As
result, Noether's theorem is still applicable for SU(3) group and
conservations laws are exists.
𝑣

13. Time, Space and Matter
There are many definitions of time. Most of them says what time is
phenomenon completely independent from observers, and it exists both
when observers exists and not exists.
In ESTM-theory, we exists in timeless Metauniverse, there is no
time as phenomenon on level of Metauniverse. Time appears as
emergent phenomenon. But is such time exists without observers?
Without observer, it cannot be measured. Without observers, emergent
time is just mathematical abstraction. So time and any effects of time
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without observer cannot be experimentally tested, and, as result, it
becomes question of philosophy. My opinion is: without observer time is
not exists unless observer appeared at some more late emergent time.
Only intelligent life can be observer. So, time exists only if related
emergent universe contains intelligent life.
Similar is for space. Space, as emergent phenomenon, exists only if
observers exist in related emergent universe.
Matter is also emergent phenomenon, and it not exists without
observers.
Intelligent life cannot exists without causality, when events in past
affecting events in present. At least, as far as I know, nobody proposed
models of intelligent life in physics without causality.
As result, from one point of view time is automorphism of algebra
of universe. From another point of view it is possible to say what time is
subjective ordering of set of emergent space-matter which support
causality chains
Subjective is because time is not exists without observer. Each
moment of time contains different space and matter. Each state of spacematter at following moment of time should be, at least partially, be based
on state in previous moment of time, in order to support causality chains.
State of space-matter at following moment of time can be not fully based
on state at previous moment of time, as long as it allows existing for
some causality chains. Causality chains should exists for long enough
time to allow arising of intelligent life, otherwise related universe would
not have intelligent life at it means such universe have no observer.
Without observer at some point of emergent space-time, universe is not
exists.
So, if laws of physics contain non-determinism, it should be small
enough to allow existence of intelligent life.
The definition of time is in line with proposed model of finding
emergent space-time-matter and described above properties of emergent
time.
In this part of article it is easy to notice what ESTM-theory is
based on non-realistic philosophy view with eternalism, because one of
its consequences what spacetime and matter are not exists independently
of our mind. However, I think what the theory is more closer to critical
realism than anti-realism, because it contains entities independent from
mind. It is field and space of Metauniverse. More precisely, mind is
dependent on the scalar field but the field is not dependent on mind.
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14. Holographic principle of ESTM-theory
Metauniverse in ESTM-theory has no time, so it not contains any
particles, except in emergent universes. As result, there are no force
carriers for field, so each value of field in point of space of Metauniverse
should be defined by values of field in neighboring points. I will name it
as holographic principle of ESTM-theory.
Holographic principle of ESTM-theory is incompatible with
Holographic Principle of String Theory. Reason is not only because
ESTM-theory have no strings, but also because boundary of region in
ESTM-theory include not only past, but future too. Also, particles in
ESTM-theory are just some emergent objects based on field of
Metauniverse, and knowledge of state of particles is not sufficient to fully
describe state of field inside region. States of particles are just
eigenvectors in some Lie group and related algebra (SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)
group of Standard model for our Universe), and set of states of particles
is not providing full information about state of underlying scalar field of
Metauniverse in related region.
Field is Metauniverse is not change over time because there is no
time, so no any carriers of interactions are possible. It limits interaction
to only one case – when field in some point is interacts only with points
near.
So, it leads to: if there is some closed surface 𝑆 in Metauniverse,
value of field inside any point of region surrounded by the surface is
determined only by values of field on surface, φ(𝑆).
So, it means exists function 𝑔(𝑟⃗ , 𝑆,φ(𝑆)) which gives value of scalar
field of Metauniverse in point 𝑥 belonging to region surrounded by
surface 𝑆, where value of field on surface is φ(𝑆):
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑆,φ(𝑆))

(10)

Holographic principle of ESTM-theory may lead to interesting
conclusion: full information about entire Metauniverse and all its
universes exists in any region of Metauniverse. Such conclusion may be
valid in case of smooth function of field of Metauniverse; probably some
other restrictions are required.

15. Locality in ESTM-theory
All known interactions in our Universe are local, with speed of
light as limit to speed of interactions. There is also quantum
entanglement which seems as having faster speed of information
movement than speed of light.
Locality in ESTM-theory is achieved with SU(3) symmetry. All
particles must conform SU(3) symmetry, and none of particles may have
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speed above speed of light. All particles interact between each other only
with usage of other particles or directly without violation of locality.
Maximum speed for all particles is speed of light. As result, there is
locality.
However, ESTM-theory not prohibits faster than light interactions
if they involve particles with macroscopic size. In case of particles with
big size, particle interacts as whole and, as result, it corresponds to
interaction with faster than light speed.
Gravitation interaction may not have field carriers at all; it can be
just mathematical function which provides ordered set of emergent
spaces which support specific kinds of particles and causality. But
because there are no any observations what gravitation interact at speed
above speed of light, such function also must support locality. Curvature
of spacetime in such case is caused by function of gravitation to support
causality and locality.
About possibility of direct interaction between particles without
violation of locality.
There is open question. Is it possible to build universe based on
particles with violation of locality and make the universe be able to
support causality chains and intelligent life?

16. Gravitation, part one
During description how to find spacetime from scalar field, I
mentioned what emergent laws of physics must be same for all spacetime
and for all frames of references. It is possible what in some cases
emergent spacetime will be curved, because there are no solution with
non-curved spacetime in some areas of Metauniverse. As result, we
would observe curved spacetime.
Curved spacetime is not something new, general relativity use
curved spacetime to describe gravitation. So, I would assume what
curved spacetime is responsible for gravitation, similar to general
relativity.
Why gravitational mass is equal to inertial mass is open question, it
is necessary to find way how to calculate both of the masses to be able to
find answer.
Due to fact that particles change spacetime, is that if will be big
enough number of particles - there can be problems with spacetime and
world lines. At some point, continuing of spacetime can be impossible.
At that point, there is gravitational singularity. Close vicinity of
gravitational singularity is place for massive formation of spacetime and
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for formation of matter. There may emerge and terminate world lines,
and particles.
Gravitational singularity does not mean that at point of singularity
Metauniverse also has singularity of scalar field. It does not even mean
that in these places value of scalar field of Metauniverse is higher or
lower than average, it just means there is no solution which supports
same causality and emergent laws of physics as in other parts of emergent
spacetime.
During search for spacetime, one of condition of spacetime was –
all laws of physics should be same in all emergent space, for inertial
frames of reference. It allows using equivalence principle from general
relativity which says same. So, I can use general relativity for ESTMtheory. However, some changes are necessary to made to general
relativity.
General relativity predicts time dilation – time in areas in stronger
gravitational field tick slower than in areas with smaller gravitational field.
In order to get same for emergent spacetime, it is necessary for speed of
time be higher in areas with stronger gravitation fields than in areas with
smaller gravitational field. In such case events in stronger gravitational
field would looks slower from point of view of observer in smaller
gravitational field.
Speed of time – it is length in Metauniverse corresponding to unit of time in
some point of emergent spacetime.
It is possible to write equation to set dependency between speeds
of times depending on time dilation. Observer in smaller gravitational
field during time 𝑑𝑡1 passes same distance as observer in stronger
gravitational field during time 𝑑𝑡2 which corresponds to time 𝑑𝑡1. So,
speed of time 𝑣1 for first observer should be different from speed of time
𝑣2 for second observer.
𝑙 = 𝑣1𝑑𝑡1 = 𝑣2𝑑𝑡2

(11)

As result:
𝑑𝑡
𝑣1 = 𝑣2𝑑𝑡2
1

(12)

Speeds of time are different proportional to relative time dilation.
Such approach partially changes intrinsic character of spacetime
curvature of general relativity to combination of extrinsic and intrinsic
curvature of spacetime. Also, it allows using absolute value of speed of
time to compare time dilation with any other point, include other
universes. Without such interpretation of time and speed of time, time
dilation is something one reference frame has relative to the other in
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same universe and using it as absolute value does not make sense, there is
no time dilation for comoving observers at different time of Universe.
With adding absolute value of speed of time, appears time dilation
between comoving observers belonging to different time of Universe.
Note what adding speed of time can explain inflation phase of early
Universe. If speed of time at early Universe was much higher than now,
emergent space can grow very fast, if Universe comes from small initial
volume with high gravitation.
In ETSM theory, both space and time are emergent atemporal
processes in Metauniverse. As result, additional to intrinsic space
curvature of Metauniverse, can exists extrinsic curvature, caused by
curvature of emergent spacetime in space of Metauniverse. Such extrinsic
curvature can be zero only if emergent spacetime of our Universe is flat,
on cosmological distances, in space of Metauniverse. However, modern
cosmology data shows what our Universe had origin. It means some time
ago Universe was much smaller than now. It means Universe is
expanding in space of Metauniverse. So, Universe should have external
curvature, the curvature should be above zero because Universe is
expanding, and the curvature may change over time. So, the external
curvature may be function of something. As result, external curvature
Δ𝑒𝑥𝑡 needs to be added to equations of general relativity as addition to
cosmological constant Δ:
𝐺μν + (Δ + Δ𝑒𝑥𝑡)𝑔μν = 8π𝐺
𝑇
𝑐4 μν

(13)

This change is not contradicts to experimental data, if for all
observable history of Universe:
Δ ≫ Δ𝑒𝑥𝑡
Δ𝑒𝑥𝑡

(14)

is not constant, but it is function which depends on unknown
parameters. I think what one of such parameters can be age of Universe.
Without more detailed mathematical model of ESTM theory, it is not
possible to predict function of external curvature. However, it is possible
to make some guesses.
One of possible guesses – our Universe is surface on 4-dimentional
hypersphere. It allows having Universe with origin from small volume
and expanding.
Note what curved emergent space means asymmetry between
directions of time. Because if SU(n) group works in one direction of
time, it not means it works in opposite direction with curved space.
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17. Cosmological constant
Cosmology constant is usually interpreted as dark energy which is
responsible for accelerated expansion of Universe.
All current cosmology models predicts that Universe had origin,
and was interactions between all areas in past. Low difference in cosmic
microwave background shows that Universe had nearby no differences
initially.
It seems as most simple way to explain cosmology constant in
ESTM theory is interpret it as properties of space and field of
Metauniverse. In such case, it is possible to make several guesses.
One of them: emergent spaces should have same value of
cosmological constant if they have same distance in space of
Metauniverse:
Δ1 ∗ 𝐿1 = Δ2 ∗ 𝐿2 if 𝐿1 = 𝐿2
(15)
Another possible guess: emergent spaces should have same value
of cosmological constant if they have same distance in space of
Metauniverse multiplied by speed of time:
Δ1 ∗ 𝐿1 ∗ 𝑣𝑡1 = Δ2 ∗ 𝐿2 ∗ 𝑣𝑡2

(16)

Such guess is to take into account what for bigger speed of times,
same emergent force from space of Metauniverse can affect gravity more
than for cases with smaller speed of time.

18. Quantum gravity and ESTM-theory
During search for spacetime, I required mapping function to be
same everywhere in emergent spacetime. It can be written in another
way: all laws of physics must be same everywhere in emergent spacetime.
Gravitational force plays big role in building emergent spacetime. Our
spacetime may be smooth only if gravitational force is also smooth. If
gravitation force has quants, both emergent time and space should
consists of quants of spacetime. Reason – if gravity has quantum effects,
it affects at some point of spacetime, and not does any effects for some
other time. And it has quant of spacetime as result. Similar for space of
velocities – if there are quants of gravitation, space of velocities must be
discrete. As of now, there is no any evidence what either time or space
has quants. Equations of quantum mechanics are valid only if time is
smooth, non-quantified, parameter.
If there are quants of time or space, SU(3) symmetry will be
approximate even for non-relativistic case, because Lie algebra assume
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continuous range of transformations. Also, all particles of Standard
model, based on SU(3) symmetry, are already discovered.
Possible argument how quantum gravity can exists in model of
ESTM-theory: quants of spacetime are exists, but they are exists as some
correlations in SU(3) model. In such case, they are described not by
eigenvectors, but some more complex function like correlation of
eigenvectors or may be even completely different. I see possible counterargument in ESTM-theory. Laws of physics should be same everywhere
in spacetime. Is it possible to achieve them if spacetime consists of
quants of spacetime? So, further study of mathematical model of ESTMtheory and proposed equations would allow understanding is quantum
gravity exists in our Universe if ESTM-theory is valid.

19. Gravitation, part two
Above, were described proposed changes in equations of general
relativity. But is it possible to derive equations for gravitation directly
from model of ESTM theory? In this part, I will try to do it. However,
resulting equations requires lot of improvements to become usable in
calculations.
Emergent space can be defined by equation, where for each point 𝑥
of Metauniverse, for group 𝐺 of particles and for time, it should returns
zero if point 𝑥 belongs to emergent space for specific moment of time:
𝐿(𝑥,𝑓, 𝑆, φ(𝑆),𝐺, 𝑣⃗𝑡) = 0

(17)

𝑣⃗𝑡–

it is vector of time in Metauniverse. The vector is necessary,
because in some point can be lots of emergent spaces with different
vectors of times. 𝐿 is function which returns zero if point 𝑥 belongs to
emergent space for specific moment of time, it is not lagrangian. It is not
too complex to use equations of general relativity with changes from
ESTM-theory to write this equation in approximation without quantum
effects.
Using same approach as in equation above for writing function of
emergent time:
𝑣⃗𝑡(𝑥,𝑓, 𝐺, 𝐿) = 0

(18)
𝑣⃗𝑡

– emergent space, – speed of time, vector.
So, resulting equations of gravitation:
𝐿

{(

𝐿 𝑥,𝑓, 𝑆, φ(𝑆),𝐺, 𝑣⃗𝑡) = 0
𝑣⃗𝑡(𝑥,𝑓, 𝐺, 𝐿) = 0

(19)

The equation should result in emergent spacetime described by Eq
13, and should produce Minkowski space of general relativity. Both
functions in Eq 19 are unknown. In order to be able to use the equations
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for calculations, it is necessary to find how to derive the functions
directly from equation of scalar field of Metauniverse and related group 𝐺
of particles.
The equations of emergent space and time may have breaking of
continuous solution, it may contains areas where spacetime is not
defined. It means what either there is no same spacetime and matter in
the areas, or there is no connection between spacetimes with same laws
of physics between the areas. For our Universe, such objects are black
holes.

20. Physics of early Universe
In one of previous parts was shown what quality of SU(3)
symmetry, same as quality of particle based approach, depends on angle
of speed of light. In gravitation part, it was shown that the angle can
become smaller in strong gravitational field.
Direct result of it – it is possible to conclude what quality of SU(3)
symmetry for particles was better in early Universe, in case if early
Universe had strong gravitational field. Same can be applied for SU(3)
symmetry in strong gravitation fields. Can it result in differences in SU(2)
or U(1) part? I will leave the question open, more research of math of
ESTM-theory is necessary to answer the question.

21. Nature of scalar field
One of question which was not discussed above is: what is scalar
field of Metauniverse?
It is possible to make some guesses; I not have definite answer
now.
One possibility: what is the field is unknown, we just assume it
exists and use equations to find its properties and resulting emergent
universe with our laws of physics. If solving of equations of ESTMtheory with this approach will result in success, it would means the
question will be left open for future.

22. Emergent spacetime and matter,
equations of ESTM-theory
In previous parts of the article, I described idea of ESTM-theory,
next checked is ESTM-theory compatible with known physics. I
proposed changes to some theories, to make them compatible with
ESTM-theory. Some equations were proposed for some parts of ESTMtheory. All of above created ground to build mathematical model of
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ESTM-theory. Predictive power comes to physical theory only with
mathematical model, without mathematical model theory can give only
very rough conceptual vision. In this part of article, I will write equations
for ESTM-theory.
So, exists scalar field 𝑓(𝑥), where 𝑥 = {𝑥1,..,𝑥𝑛} is point in ndimensional Euclidean space. Value of field in any point is determined by
values in all other points of Metauniverse.
Our current knowledge about physics of Universe says what three
forces in Universe have particles, carriers of interaction. Electromagnetic
force has photons as carriers of interaction etc. One exception is
gravitational force, particle-carrier of the interaction is not found as of
now. Field is Metauniverse is static because there is no time, so no any
carriers of interactions are possible. It limits interaction to only one case
– when field in some point is interacts only with points near.
So, it leads to: if there is some closed surface 𝑆 in Metauniverse,
value of field inside any point of region surrounded by the surface is
determined only by values of field on surface, φ(𝑆). In this region it is
necessary to find emergent spacetime with matter. It leads to equation 10.
Next, as was written above, it is necessary to have some nearinvariants for rotations to have particles. It leads to necessary to have
groups for particles, Eq (1). It can be possible to find more than one
group in some region of space of Metauniverse. In such case the groups
produce different emergent universes and particles from different
universes are not interact between each other, except may be some
correlations may exists between them. States of particles is set of
eigenvectors from related algebra, mass is eigenvalue.
Particles must interact in space and time. So, it is necessary to find
emergent space and time. Equation 19 places some restrictions on
emergent space and time.
Emergent space can be defined by equation, where for each point 𝑥
of Metauniverse, for set of
Next, it is necessary to add support of special relativity.
Equation 2 says what in ESTM theory speed of light is always
constant. Equations 8 and 9 explains how to make speed of light without
contradictions in resulting equations.
All particles in our Universe travel at speed not higher than speed
of light. So, angle between vector of time and trajectory β of particle
should not exceed such angle α𝑙 for light.
β ≤ α𝑙

(20)

Combining equations together, system of equations of ESTMtheory:
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𝐿(𝑥,𝑓, 𝑆, φ(𝑆),𝐺, 𝑣⃗𝑡) = 0
𝑣⃗𝑡(𝑥,𝑓, 𝐺, 𝐿) = 0
𝑐 = 𝑣𝑡 ∗ 𝑡𝑔(α)
β ≤ α𝑙

| ∫ψ

θ(𝑣, β, 𝐺, 𝐿, 𝑣⃗ 𝑡) = 𝑀

∗

𝑅ψ𝑑𝑟 ‒

∫ψ

θ(𝑣, β 𝐺, 𝐿, 𝑣⃗ 𝑡) > 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑣 > 0
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑆,φ(𝑆))
𝐺(𝑓(𝑥), 𝑉) ∈ {𝐺1, …, 𝐺𝑛}

∗
1 𝑅1ψ1𝑑𝑟1

|
(21)

Interaction of particles with such approach can be found by
following approach, if all functions, include scalar field, is known:
1. In some frame of reference find all particles everywhere in
emergent spacetime
2. Interaction of particles is found: just look at how particles
behave from point of view of emergent spacetime.
If look at equations above, there is no any isomorphism between
emergent spaces belonging to different times, not even speaking about
diffeomorphism. So, lots of math typically used by physics is not
applicable to the equations, seems as only functional analysis applicable
to them.
The system of functional equations above is very generic. In order
to make them usable, it is necessary to find function of scalar field 𝑓(𝑥).
If function of scalar field, Eq(10), was known, in such case laws of
physics in our Universe can be found by finding of detailed equation for
gravitation, Eq 19 and by adding non-gauge part to Standard model. We
observe only emergent spacetime and matter, so problem for solving is
much more complex than find emergent universe from known function
of scalar field. First it is necessary to find equation of scalar field from
our observable laws of physics, and only next find equations of particles,
space and time from scalar field, expecting increase of our knowledge of
emergent laws of physics as result.
How it can be done?
I think first it is necessary to solve problem of finding algebra of
particles and emergent spacetime with causality for general case. Solution
of the problem will limit possible types of equations of scalar field and
types of Eq(10), and it can give hints how to solve opposite problem of
finding equation of scalar field from emergent spacetime.
After finding possible types of equations for Eq(10) it would be
necessary to find which types would allow to have hyperbolic partial
differential equations as solutions on emergent space for particles, at least
as approximate solution for small angles of rotations. Maxwell equations
and many other equations are hyperbolic partial differential equations;
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such types of equations are wave-like and can have constant speed of
light. So, it can limit possible types of equations even more.
After identifying possible type of equation, it would be necessary to
find how to build equations for scalar field to get Standard model as
approximate solution at least for small non-relativistic velocities. Small
velocities because at higher velocities may become significant effect of
loss of information during rotations. General relativity should arise too,
as solution for emergent spacetime.
Looks as solving of equations of ESTM-theory is complex
problem and it will require quite a lot of research. I leave the question
open for future.

23. Arguments against ESTM-theory
Scientific arguments against ESTM-theory
In this part, I will try to summarize expected arguments against
ESTM-theory and answer to them.
I expect several main types of arguments:
1. Universe cannot have timeless underlying structure. Just look
around, there is motion, there is time. This theory directly contradicts to
our feelings.
2. ESTM-theory predicts following behavior for some
phenomenon. Experimental results differ from predictions of ESTMtheory.
3. Is function of scalar field, satisfying all requirements of ESTMtheory, can exists?
4. ESTM theory shows what particles must have SU(3) symmetry,
but Standard model have SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) symmetry.
I will try to answer to these arguments here.
First, I will answer to argument #1, about contradiction of ESTMtheory to our feelings. I think the argument is not scientific; it is just
expression of philosophical bias. Any scientific hypothesis should be
considered based on its predictions, not based on how well it fits to
common sense. Nature has no any obligations to respect common sense
of humans.
About argument #2. It can be serious argument, but at current
state of ESTM-theory, ESTM-theory cannot make any measurable
predictions. So, in order to make real arguments here, it is necessary to
solve equations of ESTM-theory first or at least find some predictions
based on the equations.
About #3. I cannot say for sure what such function can exists,
some research is necessary to answer the question. However, I can say
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what it is not possible to say what such function cannot exists without
additional research. Research related to analysis of existence of such
function is outside of scope of the article; probably it will be in one of
following articles.
About #4. Yes, it is problem. However, future development of the
theory may resolve the problem. The SU(3) symmetry of ESTM theory is
not contradicts to SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) symmetry of Standard model until
it would be shown it is not possible to build SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) symmetry
in ESTM theory. Mathematical model of ESTM theory is improving over
time, so in future answer to the problem may be found.
ESTM theory has no local hidden variables. While SU(3) is
considered as approximation in ESTM theory, it done in such way what
it not leads to observable violations of SU(3) symmetry. It means what
Noether's theorem is still applicable to the theory, and the theory has
conservation laws.
Of course, I cannot predict all types of scientific arguments against
ESTM-theory, so I tried to answer only most expectable types of
arguments.
Non-scientific arguments against ESTM-theory
Just recently I received such feedback on ESTM-theory: “This
work is simply not physically sound.”
After some thinking, I understood it can be quite common
perception of the theory. So I decided to answer to such argument.
I consider such argument as non-scientific. Such argument simply
means what any person, who says it, sure what his philosophical view of
Nature is true and sure what ESTM-theory cannot be true because it
contradicts to his philosophical view of Nature. May I see where it was
proved? I have read many debates about realism vs anti-realism in
Internet, and I have not seen any mentioning what realism was proved to
be true.
It is very unusual when scientific theory directly use ontological
view to derive its model. ESTM-theory is based on eternalism. If look at
postulate of ESTM-theory and look how spacetime and matter was
derived, it is easy to notice what ESTM-theory was derived directly from
eternalism with only few additional assumptions. However, there is
nothing in ontology which prohibits deriving of physical theories directly
from ontological ideas.
May be ESTM-theory requires too much changes in philosophical
view of Nature and there is alternative which is not requires so many
changes? Well, may I read any hypothesis which is not requires so many
changes and which unify all forces? There are theories like String Theory,
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Loop Quantum Gravity etc., and some thinks they can unify all forces.
But where is result with unification? It is not exists, as of now. ESTMtheory, on other side, proposes simple unification. The unification is easy
to explain and understand, but only if one is ready to seriously consider
the theory instead of insisting on his philosophical views.
I understand it is possible what ESTM-theory is wrong. But only
scientific arguments should be used in science to prove what something
is wrong, philosophical views should not be reason for rejections of new
scientific ideas.

24. Applying ESTM-theory to some known
problems
Information and black holes
There is loss of information in black hole in modern widely
accepted theories.
There is no any loss of information in ESTM-theory. Information
may leave our spacetime, but it still exists in Metauniverse, just it is not
available for us.
Singularity in black holes, predicted by general relativity, in ESTM
theory is breaking of emergent spacetime. Beyond some space, approach
with emergent spacetime is not works to describe resulting physics, and
full equations of ESTM theory are necessary to describe whats happen
inside.

25. Conclusions
The proposed ESTM-theory has two parts: philosophy and
physics. So, I think it is better to split conclusion part into two sections:
philosophy part and physics part.
Conclusions, philosophy part
ESTM-theory gives new interpretation of Being and removes real
freewill from human. The theory is super-deterministic theory, so it gives
no real freewill to humans. The theory proposes answer to one of big
philosophical questions, how emergent spacetime-matter and our feelings
relates between each other.
Being in ESTM-theory is emergent phenomenon, it happens over
timeless Metauniverse.
Is model of ESTM-theory fits into long term philosophical trend?
Some time ago widely accepted theory was Ptolemy theory, where
Earth was in center of Universe and Sun orbited around Earth. Human
was in center of Universe, animals were apart from humans.
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Later, erosion of centered role of human in Universe begins. Earth
begins to rotate around Sun, and Sun become center of Universe. Next it
was found Sun is just one out of billions of other stars, and Sun rotates
around center of Galaxy. Darwin has shown humans have same origin as
other animals.
Currently, role of human in Universe is still high. It is high mostly
because of freewill conception – that human is free to do everything.
So, in science and philosophy there is long term trend to reduce
role of human in Universe. ESTM-theory removes human’s freewill and
reduce role of human in Universe, and it fits to long term trend in
science and philosophy.
Philosophy of ESTM-theory may looks as far from beautiful,
because it so diminishing role of human. It reduces conscience of human
just to epiphenomenon. However, Nature has no any obligations to
respect human’s feelings.
Conclusions, physics part
ESTM-theory is built upon one scalar field, so it unifies all
elementary forces.
I see main power and main achievement of the theory in simple
conceptual model unifying Standard model and general relativity,
resulting in set of equations for ESTM-theory. The equations, if ESTMtheory is valid, should be able to describe all physical processes include
undiscovered yet. The theory looks as is able to explain all observable
forces and phenomena from one point of view. The unification is done
based on one underlying field, so all observable fields and forces are
emerge from that field. Main problem of ESTM-theory – cost of the
unification. The unification is at cost of most core concepts of
philosophy.
Only one assumption was done during writing of the theory. The
assumption is postulate of ESTM-theory. Also, I did some guesses but
none of them is critical for ESTM-theory. All processes which happen in
emergent spacetime are considered by ESTM theory as atemporal
processes.
In the article I described what ESTM-theory leads to SU(3)
symmetry as approximation, so it is possible to conclude that Standard
model can be approximate solution of ESTM-theory.
I described how to explain special relativity in ESTM-theory.
General relativity is included into ESTM-theory, some changes to
equations of general relativity were proposed.
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Main weakness of the theory now – lots of open mathematical
questions. They need to be resolved to make the theory usable for
calculations.
Another weakness of ESTM-theory – there are no analytical
solutions of equations of ESTM-theory. I think it is quite expected,
initially, for any hypothesis which goes beyond well-known area of gauge
theories build on space of states. Equations of ESTM-theory are set of
functional equations, so they are complex and not easy to solve.
Certainly, the proposed theory is very radical; it affects core
concepts of philosophy. However, this theory is also promise radical
reduction in number of independent phenomena. Occam's razor for this
case shows the theory can be correct.
ESTM-theory proposes way to combine all known fundamental
forces, including gravitation, within framework of ESTM-theory. In
addition, ESTM-theory explains nature of time. This ESTM theory
introduces only one new entity, scalar field of Metauniverse. I also
propose method how, based on the field, it is possible to describe our
Universe. The theory removes independent concepts of time, space and
matter. Numerous magic constants, quantum mechanics and Standard
model contains many of them, is also expected to be removed during
search for analytical solutions for equations of ESTM-theory.
ESTM-theory makes some changes in general relativity in part
related to cosmology, but probably there is no difference between FLRW
metric and predictions of ESTM-theory after Universe becomes
transparent to light. However, ESTM-theory proposes simple
explanation of inflation phase of early Universe.
Loss of information after movement to another frame of reference
is not observable; such observation is prohibited by super determinism of
ESTM-theory.
Such problem, with small amount of new predictions, is mostly
because ESTM-theory is compatible with special relativity, general
relativity and Standard model. However, number of predictions may
grow after deeper analysis of proposed equations of ESTM-theory.
Problem with observable predictions is not means that ESTMtheory cannot be falsified. ESTM-theory can be falsified if would be
proven that equations of ESTM-theory have no solution satisfying all
conditions mentioned above, or if solution of equations of ESTM-theory
will be unable to correctly explain some phenomenon. ESTM-theory is
candidate for Theory of Everything, so it should describe all physical
phenomena under any physical conditions.
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If ESTM-theory is valid, finding of equation of scalar field from
our observable laws of physics would allow finding equations of particles,
space and time from scalar field. As result, it can increase our knowledge
of laws of physics and it would lead to measurable predictions, possibly it
would result in discovering new phenomena.
List of predictions of ESTM-theory:
 ESTM-theory predicts what SU(3) symmetry is approximate.
From point of view of observer in emergent spacetime, the
approximation is close to precise for most energies, except probably
Plank scale energies.
 ESTM-theory predicts what FLRW metric is incorrect at first
moments after Big Bang.
 Parallel universes are predicted. Also, ESTM-theory predicts
ability of interaction between some, but not all, parallel universes.
 ESTM-theory predicts that past cannot be changed, but not
prohibit travel to past
Other results of the theory:
 ESTM-theory is able to explain general relativity and Standard
model from one point of view and with usage of one only field.
 ESTM-theory propose changes to equations of general relativity
 ESTM-theory propose way how to mathematically prove
possibility of absence or presence of quantum gravity
 ESTM-theory contains theory of time as one of parts
 ESTM-theory proposed model of formation of spacetime,
include model of formation of time and space during Big Bang. The
theory describes formation phase, during the phase both time and space
not existed, they were in process of formation
 Further development of the ESTM-theory, solving its equations,
should allow looking even further before Big Bang, to where there was
neither time nor space.
 New interpretation of Quantum Mechanic was proposed
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Abstract
It is shown that the thermodynamic theory of speed of
irreversible processes should be built on own methodological
basis, but not by extrapolation of classical thermodynamics for
strict frames of its initial concepts of equilibrium and
reversibility. The principles of creation of such theory are
offered. They are based on the systems concept, exclude
application of hypotheses, postulates and model representations
in the theory bases, don't resort to idealization of processes and
systems in them and explicitly consider spatial non-uniformity of
the researched systems.
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1. Introduction
There are periods occurring now and then in the development of
any natural-science theory when new ideas and experimental facts can
not be crammed into “Procrustean bed” of its obsolete notional and
conceptual system. Then the theory itself – its presuppositions, logical
structure and body of mathematics – becomes the object of investigation.
Thermodynamics went through such periods more than once [1]. So was
yet in the mid-XIX century when under the pressure of new experimental
facts the concept of heat as an indestructible fluid collapsed and
“entrained” (as seemed then) the S. Carnot’s theory of heat engines [2]
based on it. A few decades later the threatening clouds piled up over the
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R. Clausius’ mechanical theory of heat [3] because of the “heat death of
the Universe” – a conclusion deemed then as inevitable.
In the late XIX century great difficulties arose from attempts to
conduct a thermodynamic analysis of composition variation in
heterogeneous systems (at diffusion, chemical reactions,
phase
transitions, etc). J. Gibbs [4] overcame the majority of those difficulties
by representing closed system as a set of open subsystems (phases and
components), which allowed him to reduce the internal processes of
system composition variation to the external mass transfer processes.
However, some of those difficulties have remained as yet and are
showing, in particular, in the unsuccessful attempts to thermodynamically
resolve the “Gibbs’ paradox” – a conclusion of stepwise entropy rise
when mixing non-interacting gases and independence of these steps on
the nature the gases feature and the degree they differ in [5-7].
During the XIX century thermodynamics also more than once
encountered paradoxical situations that arose around it with the human
experience outstepped. One of such situations arose with
thermodynamics applied to the relativistic heat engines (contain fast
moving heat wells) and showed in the statement that those could reach
efficiency higher than in the Carnot’s reversible engine within the same
temperature range [8-10] as well as in the recognized ambiguity of
relativistic transformations for a number of thermodynamic values [7]. A
little bit later a situation, not any less paradoxical, arose as connected with
attempts to thermodynamically describe the systems of nuclear magnets
(spin systems) with inverted population of energy levels. The negative
absolute temperature concept introduced for such states led investigators
to a conclusion of possibility for heat to completely convert into work in
such systems and, on the contrary, impossibility for work to completely
convert into heat, i.e. to the “inversion” of the principle fundamental for
thermodynamics – excluded perpetuum mobile of the second kind [1112],[10],[7].
That fate became common for also the theory of irreversible
processes (TIP) created by extrapolating classic thermodynamics to nonequilibrium systems with irreversible (non-static) processes running
therein. Problems arose primarily from the necessity to introduce into
thermodynamics the transfer concepts inherently extraneous for it, from
the incorrectness to apply the equations of equilibrium thermodynamics
to irreversible processes in view of their inevitable change to inequalities,
from the inapplicability of the classic notions of entropy and absolute
temperature to thermally heterogeneous media, etc, which demanded to
introduce a number of complimentary hypotheses and to attract from
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outside balance equations for mass, charge, momentum, energy and
entropy with time involved as a physical parameter. Even heavier
obstructions arise with attempts to generalize TIP to non-linear systems
and states far away from equilibrium where the Onsager’s reciprocal
relations [13] appear to be violated [14],[15] and the law of entropy
minimal production becomes invalid [16],[17].
Attempts to overcome these difficulties without whatever
correction on the conceptual fundamentals and body of mathematics of
classic thermodynamics failed. A remedy can be found in building of
irreversible thermodynamic (thermokinetics) [18] on its own more
general notional and conceptual foundation with maximal care for the
classic thermodynamic heritage.

2. Exclusion of Hypotheses and Postulates
from Theory Grounds
One of the most attractive features of the thermodynamic
method has always been the possibility to obtain a great number of
consequences of various phenomena as based on few primary principles
(“the beginnings”), which are empirical laws in their character for the
thermo-mechanical systems. Being consistently phenomenological (i.e.
empirical), that method enabled to reveal general behavior of various
processes without intrusion into their molecular mechanism and resort to
simulation of structure and composition of a system under investigation.
Therefore, it is not by pure accident that all the greatest physicists and
many mathematicians of the last century in their investigations placed
high emphasis on thermodynamics and, based on it, have obtained many
significant results.
However, thermodynamics have presently lost its peculiar
position among other scientific disciplines. It sounds now in increasing
frequency that thermodynamics relates to real processes to the same
degree as Euclidean geometry to the Egyptian land surveyors’ work. Such
a standpoint is not groundless. Classic thermodynamics is known to have
always done with two primary postulates taken for its “beginnings” – the
laws of excluded “perpetuum mobile” of the first and second kinds.
Those principles have had the exclusion character and empirical status.
However, classic thermodynamics restricted to those two laws appeared
to have been unable to solve the problems that arose with its extension
to phenomena of another nature. So in consideration of open systems
exchanging substance with the environment, the entropy absolute value
and the substance internal energy had to be known. To know the values,
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the third “beginning” would be needed as stating their becoming zero at
the absolute zero of temperature.
In-depth analysis of the thermodynamic logic structure in works
[19-21] and their followers later led to the comprehension that the
second law of thermodynamics would need to be split in two
independent laws (existence and rise of entropy), as well as to realizing
the important role of the equilibrium transitivity principle named the
zeroth law of thermodynamics [1]. Starting to study non-equilibrium systems
with irreversible processes running therein additionally required the L.
Onsager’s reciprocity principle sometimes named the fourth law of
thermodynamics from the phenomenological positions. Further
investigations have revealed the fundamental difference between
statistical thermodynamics and phenomenological thermodynamics and
the fundamental role that plays for the latter the equilibrium selfnondisturbance principle, which has been assigned a part of its “general
beginning” [7]. Thus present day thermodynamics appears to be arisen
from not two, but even seven beginnings! Meantime, the disputable
consequences of thermodynamics are growing in number thus causing
doubts in its impeccability as a theory. As R. Feynman wittily noted
about this, “we have so many beautiful beginings…but can’t make ends
meet nonetheless” [22].
The law of excluded perpetuum mobile of the second kind being
denied in open system thermodynamics [23], relativistic thermodynamics
[8], spin system thermodynamics [24] excludes the possibility for
thermokinetics to be based on the postulates of such a kind adopted for
“the beginnings”. The grave dissatisfaction investigators feel with such
state of affairs has resulted in multiple attempts to build thermodynamics
as based on other fundamental disciplines. This tendency has been most
highlighted by A. Veinik [25] in his thermodynamics of real processes based on
a number of postulates of quantum-mechanical character, by M. Tribus
[26] in his informational thermodynamics based on the information theory
formalism, and by C. Truesdall [27] in his rational thermodynamics topologybased. All these theories feature a denial of the consistently
phenomenological (i.e. based on only empirical facts) approach to the
theory of irreversible processes, which deprives them of the basic
advantage intrinsic for the classic thermodynamic method – the
indisputable validity of its consequences.
In our opinion, one of the reasons of such a situation is that
thermodynamics has lost its phenomenological nature with
considerations of statistical-mechanical character gaining influence in its
conceptual basis. Whereas the founders of statistical mechanics strived to
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lay the thermodynamic laws into the foundation of statistical theories, a
statement has become now common that phenomenological
thermodynamics itself needs a statistical-mechanical substantiation
(despite “there are much ambiguity” in the grounds of the statistical
theories [28]. In particular, L. Onsager, the founder of the theory of
irreversible processes (TIP), in order to substantiate the most
fundamental concept of his theory – reciprocal relations, appealed to the
principle of microscopic reversibility, the theory of fluctuations with a
complementary postulate for linear character of their attenuation. All
these statements evidently outspread beyond the thermodynamic
applicability, therefore L. Onsager, not without reason, termed his theory
quasi-thermodynamics [13]. Adoption of the local equilibrium hypothesis I.
Prigogine [16] for a basis of TIP construction became even “furtherreaching” assumption. This hypothesis assumes (a) equilibrium in the
elements of heterogeneous systems (despite the absence of the necessary
equilibrium criterion therein – termination of whatever macro-processes);
(b) possibility to describe their status with the same set of parameters as
for equilibrium (despite the actual use of additional variables –
thermodynamic forces) and (c) applicability of the basic equation of
thermodynamics to these elements (despite its inevitable transformation
into inequality in case of irreversible processes).
As a result, the existing theory of irreversible processes does not
reach the rigor and completeness intrinsic for the classic thermodynamic
method . Striving for excluding postulates from the grounds of
nonequilibrium thermodynamics dictates the necessity to base its on only
those statements that are beyond any doubt and construed as axioms
[29]. These statements include, in particular, the equilibrium self-nondisturbance axiom reading that a thermodynamic system once having
reached equilibrium cannot spontaneously leave it. Unlike the equilibrium
self-non-disturbance principle (general law of thermodynamics), this
axiom does not claim that a thermodynamic system, being isolated,
reaches equilibrium for a finite time. The axiom just reflects the evident
fact that processes in a system that has reached equilibrium may be
generated by only impact applied to it from outside and are, therefore,
never observed in isolated systems. Being a result of the experience
accrued, this axiom excludes the possibility the macrophysical state of a
system will vary as a result of short-term spontaneous deviations from
equilibrium (fluctuations) caused by the micro-motion of the constituent
particles. Indeed, if fluctuations do not cause any variation in the
microscopic (statistical in their nature) parameters of the system, they can
not be considered as an energy-involving process since the energy of the
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system remains invariable. Here lies the fundamental difference between
thermodynamics and statistical physics – the latter does consider
fluctuations as the object of investigation. At the same time the
equilibrium self-nondisturbance axiom allows for existence of systems
that omit the equilibrium state in their development since this axiom
does not claim for relaxation time finiteness, which is hardly provable.
The processes discernibility axiom is another primary statement
thermokinetics appeals to [30]. It states there are processes existing and
definable (by all experimental means) which cause system state variations
as specific, qualitatively distinguishable and irreducible to any other ones.
In classic thermodynamics these are isothermal, isobaric, adiabatic, etc
processes. It will be shown hereinafter that these two axioms, in
conjunction with experimental data underlying the energy conservation,
are enough to construct a theory both internally and externally consistent
and generalizing thermodynamics to transfer processes and conversion of
energy in any forms.

3. System Approach
Investigation

to

Objects

of

The deductive interpretation of classic thermodynamics
(thermostatics) and the theory of non-static (irreversible) transfer
processes as consequences from thermokinetics demands considering
systems of a more general class as the object of its investigation [18].
Classic thermodynamics is known to have been restricted to the
investigation of intrinsically equilibrium (spatially homogeneous) systems
wherein the intensive parameters such as temperature T, pressure p,
chemical, electrical etc potentials were similar for all points of the system.
It was dictated by not so much the simplicity of system description as by
the necessity to keep the equations of thermodynamics from passing into
inequalities with the spontaneous variations of system parameters.
Thermodynamics of irreversible processes resting upon the local
equilibrium hypothesis divided, with the same purpose, a system in whole
heterogeneous into a number of homogeneous subsystems (down to
elementary, supposedly equilibrium, volumes). The same is typical for the
field theories such as continuum mechanics, hydrodynamics and
electrodynamics, which also assume the continuum properties to be at
that identical in whole to the properties of these elements and may be
described in terms of relevant integrals. However, the extensive
properties of heterogeneous systems are far from being always additive
ones, i.e. the sum of properties of constituent elements. First of all, nonadditive is the property of a heterogeneous system to do useful work as
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none of its local parts possesses it. It was S. Carnot who awoke to that
statement in application to heat engines [2] and put it into historically the
first wording of the second law of thermodynamics. According to it, only
thermally heterogeneous media possess a “vis viva (living force)”, i.e. are
able to do useful work. In itself the notion of perpetual motion of the second
kind as a system with no heat well and heat sink in its structure evidences
the importance of considering such media as a single whole (but not as a
set of thermally homogeneous elements). This is just the reason, why, at
study of heat engines, the so-called “extended” systems have to be
considered, which include, along with heat wells (sources), also heat sinks
(receivers) (the environment).
Another non-additive property of heterogeneous media is the
internal relaxation processes progressing and resulting, in absence of
external constraint, in the equalization of densities, concentrations,
electric charges, etc. among various parts of such a system. These
processes are, however, absent in any element of the continuum
considered as a locally equilibrium part of the system. More non-additive
properties are the self-organization ability of a number of systems, which is
absent in any of their homogeneous part [31-33] as well as the synergism
(collective action) phenomena appearing at only a definite hierarchic level
of the system organization. The said refers in general to any structured
systems, which specific features are determined by the inter-location and
inter-orientation of the functionally detached elements and disappear
with decomposition of the object of investigation into these elements
[34]. Many of such elements (e.g., macromolecules and cells) being
detached remain, however, spatially heterogeneous (locally nonequilibrium) despite their microscopic size (constituting microcosmos of a
kind). This demands them being approached in the same way as the
“extended” macro-systems.
For the further reasoning it is very important to show in the most
general form that the main differential calculus technique – discretization
of an object of investigation into infinity of homogeneous elementary
volumes – results in the loss of backbone (system-forming) links. With this
in mind let us consider the most general case of a system comprising the
entire set of interacting material objects. Such a system is isolated by
definition, while its internal energy U remains invariable with time t, i.e.
dU/dt = 0. Let us represent this energy as the space integral U = ∫ρudV
of the energy density ρu. This gives for the system as a whole dU/dt = ∫
(∂ρu/∂t)dV = 0. This integral may be equal to zero with some processes
available in a system if only the sign of the derivative (∂ρu/∂t) is opposite
in different areas of this system. This conclusion regards not only energy,
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but any other parameter obeying the law of conservation (mass, charge,
momentum and angular momentum of the system), as well as the internal
forces acting in such a system (as a closed one). From this it follows the
principle of processes сounterdirectivity [35] as the major assertion for natural
science in whole: processes running in isolated (closed) systems cause
opposite variations of the properties in the different parts (areas) of such
systems. That is why the set of interacting systems acquires new
properties. From this it follows the main feature of the system approach,
viz. the requirement to keep all backbone links undisturbed when
investigating some part of a system, i.e. investigating the part through the
whole (but not vice versa).
The system approach involves the binding consideration of spatial
heterogeneity of the object under investigation. This becomes a necessary
requirement for any theory pretending to be the one adequately
explaining the reasons of processes running within whatever system. It is
hardly necessary to prove the invalidity of the fundamental sciences to
meet this requirement when they fraction systems into infinity of
“elementary” areas, material points or particles supposed to be
intrinsically equilibrium (homogeneous). The such approach to objects of
investigation dictates in itself the necessity of changing to consideration
of spatially heterogeneous systems, which dichotomy (existing
subsystems with opposite properties) is the reason of whatever processes
arising therein. In line with this requirement the object of investigation by
thermokinetics comprises spatially heterogeneous media considered as a
single nonequilibrium whole. The size of such a system depends on the rate of
its heterogeneity; therefore thermokinetics covers the broadest range of
material objects – from nanoworld to megaworld – providing their
properties can be successfully described with a finite number of state
parameters. At the same time thermokinetics does not either exclude
from consideration such a set of interacting bodies which may be
considered, with acceptable accuracy, as a closed or isolated system.
Thus, what was considered in thermodynamics as an “extended”
system (including the environment besides the system itself), in
thermokinetics becomes just a part of the system (subsystem) existing
along with the similar other subsystems or with the object of work. In
this case thermokinetics, from the very outset, has been consistent with
the general scientific paradigm stating that any material object may not be
deprived of its key property – extent, while any extended object –
structure determined by its spatial heterogeneity [36].
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4. Negation of Process and System
Idealization outside the Framework of
Uniqueness Conditions
Thermokinetics as a successive science needs to be extremely
delicate to the classic thermodynamic inheritance. First of all this applies
to the scope of the correctives introduced at that into the primary
notions of thermodynamics. Let us dwell on those absolutely necessary in
view of changing to consideration of systems of a broader class. Such a
correction relates, in the first turn, to the notion of process as itself
because of existing in heterogeneous systems a specific class of stationary
irreversible processes wherein local parameters of a system as the object
under investigation remain invariable despite the flows of heat,
substance, charge, etc available in this system. Striving to keep the
primary notion of “process” as a succession of state variations makes it
necessary to define this notion as any space-time variation of macro-physical
properties pertaining to an object of investigation. Thereby the state variations
associated with the spatial transfer of various energy forms are included
in the notion of process. Changing to consideration of real processes also
demands to negate the process idealization as implied in such notions as
the quasi-static, reversible, equilibrium, etc process. The notion of process as a
sequence of state variations of an object under investigation and the
notion of equilibrium as a state featuring the termination of whatever
processes are mutually exclusive. To eliminate this contradiction is to
recognize that any non-static (running with a finite rate) process means
equilibrium disturbance and is, therefore, irreversible. The
acknowledgment of the fact that any nonstatic (running with finite rate)
process involves the equilibrium disturbance and thus is irreversible was
a turning point in the logical structure of thermodynamics. That
demanded, as will be shown hereinafter, to negate the first law of
thermodynamics as based on the energy balance equation and to seek for
other ways to substantiate the law of energy conservation.
Being though somewhat previous, we can note that the solution
to that problem was found by construing energy as the function of state
for a spatially heterogeneous system and through its representation in
terms of the parameters of that state without respect to the character of
the processes in the system. As a result, all the remainder information
about an object under investigation including the equation of its state and
the kinetic equations of the processes running therein may be
successfully attributed to the uniqueness conditions that thermodynamics
imports “from outside” when applied to solving particular problems. In
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thermodynamics so constructed all the assumptions an investigator
imposes on the uniqueness conditions (including the hypotheses on
matter structure and process molecular mechanism, which simplify the
preconditions for the equations of state and laws of transfer) do not
affect the core of the theory itself, viz. those relations which follow from
the mathematical properties of energy and other characteristic functions
of system state [36].

5. The adequacy principle at System State
Description
Changing over to non-equilibrium systems with spontaneous
processes running therein needs to generalize the thermodynamic
principle of process classification itself. The point is that the same state
variations (e.g., heating of a body) in spatially heterogeneous systems may
be caused by both the external heat exchange and appearing internal
friction heat sources, chemical reactions, diathermic heating,
magnetization reversal, etc. In the same way the cubic strain of a system
can be induced by not only the compression work, but a spontaneous
expansion into void as well. Hence processes in thermokinetics should be
classified regardless of what causes whatever state variations – the
external heat exchange or internal (including relaxation) processes. In this
respect thermokinetics differs from both physical kinetics that classifies
processes by reasons causing them (distinguishing, in particular,
concentration diffusion, thermal diffusion and pressure diffusion) and
the heat exchange theory that distinguishes processes by the mechanism
of energy transfer (conductive, convective and radiant). Processes in
thermokinetics will be classified by their consequences, i.e. by special state
variations they cause as fenomenologically distinguishable and irreducible to others. We
will call such processes, for short, independent.
These include, in particular, isochoric, isobaric, isothermal and
adiabatic processes thermal physics considers. Here comes the heat process
as well (K. Putilov, 1971) [37], which we will construe as a variation of
the body internal thermal energy U regardless of what causes it – either
heat exchange or internal heat sources. Other processes are also included,
e.g., the system composition variation process that may be caused both
by substance diffusion across the system borders and chemical reactions
inside the system.
With the principle of process classification adopted as based on
distinguishability of processes specific demands are made on choosing
their “coordinate”, i.e. a physical value which variation is the necessary and
sufficient criterion of running a particular process. These demands consist in
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choosing only such a parameter as the process coordinate that does not
vary, when other, also independent, processes are simultaneously running
in the same space points. It is that approach wherefrom the requirement
in classic thermodynamics follows for the invariability of entropy as the
heat exchange coordinate in adiabatic processes as well as the
requirement itself for the process reversibility, i.e. the absence of
spontaneous entropy variations not connected with the external heat
exchange.
The principle of classification of real processes by their
consequences and the axiom of their distinguishability enable
substantiating a quite evident though fundamental statement stipulating
that the number of independent coordinates conditioning the state of any (either
equilibrium or non-equilibrium) thermokinetic system equals the number of degrees of
its freedom, i.e. the number of independent processes running in the system [18]. This
statement (or theorem) is easily provable “by contradiction”. Since a
thermodynamic process is construed as variation of the properties of a
system expressed in terms of state parameters, at least one of such
parameters necessarily varies when processes are running. Let’s assume
that several state parameters necessarily vary when some independent
process is running. Then these parameters will not evidently be
independent, which violates the primary premise. Now let’s assume that
some coordinate of the system necessarily varies when several processes
are running. Then these processes will not evidently be independent since
they cause the same variations of the system properties – the fact that
also violates the primary premise. We have nothing to do, but to
conclude that only one independent state coordinate corresponds to any
(equilibrium or non-equilibrium, quasistatic or non-static) independent
process. Such coordinates are generally extensive variables since each of
them defines, in the absence of other degrees of freedom, the energy of a
system, which is an extensive value as well .
The proven statement makes the content of the principle of adequacy
of the description of a status of any system. It defines the necessary and
sufficient conditions for unique (deterministic) definition of state for
whatever system. Therefore, it may be, for ease of reference, reasonably
called the state determinacy principle. This principle makes it possible to
avoid both the “underdetermination” and “over-determination” of a
system. The continuum state “under-determination” as resulting from the
local equilibrium hypothesis adopted is, e.g., far from evidence. This
hypothesis excludes the necessity of the gradients of temperature,
pressure and other generalized potentials (i.e. thermodynamic forces) in
the fundamental equation of non-equilibrium thermodynamics on the
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ground that the bulk elements are assumed to be equilibrium. On the
other hand, the continuum “over-determination” due to the infinite
number of degrees of freedom ascribed to it despite the finite number of
macroprocesses running therein is either not evident [18].
The theorem proven allows, in its turn, to concretize the notion
of system thermokinetic state, which is construed as a set of only such
properties that are characterized by the set of state coordinates strictly
defined in their number. This means that such system properties as color,
taste, smell, etc, which are not characterized by state parameters
quantitatively and qualitatively may not be considered as thermodynamic.
This relates, in particular, to also the “rhinal”, “haptic”, etc number of
freedom A. Veinik arbitrarily introduced for a system [25]. One of the
consequences of the determinacy principle consists in the necessity to
introduce additional parameters of spatial non-uniformity as coordinates
for systems where, along with external heat exchange processes, internal
(relaxation) processes are observed as tending to approximate the system
to the equilibrium state [38]. Without such variables introduced it is
impossible to construct a theory covering the entire spectrum of real
processes – from quasi-reversible up to critically irreversible [39].
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1. Introduction
The deductive interpretation of classic thermodynamics
(thermostatics) and the theory of non-static (irreversible) transfer
processes as consequences from non-equilibrium thermodynamics
demands considering systems of a more general class as the object of its
investigation. Classic thermodynamics is known to have been restricted
to the investigation of intrinsically equilibrium (spatially homogeneous)
systems wherein the intensive parameters such as temperature T, pressure
p, chemical, electrical etc potentials were similar for all points of the
system. It was dictated by not so much the simplicity of system
description as by the necessity to keep the equations of thermodynamics
from passing into inequalities with the spontaneous variations of system
parameters. Thermodynamics of irreversible processes resting upon the
local equilibrium hypothesis divided, with the same purpose, a system in
whole heterogeneous into a number of homogeneous subsystems (down
to elementary, supposedly equilibrium, volumes). The same is typical for
the field theories such as continuum mechanics, hydrodynamics and
electrodynamics, which also assume the continuum properties to be at
that identical in whole to the properties of these elements and may be
described in terms of relevant integrals. However, the extensive
properties of heterogeneous systems are far from being always additive
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ones, i.e. the sum of properties of constituent elements. First of all, nonadditive is the property of a heterogeneous system to do useful work as
none of its local parts possesses it. It was S. Carnot who awoke to that
statement in application to heat engines (1824) and put it into historically
the first wording of the second law of thermodynamics [1]. According to
it, only thermally heterogeneous media possess a “vis viva (living force)”,
i.e. are able to do useful work. In itself the notion of perpetual motion of the
second kind as a system with no heat well and heat sink in its structure
evidences the importance of considering such media as a single whole
(but not as a set of thermally homogeneous elements). This is just the
reason, why, at study of heat engines, the so-called “extended” systems
have to be considered, which include, along with heat wells (sources),
also heat sinks (the environment).
Another non-additive property of heterogeneous media is the
internal relaxation processes progressing and resulting, in absence of
external constraint, in the equalization of densities, concentrations,
electric charges, etc. among various parts of such a system. These
processes are, however, absent in any element of the continuum
considered as a locally equilibrium part of the system.
More non-additive properties are the self-organization ability of a
number of systems, which is absent in any of their homogeneous part [24], as well as the synergism (collective action) phenomena appearing at only
a definite hierarchic level of the system organization. The said refers in
general to any structured systems, which specific features are determined
by the inter-location and inter-orientation of the functionally detached
elements and disappear with decomposition of the object of investigation
into these elements [5]. Many of such elements (e.g., macromolecules and
cells) being detached remain, however, spatially heterogeneous (locally
non-equilibrium) despite their microscopic size (constituting microcosmos
of a kind). This demands them being approached in the same way as the
“extended” macro-systems.

2. Proof of principle сounterdirectivity
For the further reasoning it is very important to show in the most
general form that the main differential calculus technique – discretization
of an object of investigation into infinity of homogeneous elementary
volumes – results in the loss of backbone (system-forming) links. With this
in mind let us consider the most general case of a system comprising the
entire set of interacting material objects. Such a system is isolated by
definition, while its internal energy U remains invariable with time t, i.e.
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dU/dt = 0. Let us represent this energy as the space integral U = ∫ρudV
of the energy density ρu. This gives for the system as a whole:
dU/dt = ∫ (∂ρε/∂t)dV = 0.
(1)
Integral (1) may be equal to zero with some processes available in a
system if only the sign of the derivative (∂ρu/∂t) is opposite in different
areas of this system. This conclusion regards not only energy, but any
other parameter obeying the law of conservation (mass, charge,
momentum and angular momentum of the system), as well as the internal
forces acting in such a system (as a closed one). From this it follows the
«principle of processes сounterdirectivity» as the major assertion for natural
science in whole: processes running in isolated (closed) systems cause
opposite variations of the properties in the different parts (areas) of such
systems. That is why the set of interacting systems acquires new
properties [6].
Let's consider now more the general case of not isolated systems.
Let us compare the density ρi = dΘi /dV of any extensive parameter Θi
(mass M, entropy S, charge Θe, number of moles Nk in the kth substance,
etc.) in some system part with its mean integral value i = V-1∫ρidV =
Θi/V. Then it is easy to mark out areas in the system with volumes of V′
and V" where the densities ρi′(r,t) and ρi"(r,t) are higher and lower than
i , respectively. Indeed, dividing such a system into areas with the
volumes V′ and V" wherein ρi′ > i and ρi"/< i , on account of ∫ρidV –
i dV ≡ 0, gives:
∫(ρi′– i )dV′ +∫(ρi"– i )dV" = 0
(2)
Hence it always follows the possibility to mark out areas with
processes of opposite directivity in a heterogeneous system:
∫[d(ρi′– i )/dt]dV′ = – ∫[ d(ρi"– i )/dt]dV".
(3)
The dissociation processes featuring i = 0 are a particular case.
Thus, according to a principle of processes сounterdirectivity, there are
always subsystems with processes of opposite directivity existing within heterogeneous
systems [6].
This becomes a necessary requirement for any theory pretending to
be the one adequately explaining the reasons of processes running within
whatever system [7]. It is hardly necessary to prove the invalidity of the
fundamental sciences to meet this requirement when they fraction
systems into infinity of “elementary” areas, material points or particles
supposed to be intrinsically equilibrium (homogeneous).
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3. Discussion of Results.
The such approach to objects of investigation dictates in itself the
necessity of changing to consideration of spatially heterogeneous
systems, which dichotomy (existing subsystems with opposite properties)
is the reason of whatever processes arising therein. In line with this
requirement the object of investigation by non-equilibrium
thermodynamics comprises spatially heterogeneous media considered as
a single non-equilibrium whole [6]. The size of such a system depends on the
rate of its heterogeneity; therefore thermokinetics covers the broadest
range of material objects – from nanoworld to megaworld – providing
their properties can be successfully described with a finite number of
state parameters. At the same time non-equilibrium thermodynamics
does not either exclude from consideration such a set of interacting
bodies which may be considered, with acceptable accuracy, as a closed or
isolated system. Thus, what was considered in thermostatics as an
“extended” system (including the environment besides the system itself),
in non-equilibrium thermodynamics becomes just a part of the system
(subsystem) existing along with the similar other subsystems or with the
object of work. In this case non-equilibrium thermodynamics, from the
very outset, has been consistent with the general scientific paradigm
stating that any material object may not be deprived of its key property –
extent, while any extended object – structure determined by its spatial
heterogeneity [7].
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1. Introduction
“To date, whatsoever effect that would request a modification of
Maxwell’s equations escaped detection” [36]. Nevertheless, recently
criticism of validity of Maxwell equations is heard from all sides. Have a
look at the Fig.1 that shows a wave being a known solution of Maxwell’s
equations. The confidence of critics is created first of all by the violation
of the Law of energy conservation. And certainly "the density of
electromagnetic energy flow (the module of Umov-Pointing vector) pulsates
harmonically. Doesn't it violate the Law of energy conservation?" [1]. Certainly, it is
violated, if the electromagnetic wave satisfies the known solution of
Maxwell equations. But there is no other solution: "The proof of solution's
uniqueness in general is as follows. If there are two different solutions, then their
difference due to the system's linearity, will also be a solution, but for zero charges and
currents and for zero initial conditions. Hence, using the expression for electromagnetic
field energy we must conclude that the difference between solutions is equal to zero,
which means that the solutions are identical. Thus the uniqueness of Maxwell
equations solution is proved" [2]. So, the uniqueness of solution is being
proved on the base of using the law which is violated in this solution.
Another result following from the existing solution of Maxwell
equations is phase synchronism of electrical and magnetic components of
intensities in an electromagnetic wave. This is contrary to the idea of
constant transformation of electrical and magnetic components of energy
in an electromagnetic wave. In [1[, for example, this fact is called "one of
the vices of the classical electrodynamics".
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Рис. 1.
Such results following from the known solution of Maxwell
equations allow doubting the authenticity of Maxwell equations.
However, we must stress that these results follow only from the found
solution. But this solution, as has been stated above, can be different (in
their partial derivatives, equations generally have several solutions).
Further we shall deduct another solution of Maxwell equation, in
which the density of electromagnetic energy flow remains constant in
time, and electrical and magnetic components of intensities in the
electromagnetic wave are shifted in in phase.
In addition, consider an electromagnetic wave in wire. With an
assumed negligibly low voltage, Maxwell’s equations for this wave literally
coincide with those for the wave in vacuum. Yet, electrical engineering
eludes any known solution and employs the one that connects an
intensity of the circular magnetic field with the current in the wire (for
brevity, it will be referred to as “electrical engineering solution”). This
solution, too, satisfies the Maxwell’s equations. However, firstly, it is one
more solution of those equations (which invalidates the theorem of the
only solution known). Secondly, and the most important, electrical
engineering solution does not explain the famous experimental fact.
The case in point is skin-effect. Solution to explain skin-effect
should contain a non-linear radius-to-displacement current (flowing
along the wire) dependence. According to Maxwell’s equations, such
dependence should fit with radial and circular electrical and magnetic
intensities that have non-linear dependence from the radius. Electrical
engineering solution offers none of these. Explanation of skin-effect
bases on the Maxwell’s equations, yet it does not follow from electrical
engineering solution. It allows the statement that electrical engineering
solution does not explain the famous experimental fact.
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2. On Energy Flux in Wire
Now, refer to energy flux in wire. The existing idea of energy
transfer through the wires is that the energy in a certain way is spreading
outside the wire [13]: "… so our “crazy” theory says that the electrons are getting
their energy to generate heat because of the energy flowing into the wire from the field
outside. Intuition would seem to tell us that the electrons get their energy from being
pushed along the wire, so the energy should be flowing down (or up) along the wire. But
the theory says that the electrons are really being pushed by an electric field, which has
come from some charges very far away, and that the electrons get their energy for
generating heat from these fields. The energy somehow flows from the distant charges
into a wide area of space and then inward to the wire."
Such theory contradicts the Law of energy conservation. Indeed,
the energy flow, travelling in the space must lose some part of the energy.
But this fact was found neither experimentally, nor theoretically. But,
most important, this theory contradicts the following experiment. Let us
assume that through the central wire of coaxial cable runs constant
current. This wire is isolated from the external energy flow. Then whence
the energy flow compensating the heat losses in the wire comes? With
the exception of loss in wire, the flux should penetrate into a load, e.g.
winding of electrical motors covered with steel shrouds of the stator.
This matter is omitted in the discussions of the existing theory.
So, the existing theory claims that the incoming (perpendicularly to
the wire) electromagnetic flow permits the current to overcome the
resistance to movement and performs work that turns into heat. This
known conclusion veils the natural question: how can the current attract
the flow, if the current appears due to the flow? It is natural to assume
that the flow creates a certain emf which "moves the current". Meanwhile,
energy flux of the electromagnetic wave exists in the wave itself and does
not use space exterior towards the wave.
Solution of Maxwell’s equations should model a structure of the
electromagnetic wave with electromagnetic flux energy presenting in it.
The intuition Feynman speaks of has been well founded. The
author proves it further while restricted himself to Maxwell’s equations.
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Chapter 1. The Second Solution
Maxwell's Equations for vacuum

of

Contents
1. Introduction
2. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
3. Intensities
4. Energy Flows
5. Impulse and momentum
6. Discussion

1. Introduction
In Chapter "Preface" inconsistency of well-known solution of
Maxwell's equations was demonstrated. A new solution Maxwell's
equations for vacuum is proposed below [5].

2. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
First we shall consider the solution of Maxwell equation for vacuum,
which is shown in Chapter "Introduction" as variant 1, and takes the
following form
1 H
 0,
c t
1 E
rot H 
0,
c t
divE   0 ,
divH   0 .
rot E 

In cylindrical coordinates system r ,  , z these equations look as
follows:
Er Er 1 E E z
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1 H
.
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M 
c t
For the sake of brevity further we shall use the following notations:
(11)
co  cos(  z  t ) ,
,
(12)
si  sin(  z  t )
where  ,  ,  – are certain constants. Let us present the unknown
functions in the following form:
(13)
J r .  jr r co ,
(14)
J  .  j (r ) si ,
J z .  j z (r ) si ,
H r .  hr r co ,
H  .  h (r ) si ,

(15)

H z .  hz (r ) si ,
Er .  er r si ,
E .  e (r )co ,

(18)

E z .  ez (r )co ,
M r .  mr r co ,
M  .  m (r ) si ,

(16)
(17)
(19)
(20)
(21)
(21)
(22)

(23)
M z .  mz (r ) si ,
where j (r ), h(r ), e(r ), m(r ) - certain function of the coordinate r .
By direct substitution we can verify that the functions (13-23)
transform the equations system (1-10) with three arguments r ,  , z
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into equations system with one argument r and unknown functions
j (r ), h(r ), e(r ), m(r ) .
In [64, chapter 1, Appendix 1] it is shown that for such a system
there exists a solution of the following form (in [64, chapter 1, Appendix
1] see (24, 27, 18, 31, 33, 34, 32) respectively):
hz (r )  0 , ez (r )  0 .

(24)

A 1 
r
,
2

(25)

er  e 

h (r )  er r .

hr r   e (r ),

(26)
(27)

(28)
  c.
where A, c,  ,  ,  – constants.
Thus we have got a monochromatic solution of the equation
system (1-10). A transition to polychromatic solution can be achieved
with the aid of Fourier transform.
If it exists in cylindrical coordinate system, then it exists in any
other coordinate system. It means that we have got a common solution
of Maxwell equations in vacuum.

3. Intensities
We consider (2.25):
er  e  0.5 A  r  1 ,

(1)

where (А\2) - the amplitude of the intensities. From (1) it follows that

e

2
r



 e2  A  r 2 1 .

(2)

Fig. 1 shows, for example, the graphics functions (1, 2) for
A  1,   0.8 .
Fig. 2 shows the vectors of intensities originating from the point
Ar ,  . Let us remind that h (r )  er r  and hr r   e (r ) - see (2.28,

2.29). The directions of vectors er r  and e (r ) are chosen as: er r   0 ,
e (r )  0 . Note that the vectors E, H are always orthogonal. The sum
of the modules of these vectors is determined from (2.17, 2.18, 2.20,
2.21, 2.26, 2.27) and is equal to
2
2
2
2
W  E 2  H 2  er r si   e r si   hr r co   h r co 
or
2
2
W  er r   e r 
(3)
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- see also (10) and Fig. 1. Thus, the density of electromagnetic wave
energy is constant in all points of a circle of this radius.
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The solution exists also for changed signs of the functions (2.11,
2.21). This case is shown on Fig 3. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 illustrate the fact that
there are two possible type of electromagnetic wave circular polarization.
In order to demonstrate phase shift between the wave components
let's consider the functions (2.11, 2.12) and (2.16-2.21). It can be seen,
that at each point with coordinates r ,  , z intensities H , E are shifted
in phase by a quarter-period.
Let's consider the functions (2.11, 2.12) and (2.28). Then, we can
find
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co  cos( 





(4)
z  t ) .
c
c
Let's consider a point moving along a cylinder of constant radius
r , at which the value of intensity depends on time as follows:
(5)
H r .  hr r cost 
Comparing this equation with (2.16) and taking (4) into account, we can
notice that equation (7) is the same as (2.16), if at any moment of time

 
or


c

z  t ) , si  sin( 

z0

(6)


(7)
z.
 c
Path of the point described by equations (4, 7, 2.28) is a helix. Thus, the
line, along which the point moves in such a way, that its intensity varies
in a sinusoidal manner, is determined by the equation describing a helix.
The same conclusion can be repeated for other intensities (2.17-2.21).
Thus,
path of the point, which moves along a cylinder of given radius in
such a manner, that each intensity value varies harmonically with
time, is described by a helix.
 

For example, Fig. 4 shows a helix, for which
r  1, c  300000,   3000,   3,   0  2 .

0
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The last means that at point T , moving along this helix the vectors
of intensities (2.16-2.21) can be written as follows:
H r .  hr r cost , H  .  h (r ) sin t , H z .  hz (r ) sin t ,
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Er .  er r sin t , E .  e (r ) cost , Ez .  ez (r ) cost .
It was shown above (see 2.24-2.27), that
hz (r )  0 , ez (r )  0 , er (r )  e (r )  er (r ) , h (r )  er r , hr r   er (r ) .
Therefore, at each point there are only vectors
H r .  er r cost , H  .  er (r ) sin t ,
Er .  er r sin t ,

E .  er (r ) cost .

In this case resultant vectors H r  H r  H and E r  E r  E lay in
plane r ,  , and their moduli are H r  er r  and Er  er r . Fig. 4a
shows all these vectors. It can be seen, that when the point T moves
along the helix, resultant vectors H r and E r rotate in plane r ,  .
Their moduli are constant and equal one to the other. These vectors H r
and E r are always orthogonal.
Erf
Hf
Hrf

Ef

 2

Er

t
T

Hr



r

Fig. 4а.
So, at each point T , which moves along this helix, vectors of
magnetic and electric intensities:

exist only in the plane which is perpendicular to the helix axis,
i.e. there only two projections of these vectors exist,

vary in a sinusoidal manner,

are shifted in phase by a quarter-period.
Resultant vectors:
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rotate in these plane,
have constant moduli,
are orthogonal to each other.

4. Energy Flows
The density of electromagnetic flow is Pointing vector

S  E  H

where

,

(1)

  c 4 .

(2)

In the SI system   1 and the last formula (1) takes the form:

S  EH ,
In cylindrical coordinates

r,  , z

(3)

the density flow of

electromagnetic energy has three components S r , S , S z , directed along
вдоль the axis accordingly. They are determined by the formula
 E H z  E z H  
Sr 


 
S   S    E  H     E z H r  Er H z  .
(4)
 Er H   E H r 
S 
 z


From (2.12-2.17, 3.4) follows that the flow passing through a given
section of the wave in a given moment, is:
Sr 
 sr  si 2 
 


S   S      s  si  co dr  d .
(5)
r , 
 

 s z  si  co 
 S z 
where

sr  e hz  ez h 

s  ez hr  er hz  .
s z  er h  e hr 

(6)

In [64, chapter 1, Appendix 1] it is shows that hz (r )  0 ,
ez (r )  0 . Consequently, sr  0, s  0 , i.e. the energy flow extends
only along the axis oz and is equal to
S  S z    s z  si  codr  d .

(7)

r ,

Lack of radial energy flux indicates that area of wave existence is
NOT growing. Existence of laser provides evidence of this fact.
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We'll find s z . From (2.26, 2.27), we obtain:
er h  er2 ,

(8)

e hr  e .

(9)

2

From (7, 8, 9), we obtain:
s z  er2  e2 .
In this way,
S    er2  e2  si  co dr  d .









(10)



(11)

r ,

Hence, as shown in [64, chapter 1, Appendix 2], it follows that
c
1  cos4  er2  e2 dr .
S
16
r
From (10, 3.12), we obtain:
cA
1  cos4  r 2 1 dr .
S
16
r
Let R be the radius of the circular front of the wave. Then
R
R 2 1
2  1
Sint   r
dr 
,
2  1
r 0






S alfa 

1





1  cos4 ,

 



(12)

(12а)

(13)
(14)

cA
S alfa S int .
(15)
16
Fig. 5 shows the function S alfa ( ) (13) and Fig. 6 shows the
S

function Sint ( ) . On Fig. 6 the upper and lower curves refer accordingly
to R  200 and R  100 . From the formula (15), Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that
the power flow is positive, for example, at A  1,   0.8 .
A  1,   0.8 .

Since the energy flow and the energy are related by the expression

S  W  c , then from (15) we can find the energy of a wavelength unit:

A
S alfa S int .
(17)
16
In [64, chapter 1, Appendix 2] also shows that the energy flux
density on the circle is determined by function of the form
S rz  er2  e2 sin 2  4z c .
(18)
From this and from (3.10) we obtain:
W
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S rz  A  r 2 1 sin 2  4z c .
(19)
In Fig. 7 shows these functions, when A  1,   0.8, r  1 , and
the second term has two values: 0; 0.5 - see the solid and dashed lines,
respectively.
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It follows that
 flux density is unevenly distributed over the flow cross section –
there is a picture of the distribution of flow density by the cross
section of the wave
 this picture is rotated while moving on the axis oz;
 the flow of energy (15), passing through the cross-sectional area, not
depend on t ,  , z ; the main thing is that the value does not change
with time, and this complies with the Law of energy conservation.
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5. Impulse and momentum
It is known that the flow of energy is associated with other
characteristics of the wave dependency of the following form [21, 25, 63]
(in the SI system):
f W .
(1)
(2)
S W c,
2
p W c, p  S c ,
(3)
f  pc , f  S c ,
(4)
m  pr ,
(5)
where
W - energy density (scalar), kg m-1·s−2,
S - energy flux density (vector), kg·s−3,
p - pulse density (vector), kg·m−2·s−1,
f - pulse flux density (vector), kg·m-1·s−2,
m - density momentum at this point about an axis spaced from
the given point by a distance r (vector), kg·s−2,
V - объем электромагнитного поля (scalar), m3.
It follows from the above that in the electromagnetic wave there
exist energy flows, which directed along a radius, along a circle, along a
axis. Consequently, in the electromagnetic wave there exist pulses, which
directed along a radius, along a circle, along a axis. Also there exist
momentum, which directed along a radius, along a circle, along a axis.

6. Discussion
The Fig. 8 shows the intensities in Cartesian coordinates. The
resulting solution describes a wave. The main distinctions from the
known solution are as follows:
1. Instantaneous (and not average by certain period) energy flow
does not change with time, which complies with the Law of
energy conservation.
2. The energy flow has a positive value
3. The energy flow extends along the wave.
4. Magnetic and electrical intensities on one of the coordinate
axes r ,  , z phase-shifted by a quarter of period.
5.
6.

The solution for magnetic and electrical intensities is a real
value.
The solution exists at constant speed of wave propagation.
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7.

The existence region of the wave does not expand, as
evidenced by the existence of laser.
8. The vectors of electrical and magnetic intensities are
orthogonal.
9. There are two possible types of electromagnetic wave circular
polarization.
10. The wave and its energy are determined if the parameters
A,  , R,  are specified. For given R, S the parameter 
can be found.
11. The path of the point, which moves along a cylinder of given
radius in such a manner, that each intensity value varies
harmonically with time, is a helix.
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Chapter 2. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
for Electromagnetic Wave in the Dielectric
Circuit of Alternating Current
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
3. Intensities and Energy Flows
4. Discussion

1. Introduction
An electromagnetic field in vacuum is considered in chapter 1. The
evident solution obtained there is extended to a non-conducting
dielectric medium with certain dielectric and magnetic permeability ε and
μ, respectively. Therefore, the electromagnetic field does also exist in a
capacitor as well. However, a considerable difference of the capacitor is
that its field has a non-zero electrical intensity along on of the
coordinates induced by an external source. The electromagnetic field in
vacuum was examined on the basis of an assumption that an external
source was absent.
The same can be said about an alternating current dielectric circuit.
The system of Maxwell equations is applied to such a circuit. It is shown
that an electromagnetic wave is also formed in this circuit. An important
difference between this wave and the wave in vacuum is that the former
has a longitudinal electrical intensity induced by an external power
source.
Below are considered the Maxwell equations of the following form
written in the GHS system (as in chapter 1, but with ε and μ which are
not equal to 1):
 H
(1)
rot E 
 0,
c t
 E
(2)
rot H 
0,
c t
(3)
divE   0 ,
(4)
divH   0 ,
where H , E are the magnetic intensity and the electrical intensity,

respectively.
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2. Maxwell Equations Solution
Let us consider solution to the Maxwell equations (1.1-1.4) [37]. In
the cylindrical coordinate system r ,  , z , these equations take the
form:
Er Er 1 E E z

 

 0,
r r 
z
r
dH r
1 E z E


v
,
r 
z
dt

dH 
Er E z
,

v
dt
z
r
E E 1 Er
dH z
,
v
 

r
dt
r r 
H r H r 1 H  H z

 

 0,
r
r
r 
z
dE
1 H z H 


q r
r 
z
dt

dE
H r H z

q  ,
dt
z
r
H  H  1 H r
dE

 
q z
r
r
r 
dt

where

v   c,
q  c,
Er , E , E z are the electrical intensity components,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

H r , H  , H z are the magnetic intensity components.

A solution should be found for non-zero intensity component E z .
To write the equations in a concise form, the following
designations are used below:
(11)
co  cos(  z  t ) ,
(12)
si  sin(  z  t ) ,
where  ,  ,  are constants. Let us write the unknown functions in
the following form:
(13)
H r .  hr r co ,
(14)
H  .  h (r ) si ,
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H z .  hz (r ) si ,
Er .  er r si ,
E .  e (r )co ,

(15)
(16)
(17)

E z .  ez (r )co ,
where h(r ), e(r ) are function of the coordinate r .

(18)

Direct substitution enables us to ascertain that functions (13-18)
convert the system of equations (1-8) with four arguments r ,  , z, t in
a system of equations with one argument r and unknown functions
h(r ), e(r ) .
Table 1.
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

A  kh  ,  , r 

e

Ar  1

er

Ar  1

ez

0

hr

 e (r )

A

h

 hr (r )

A

hz

0

1



e (r )  r  e (r )
A  r  e (r )

q




e r 
c

er r 
c

0

[64, chapter 2, Appendix 1] proves that such a solution does exist.
It takes the following form:
(20)
e (r )  kh  ,  , r ,
er r  

e (r )  r  e (r ),

1



ez (r )  r  e (r )
h (r )  

hr r  


c


c

q



,

1
er r  ,


1

e r  ,



(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
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hz ( r )  0 .

(25)

where kh() – is the function determined in [64, chapter 2, Appendix 2],

 2 
q     2  .
c  


(26)

Let us compare this solution with the solution for vacuum,
obtained in Chapter 1- see Table 1. A considerable difference between
these solutions is evident.
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3. Intensity and Energy Flows
Also, as in Chapter 1, the energy flow density along the coordinates
is calculated by the formula
Sr 
 sr  si 2 
 


(1)
S   S      s  si  co dr  d .
r , 
 

 s z  si  co 
 S z 
where

sr  e hz  ez h 

s  ez hr  er hz  ,
s z  er h  e hr 
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  c 4 .
Let

us

consider

functions

(2)

and

(3)
er (r ), e (r ), ez (r ) ,

hr (r ), h (r ), hz (r ) . Fig. 1 shows, for example, these functions plotted
for A  1,   5.5,   1,   2,   50,   300 .

4. Discussion
Further conclusions are similar to those of chapter 1. Thus, an
electromagnetic wave propagates via a dielectric circuit and, in particular,
through a capacitor connected to an AC circuit, and the mathematical
description of this wave is the solution of the Maxwell equations. In this
case, the field intensity, the displacement current, and the energy Flow
propagate in the dielectric along a helical path.

Chapter 3. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
for Electromagnetic Wave in the Magnetic
Circuit of Alternating Current
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
3. Intensities and Energy Flows
5. Discussion

1. Introduction
Chapter 2 deals with the electromagnetic field in an AC dielectric
circuit. The electromagnetic filed in an AC magnetic circuit can be
examined using the same approach. The simplest example of such a
circuit is an AC solenoid. However, if the dielectric circuit has a
longitudinal electrical field intensity component induced by an external
power source, the magnetic circuit features a longitudinal magnetic field
component induced by an external power source and transmitted to
circuit with the solenoid coil.
In this case, the Maxwell equations outlined in chapter 2, are also
used - see (2.1.1-2.1.4).
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2. Maxwell Equations Solution
Let us consider solution to the Maxwell equations (2.1.1-2.1.4) [37].
In the cylindrical coordinate system r ,  , z , these equations take the
form:
Er Er 1 E E z

 

 0,
r
r r 
z
dH r
1 E z E


v
,
r 
z
dt

dH 
Er E z
,

v
dt
z
r
E E 1 Er
dH z
,
v
 

r
dt
r r 
H r H r 1 H  H z

 

 0,
r
r 
r
z
dE
1 H z H 


q r
z
r 
dt

dE
H r H z

q  ,
z
r
dt
H  H  1 H r
dE

 
q z
r
r
r 
dt

where

v   c,
q  c,
Er , E , E z are the electrical intensity components,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

H r , H  , H z are the magnetic intensity components.

A solution should be found for non-zero intensity component H z (in
Chapter 2 this should be found at non-zero intensity E z ).
To write the equations in a concise form, the following
designations are used below:
(11)
co  cos(  z  t ) ,
(12)
si  sin(  z  t ) ,
where  ,  ,  are constants. Let us write the unknown functions in
the following form:
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H r .  hr r co ,
H  .  h (r ) si ,

(13)
(14)

H z .  hz (r ) si ,
Er .  er r si ,
E .  e (r )co ,

(15)
(16)
(17)

E z .  ez (r )co ,
where h(r ), e(r ) are function of the coordinate r .

(18)

Direct substitution enables us to ascertain that functions (13-18)
convert the system of equations (1-8) with four arguments r ,  , z, t in
a system of equations with one argument r and unknown functions
h(r ), e(r ) .
Table 1.
Chapter 1

Chapter 2

er

Ar  1

A  kh  ,  , r 

e

Ar  1

ez

0

hr

 e (r )

A

h

 hr (r )

A

hz

0

1



Chapter 3


h (r )
c

hr (r )
c



e (r )  r  e (r )
A  r  e (r )

q

0




e r 
c

er r 
c

0



1



h (r )  r  h (r )
kh  ,  , r 
r  h (r )q / 

[64, chapter 3, Appendix 1] proves that such a solution does exist.
It takes the following form:
ez (r )  0 ,

h (r )  kh  ,  , r ,

hr r   

1



h (r )  r  h (r ),

hz (r )  r  h (r )q /  ,

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
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e (r ) 


h (r ) ,
c r

(24)


(25)
h (r ) ,
c
where kh() – is the function determined in [64, chapter 2, Appendix 2],
e r r  


 2 
q     2  .
c  


(26)

Let us compare this solution with the solutions, obtained in
chapters 1 and 2 - see Table 1. Similarity of these equations is illustrated
in Chapters 2 and 3.
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3. Intensity and Energy Flows
Also, as in Chapter 1, the energy flow density along the coordinates
is calculated by the formula
Sr 
 sr  si 2 
 


S   S      s  si  co dr  d .
(1)
r , 
 

 s z  si  co 
 S z 
где
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sr  e hz  ez h 

s  ez hr  er hz  ,

(2)

s z  er h  e hr 

  c 4 .
Let

us

consider

functions

(2)

and

(3)
er (r ), e (r ), ez (r ) ,

hr (r ), h (r ), hz (r ) . Fig. 1 shows, for example, these functions plotted
for A  1,   5.5,   1,   2,   50,   300 . These parameters
are chosen the same as in Chapter 2 - for comparison of the obtained
results.

4. Discussion
Further conclusions are similar to the conclusions of chapter 1 and
2. Thus, an electromagnetic wave propagates in an AC magnetic circuit,
and the mathematical description of this wave is a solution to the
Maxwell equations. In this case, the field intensity and the energy Flow
follow a helical trajectory in the considered circuit.

Chapter 4. The solution of Maxwell's
equations for the low-resistance Wire with
Alternating Current
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
3. Intensities and currents in the wire
4. Energy Flows
5. Current and energy flow in the wire
6. Discussion

1. Introduction
The Maxwell equations in general in GHS system have the
following form (see option 1 in the "Preface"):
 H
(1)
rot E 
 0,
c t
 E 4
rot H 

J 0,
c t
c

(2)
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divE   0 ,
divH   0 ,
1
J  E,



(3)
(4)
(5)

where
J , H , E - conduction current, magnetic and electric intensity

accordingly ,
 ,  ,  - dielectric permittivity, permeability, specific resistance of
the wire's material
Further these equations are used for analyzing the structure of
Alternating Current in a wire [15]. For sinusoidal current in a wire with
specific inductance L and specific resistance  intensity and current are
related in the following way:
  i L
1
J
E 2
E.
  i L
  L 2
Hence for   L we find:
J

i
E.
L

Therefore for analyzing the structure of sinusoidal current in the
wire for a sufficiently high frequency the condition (5) can be neglected.
При этом is necessary to solve the equation system (1-4), where the
known value is the current J z flowing among the wire, i.e. the projection
of vector J on axis oz (see option 4 in the "Preface"):

2. Solution of Maxwell's equations
Let us consider the solution of Maxwell equations system (1.1-1.4)
for the wire. In cylindrical coordinates system r ,  , z these equations
look as follows [4]:
Er Er 1 E E z

 

 0,
r
r r 
z
dH r
1 E z E


v
,
r 
z
dt

dH 
Er E z
,
v

dt
r
z
E E 1 Er
dH z

 
v
,
r
r r 
dt
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H r H r 1 H  H z
 0,

 

z
r
r
r 
dE
1 H z H 


q r
r 
z
dt

dE
H r H z

q  ,
dt
z
r
H
r

where



H 
r

1 H r
4
dE
Jz.
 
q z 
c
dt
r 

v   c,
q  c,
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(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

Further we shall consider only monochromatic solution. For the
sake of brevity further we shall use the following notations:
(11)
co  cos(  z  t ) ,
(12)
si  sin(  z  t ) ,
where  ,  ,  – are certain constants. Let us present the unknown
functions in the following form:
(13)
H r .  hr r co ,
(14)
H  .  h (r ) si ,
H z .  hz (r ) si ,
Er .  er r si ,
E .  e (r )co ,
E z .  ez (r )co ,
J r .  jr r co ,
J  .  j (r ) si ,

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

(21)
J z .  j z (r ) si ,
where h(r ), e(r ), j (r ) - certain function of the coordinate r .
By direct substitution we can verify that the functions (13-21)
transform the equations system (1-8) with four arguments r ,  , z, t
into equations system with one argument r and unknown functions
h(r ), e(r ), j (r ) .
Further it will be assumed that there exists only the current (21),
directed along the axis z . This current is created by an external source.
It is shown that the presence of this current is the cause for the existence
of electromagnetic wave in the wire.
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In [64, Chapter 8, Appendix 1] it is shown that for system (1.1-1.4)
at the conditions (13-21) there exists a solution of the following form:
(22)
e r   Ar  1 ,

er (r )  e (r ) ,
ez (r )  ˆ

(23)

( M  1)  
re r ,
c
M

(24)


e (r ) ,
M
h (r )   hr (r ) ,

hr r   ˆ

(25)
(26)

hz (r )  0 ,
(27)

 
(28)
j z (r ) 
ez (r ) 
Ar ,
4
2
where A, c,  ,  – constants.
Let us compare this solution to the solution obtained in chapter 1
for vacuum – see Table 1. Evidently (despite the identity of equations)
these solutions differ greatly. These differences are caused by the
presence of external electromotive force with ez (r )  0 . It causes a
longitudinal displacement current which changes drastically the structure
of electromagnetic wave.

Table 1.
Vacuum
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ˆ





c

ˆ


c

Wire
M , ˆ  1

jz

0


ez (r )
4

er
e

Ar  1

Ar  1

ez

0

hr

 e (r )

h

 hr (r )

 hr (r )

hz

0

0

ˆ

( M  1)  
re r 
c
M

ˆ


e (r )
M
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3. Intensities and currents in the wire
Further

we

shall

consider

only

functions j z (r ),

the

er (r ), e (r ), ez (r ) , hr (r ), h (r ), hz (r ) . Fig. 1 shows, for example, the
graphs of these functions for A  1,   3,   1,   1,   300 . The
value j z (r ) is shown in units of (A/mm^2) - in contrast to all the other
values shown in system SI. The increase of function j z (r ) at the radius
increase explains the skin-effect.
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0.1
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0

-1
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2
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1

1.5

2

1
0

The energy density of electromagnetic wave is determines as the
sum of modules of vectors E, H from (2.13, 2.14, 2.16, 2.17, 2.23, 2.24)
and is equal to
2
2
2
2
W  E 2  H 2  er r si   e r si   hr r co   h r co 
or
2
2
W  er r   e r 
(1)
- see also Fig. 1. Thus, the density of electromagnetic wave energy is
constant in all points of a circle of this radius.
In order to demonstrate phase shift between the wave components
let's consider the functions (2.11-2.19). It can be seen, that at each point
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with coordinates r ,  , z intensities H , E are shifted in phase by a
quarter-period.
Let us find the average value of current amplitude density in a wire
of radius R:
1
J z  2  J z dr  d .
(5)
R r ,
Taking into account (2.21), we find:
1
J z  2  j z r si dr  d
R r ,

(5а)

Next, we find:

 2



j
r
0 z  0 si  d dr 
Taking into account (2), we find:
R
1
2
2 

Jz 
j r  cos(2 
z )  cos(
z ) dr
2  z
R 0
c
c


or
1
cos(2 )  1 J zr ,
Jz 
R 2
where
Jz 

1
R 2

R

(6)

R

J zr   j z r dr .

(7)

0

Taking into account (2.28), we find:
R
A

J zr 
r  dr

2 0
or
A
J zr 
R 1 .
2   1

(9)

(10)

Fig. 3 shows the function J z ( ) (6, 10) for A  1 . On this Figure
the dotted and solid lines are related accordingly to R  2 and R  1.75 .
From (6, 8) and Fig. 3 it follows that for a certain distribution of the
value j z r  the average value of the amplitude of current density J z
depends significantly of  .
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The current is determined as
 E
J

c t

,

4.5

5

5.5

6

(11)

or, taking into account (2.13-2.21):

Jr. 
er r co ,
c

J . 
e (r ) si ,
c
 

(12)
Jz.  
ez (r )  j z  si .
 c

You can talk about the lines of these currents. Thus, for instance,
the current J z . flows along the straight lines parallel to the wire axis. We
shall look now on the line of summary current.
It can be assumed that the speed of displacement current
propagation does not depend on the current direction. In particular, for a
fixed radius the path traversed by the current along a circle, and the path
traversed by it along a vertical, would be equal. Consequently, for a fixed
radius we can assume that
(13)
z   
where  is a constant. Based on this assumption we can convert the
functions (4b) into
(14)
co  cos  2  ,
si  sin   2  
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and build an appropriate trajectory for the current. Fig. 4 shows two
spiral lines of summary current described by the functions of the form
co  cos(  2) ,
si  sin   2  .
On Fig. 4 the thick line is built for   1.8 and a thin line for   2.5 .
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Fig.4. (SSMB)

From (2.19-2.21, 14) follows that the currents will keep their values
for given r ,  (independently of z ) if only the following value is
constant
(15)
    2  .
Further, based on (14, 15) we shall be using the formula
(16)
co  cos ,
si  sin  .

4. Energy Flows
Electromagnetic flux density - Poynting vector in this case is determined
in the same way as in Chapter 1, Section 4. Although here we repeat the first 6
equations from that Section for readers' convenience. So,

S  E  H

where

,

(1)

  c 4 .
In cylindrical coordinates

r,  , z

(2)
the density flow of

electromagnetic energy has three components S r , S , S z , directed along
вдоль the axis accordingly. They are determined by the formula
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 E H z  E z H  
Sr 


 
S   S    E  H     E z H r  Er H z  .
(4)
 Er H   E H r 
S 
 z


From (2.13-2.18) follows that the flow passing through a given section of
the wave in a given moment, is:
Sr 
 sr  si 2 
 


S   S      s  si  co dr  d .
(5)
r , 
 

 s z  si  co 
 S z 

where

sr  e hz  ez h 

s  ez hr  er hz  .

(6)

s z  er h  e hr 
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It is values density of the energy flux at a predetermined radius
which extends radially, circumferentially along, the axis oz respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the graphs of these functions depending on the radius at
A  1,   3,   1,   1,   300 .
The flow of energy along the axis oz is
S z    s z  si  codr  d .

(7)

r ,

We shall find s z . From (6, 2.22, 2.23, 2.26), we obtain:
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s z  2e hr   ˆ

 2
e (r )
M

(9)

or

s z  Qr 2 2 ,

(10)

while

Q  A2 ˆ


M

(11)

In [64, chapter 1, Appendix 2] shows that from (7) implies that
c
1  cos4  sz r dr .
S
(12)
16
r
Let R be the radius of the circular front of the wave. Then from (12) we
obtain, as in chapter 1,
R
Q
Sint   s z r dr  
R 2 1 ,
(13)
2  1
r 0
S alfa 

1



1  cos4 ,

(14)

c
S alfa Sint .
(15)
16
Combining formulas (11-15), we get:
ˆ
c 1
1  cos4 A2   R 2 1
Sz 
16 
M 2  1
or
ˆA2 c1  cos4   2 1
Sz 
R .
(16)
8 2  1
M
This energy flow does not depend on the coordinates, and so it
keeps its value along all the length of wire.
Fig.
7
shows
the
function
S ( )
(16)
for
S

A  1, M  10^13,   1,   1 . On Fig. 7 the dotted and the solid lines
refer respectively to R  2 and R  1.8 .
Since the energy flow and the energy are related by the expression
S  W  c , then from (15) we can find the energy of a wavelength unit:
A
W
S alfa S int .
(17)
16
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It follows from (7, 3.16), the energy flux density on the
circumference of the radius defined function of the form
S rz  s z sin 2  .
(18)
2  2
Fig. 8 shows this function (18) for s z  r
- see (10). Shows two
curves for two values at   1.4 and at two values of radius r  1 (thick
line) and r  2 (thin line).
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Fig. 9 shows the function S (18) on the whole plane of wire
section for s z  r 2 2 and   1.4 . The upper window shows the part of
function S graph for which S  0 - called Splus , and the lower window
shows the part S graph for which S  0 - called Sminus , and this part
for clarity is shown with the opposite sign. This figure shows that
S  Splus  Sminus  0 ,
i.e. the summary vector of flow density is directed toward the increase of
z - toward the load. However there are two components of this vector:
the Splus component, directed toward the load, and Sminus
component, directed toward the source of current. These components of
the flow transfer the active and reactive energies accordingly.

It follows that
 flux density is unevenly distributed over the flow cross section –
there is a picture of the distribution of flow density by the cross
section of the wave
 this picture is rotated while moving on the axis oz;
 the flow of energy (15), passing through the cross-sectional area, not
depend on t, z ; the main thing is that the value does not change
with time, and this complies with the Law of energy conservation.
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 the energy flow has two opposite directed components, which
transfer the active and reactive energies; thus, there is no need in the
presentation of an imaginary Pointing vector.

5. Current and energy flow in the wire
One can say that the flow of mass particles (mass current) "bears"
a flow of kinetic energy that is released in a collision with an obstacle.
Just so the electric current "bears" a flow of electromagnetic energy
released in the load. This assertion is discussed and substantiated in [4-9].
The difference between these two cases is in the fact that value of mass
current fully determines the value of kinetic energy. But in the second
case value of electrical current DOES NOT determine the value of
electromagnetic energy released in the load. Therefore the transferred
quantity of electromagnetic energy – the energy flow, - is being
determined by the current structure. Let us show this fact.
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As follows from (3.10), the average value of amplitude density of
current J z in a wire of radius R depends on two parameters:  and A .
For a given density one can find the dependence between these
parameters, as it follows from (3.10):
2   1  1
A
R J zr .
(1)



As follow from (4.16), the energy flow density along the wire also
depends on two parameters:  and A . Fig. 10 shows the dependencies
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(1) and (4.16) for given J z  2, R  2 . Here the straight line depicts the
constant current density (in scale 1000), solid line – the flow density,
dotted line – parameter А in scale (in scale 1000). Here A calculated
according to (1), the energy flux density - to (4.16) for a given A One
can see that for the same current density the flow density can take
absolutely different values.
From equations (4.7, 3.16) above we found energy flux density on
a circumference of given radius as a function (see. (4.18)):
S rz  s z sin 2  .
(2)
In a similar way from equations (3.5а, 3.16) we can find current
density on a circumference of given radius as a function of
J rz  j z sin  .
(3)

Function (2) was illustrated on Fig. 9. Left windows on Fig. 11
illustrate the graph of this function S rz (2), and the right windows, for
comparison purpose, show graph of function J rz (3) drown in the same
way for A  1,   1.4,   1.6, R  19 .
From Fig. 11 it can be seen that currents and energy fluxes can
exist in the wire, which are divided into contra-directional "streams".
Combinations of parameters can be selected such that total
currents of contra-directional "streams" are equal in modulus, and at the
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same time, total energy fluxes of contra-directional "streams" are also
equal
in
modulus.
Fig.
13
illustrates
this
case:
If
A  1,   1.8,   2, R  19 , then the following integrals over wire
cross-section area Q are equal (it's important that  is divisible by 2):
Splus dQ   Sminus  dQ ,  Jplus dQ    Jminus  dQ .



Q



Q

Q

Q

6. Discussion
It was shown that an electromagnetic wave is propagating in an
alternating current wire, and the mathematic description of this wave is
given by the solution of Maxwell equations.
This solution largely coincides with the solution found before for
an electromagnetic wave propagating in vacuum – see Chapter 1. It was
found that the current in the wire extends along a helical path, and pitch
of the helical path depends on the density
It appears that the current propagates in the wire along a spiral
trajectory, and the density of the spiral depends on the flow density of
electromagnetic energy transferred along the wire to the load, i.e. on the
transferred power. And the main flow of energy is propagated along and
inside the wire.
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Chapter 5. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
for Wire with Constant Current
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Mathematical Model
3. Energy Flows
5. Discussion

1. Introduction
In [7, 9-11] was shown that constant current in the wire has a
complex structure, and the flow of electromagnetic energy is spreading
inside the wire. Also the electromagnetic flow
 directed along the wire axis,
 spreads along the wire axis,
 spreads inside the wire,
 compensates the heat losses of the axis component of the
current.
J
A
B
C

Rn
D
J
Fig. 1.
In [9-11] a mathematical model of the current and the flow has
been. The model was built exclusively on base of Maxwell equations.
Only one question remained unclear. The electric current J ток and the
flow of electromagnetic energy S are spreading inside the wire ABCD
and it is passing through the load Rn. In this load a certain amount of
strength P is spent. Therefore the energy flow on the segment AB should
be larger than the energy flow on the segment CD. More accurate,
Sab=Scd+P. But the current strength after passing the load did not
change. How must the current structure change so that еhe
electromagnetic energy decreased correspondingly? This issue was
considered in [7].
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Below we shall consider a mathematical model more general than
the model (compared to [7, 9-11]) and allowing to clear also this
question. This mathematical model is also built solely on the base of
Maxwell equations. In [12] describes an experiment which was carried
out in 2008. In [17] it is shown that this experiment can be explained on
the basis of non-linear structure of constant current in the wire and can
serve as an experimental proof of the existence of such a structure.

2. Mathematical Model
Maxwell's equations for direct current wire are shown Chapter
"Introduction" - see variant 6. In SI-system they can be written as
follows:
rot J   0 ,
4
J  Jo  0 ,
rot H 
c
divJ   0 ,
divH   0 .

(а)
(b)
(с)
(d)

Here, in these equations we included a given value of density J o of
the current passing through the wire as a load.
In building this model we shall be using the cylindrical coordinates
r ,  , z considering
 the main current J o ,
 the additional currents J r , J  , J z ,
 magnetic intensities H r , H  , H z ,
 electrical intensities E ,

 electrical resistivity  .
The solution requires to find density functions for all intensities and
currents. The current in the wire is usually considered as average
electrons flow. The mechanical interactions of electrons with the atoms
are considered equivalent to electrical resistivity.
The equations (a-d) for cylindrical coordinates have the following
form:
H r H r 1 H  H z

 

 0,
r
r
r 
z
1 H z H 


 Jr ,
r 
z

(1)
(2)
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H r H z

 J ,
z
r
H  H  1 H r

 
 J z  Jo ,
r
r
r 
J r J r 1 J  J z

 0,

 
z
r
r r 
1 J z J 


 0,
r 
z

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
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(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

J r J z
(7)

0,
z
r
J  J  1 J r
(8)
0.

 
r
r r 
The model is based on the following facts:
the main electric intensities Eo is directed along the wire axis ,
it creates the main electric current J o – the vertical flow of
charges,
vertical current J o forms an annular magnetic field with intensity
H  and radial magnetic field H r - see (4),
magnetic field H  deflects by the Lorentz forces charges vertical
flow in the radial direction, creating a radial flow of charges radial current J r ,
magnetic field H  deflects by the Lorentz forces the charges of
radial flow perpendicularly to the radii, thus creating an vertical
current J z (in addition to current J o ),
magnetic field H r by the aid of the Lorentz forces deflects the
charges of vertical flow perpendicularly to the radii, thus creating
an annular current J  ,
magnetic field H r by the aid of the Lorentz forces deflects the
charges of annular flow along radii, thus creating vertical current
J z (in addition to current J o ),
current J r forms a vertical magnetic field H z and annular
magnetic field H  - see (2),
current J  form a vertical magnetic field H z and radial magnetic
field H r - see (3),
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10. current J z form a annular magnetic field H  and radial magnetic
field H r - see (6),
Thus, the main electric current J o creates additional currents
J r , J  , J z and magnetic fields H r , H  , H z . They should satisfy the
Maxwell equations.
In addition, electromagnetic fluxes shall be such that
A. Energy flux in vertical direction was equal to transmitted
power,
B. The sum of energy fluxes is to equal to transmitted power plus
the power of thermal losses in the wire.
Thus, currents and intensities shall confirm Maxwell's equations
and conditions А and В. In order to find a solution we part this problem
into three following tasks (that is true, because Maxwell's equations are
linear):
a) to find solution of equations (1-8) without current J o ; this
solution occurs to be multi-valued;
b) to find additional limitations on initial solution posed by
conditions А and В; here we take into account current J o and
intensity H o produced by it.
First of all, we shall prove that a solution of system (1-8) is exist
with non-zero currents J r , J  , J z .
For the sake of brevity further we shall use the following notations:
(10)
co   cos(  z ) ,
(11)
si  sin(  z ) ,
where  ,  – are certain constants. In the [64, chapter 5, Appendix 1] it
is shown that there exists a solution of the following form:
(12)
J r .  jr r co ,
(13)
J  .  j (r ) si ,
J z .  j z (r ) si ,
H r .  hr r co ,
H  .  h (r ) si ,

(14)
(15)
(16)

(17)
H z .  hz (r ) si ,
where j (r ), h(r ) - certain function of the coordinate r .
It can be assumed that the average speed of electrical charges
doesn't depend on the current direction. In particular, for a fixed radius
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the way passed by the charge around a circle and the way passed by it
along a vertical will be equal. Consequently, for a fixed radius it can be
assumed that   z . Based on this assumption we can build the
trajectory of the charge motion according to the functions (10, 11).
The figure 2 shows three spiral lines for   z , described by
functions (10, 11) of the current: the thick line for   2,   0.8 , the
average

line

  0.5,   2

for

and

a

thin

line

for

линия   2,   1.6 .
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Fig. 2.

-1

(TokPotok33.m)

In [64, chapter 5, Appendix 1] it is shown that the functions satisfy
the following equations:
(25)
j (r )  kh  ,  , r ,
jr r   

1



j (r )  r  j (r ),

j z (r )  r  j (r )


,


hz ( r )  0 ,
h (r )   jr r /  ,

(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

(30)
hr r    j (r ) /  .
This solution is analyzed below.
Example 1. On Fig. 3.1 the graphs of functions
jr (r ), j (r ), j z (r ), hr (r ), h (r ), hz (r ) are shown. These functions are

calculated with given   1.6,   50, j (0)  10 and wire radius
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R  0.1 . The first column shows functions jr (r ), j (r ), j z (r ) , the

second - functions hr (r ), h (r ), hz (r ) , and the functions shown in the
third column will be discussed later.
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1
jz

hz

10

-4
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0

0.05
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Fig. 3.2 illustrates functions (12-14), when z  const . The fourth
window shows function
 J z (r ,  ), if J z (r ,  )  0,
Jp z (r ,  )  
0, if J z (r ,  )  0.
Let's determine current density in the wire of radius R:
1
J z dr  d .
Jz 
(31)
R 2 r
,
Taking into account (14), we find
R
 2

1
1
J z  2  j z r si dr  d  2  j z r   si  d dr 
(32)
R r ,
R 0
0

Taking into account (11), we find
R
1
2
2 

Jz 
j r  cos(2 
z )  cos(
z ) dr .
(33)
2  z
R 0
c
c
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From here it follows that total current J z is changed depending on z
coordinate. However, total given current with density J o remains
constant.

3. Energy Flows
The density of electromagnetic flow is Pointing vector

S  EH .

(1)

The currents are being corresponded by eponymous electrical intensities,
i.e.
E  J ,
(2)
where  is electrical resistivity. Combining (1, 2), we get:

S  J  H 


J B.


(3)

Magnetic Lorentz force, acting on all the charges of the conductor
per unit volume - the bulk density of magnetic Lorentz forces is equal to
F  J B.
(4)
From (3, 4), we find:

F S .

(5)

Therefore, in wire with constant current magnetic Lorentz force density
is proportional to Poynting vector.
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Example 1 To examine the dimension checking of the quantities
in the above formulas - see Table 1 in system SI.
Table 1
Parameter
Dimension
−3
Energy flux density
kg·s
S
Current density
A·m−2
J
Induction
kg·s−2·A
B
Bulk density of magnetic Lorentz F
N·m-3=kg·s−3·m-2
forces

Permeability
kg·s−2·m·A−2

Resistivity
kg·s−3·m3·A−2
 
  s·m-2
So, current with density J and magnetic field is generated energy
flux with density S , which is identical with the magnetic Lorentz force
density F - see (5). This Lorentz force acts on the charges moving in a
current J , in a direction perpendicular to this current. So, it's fair to say
that the Poynting vector produces an emf in the conductor. Another
aspects of this problem are considered in work [19], where this emf is
called the fourth type of electromagnetic induction.
In cylindrical coordinates r ,  , z the density flow of
electromagnetic energy has three components S r , S , S z , directed along
вдоль the axis accordingly.
3.1. In each point of a cylinder surface there are two
electromagnetic fluxes directed radially to the center with densities
S r1  J  H z , S r 2   J z H 
(6)
- see Fig. 5. Total radially-directed flux density in each point of the
cylinder surface,

S r  S r1  S r 2   J  H z  J z H  

H

Jz

(7)

J

Hz

S r1

Sr 2
Fig. 5.
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3.2. In each point of a cylinder surface there are two
electromagnetic fluxes directed vertically with densities
S z1   J  H r , S z 2  J r H 
(8)
- see Fig. 6. Total vertically-directed flux density in each point of the
cylinder surface,

S z  S z1  S z 2   J r H   J  H r 

H

Sz2

(9)

J

Hr
Jr

S z1

Fig. 6.
3.3. In each point of a cylinder surface there are two
electromagnetic fluxes circumferentially directed with densities
S1  J z H r , S 2   J r H z ,
(10)
- see Fig. 7. Total circumferentially directed flux density in each point of
the cylinder surface,

S  S1  S 2   J z H r  J r H z 

S 2

Hz

(11)

S 1
Jr

Jz

Hr

Fig. 7.
In view of the above, we can write the equation for
electromagnetic flux density in a direct current wire:
 J  H z  J z H   J o H o 
Sr 


 
(12)
S   S    J  H     J z H r  J r H z  J o H r  .
 J r H   J  H r  J r H o 
S 
 z


The third components in (12) appears due to the fact that energy fluxes
are influenced by current density J o and intensity
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H o  J o r
- see (2.4). From (2.12-2.17, 12, 13) it follows that
j hz  j z h  si 2  J o2 r

Sr 


 
S   S      j z hr  jr hz  si  co  J o hz si dr  d  dz .
r , , z 
S 
j h  j h  si  co  jr co  J o r 
 z
 r   r

(13)

(14)

Fig. 3.1 the right-hand column shows the functions
 S r r  j hz  j z h 
 


 S  r    j z hr  j r hz  .
 


 S z r  j r h  j hr 

(15)

Fig. 3.3 shows the functions
 S r r ,   j hz  j z h  si 2 

 

(15а)
 S r ,     j z hr  jr hz  si  co  ,

 j h  j h  si  co

 S z r ,    r   r
when z  const . In the fourth window shows the function
S z (r ,  ), if S z (r ,  )  0,
Sp z (r ,  )  
0, if S z (r ,  )  0.
Taking into account designations (15) and equations (2.28), from (14) we
obtain:
 S r r  si 2  J o2 r

Sr 


 
S   S      S r  si  co
(16)
dr  d  dz .
r , , z 

S 
 z
 S z r  si  co  jr co  J o r 
or
  S r r     si 2 
  J o2 r     1


 
 
 


   




S      S r dr      si  co ddz      0
dr     0  ddz  .(17)

r 
 
 r 



jr J o r     , z co 
  S z r     , z  si  co










[64, chapter 5, Appendix 4] contains evaluations of the double
integrals from equation (17). If we apply them for unit wire length
zo  1 , we obtain the following:
  S r r    D 
  J o2 r    V 
 
 
   3
   ,
S      S r dr    D2      0
dr   0 
r 

 r 


j J r   D 
  S z r    D2 
  r o    1 
 
 

(18)
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where
V   ddz  2  zo  2 ,

(19)

1
~
D2 
,

(20)

2
~
~
D1 
 2 D2 ,

(21)

 ,z





1
~
~
D3  b 
 b  0.5D2 ,
2
b – number of helical trajectory per unit length.

(22)

Through combining (18-22) we finally obtain:

~
2
  D


   3 S r r     2J o r   


~

S       D2 S r dr     0
dr  
 r 

r  ~

~
 
  D
S z r    2 D2 J o jr r   
2





(23)


~
2 2
 D3  S r r dr  R J o 

 r
~
.

S   D2  S r dr



 r
~

D



S
r
2
J
j
r
dr
2
z
o r

 r

(24)

or
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Second components in the first term of equation (24) is determined as
(25)
S w   R 2 J o2 ,
which is exactly equal to thermal losses power per wire unit length.
However, according to existing assumptions the wire unit length
accommodates an external energy flux directed radially to the wire axis
and determined by (25). Here we see that this flux is internal.
Obviously, these correlations remain the same for any z = 0
position on oz axis.
So, fluxes (23) circulate in the wire. They are internal fluxes. They
are produced by currents and magnetic intensities created by these
currents. In turn, these fluxes generate currents such as Lorentz forces.
In this case total energy of these fluxes is partially spent on thermal
losses, but mainly goes to load.
Example 3. Let's consider the following example. Table 1 shows
initial data and calculation results. Fig. 8 shows energy flux densities from
(23) as function of radius. More specifically, the left windows show
functions Sr  S r r , Sf  S r , Sz  S z r , and the right windows functions
~

D
3 S r r dr

 r

~
 Sr 2 
 D2  S r dr  .
 Sf 2

   r


~
 Sz1 
 D2  S z r dr 



 r
 Sz 2 
~

D
rdr
j
J
2
 2 r o r 

(26)

Based on these functions we can calculate total energy fluxes (powers)
Sr2full, Sf2full, Sz1full, Sz2full.
At the present time, the author of these paper has no regular
calculation method. With certain design parameters (see column
"Given") for modeling it's required to vary values of the parameters (see
column "Determined"). Certainly, for this case it is necessary only to
show that an admissible decision exists.
From Table 1 it follows that transmitted power to thermal losses
power ratio Sz2full/Sw=10-4. So, with given current density J o
transmitted power can take up almost any value depending on parameters
 ,  , i.e. current helical trajectory density. Therefore, consumed power
does not depend on current, and is determined by current helical
trajectory density.
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Table 1
Given
1 mm
R
b
Jo

Found
  100

100
2 А\mm2

Power loss in
the wire

Calculated
Sw
0.22 Wt




-1.6
-63

Sr2full
Sf2full

5·10-9 Wt
6·10-10 Wt

j (0)

2

Sz1full

4·10-9 Wt

Sz2full

2000 Wt

Power
transmitted to
the load
-4

x 10

0

-2
-4
6

Sr2

Sr

0

0
-5
x 10

0.05

-0.05
-0.1

0.1

0

0.05

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.05

0.1

0.01

Sf2

Sf

4
2
0

0

0.05

0.005
0

0.1

2
1
0

0

0.05
Fig.8 (TokPotok33.m)

0
10

0.1

Sz21-b, Sz22-r

Sz-b, Sz22-r

10

x 10

2

x 10

1
0

0

4. Discussion
Thus, the energy flow along the wire's axis S z is created by the
currents and intensities directed along the radius and the circles. This
energy flow is equal to the power released in the load RH and in the wire
resistance. The currents flowing along the radius and the circle are also
creating heat losses. Their powers are equal to the energy flows S r , S ,
directed along radius and circle.
The question of the way by in which the electromagnetic energy
creates current is considered in [19]. There it is shown that there exists a
fourth electromagnetic induction created by a change in electromagnetic
energy flow. Further we must find the dependence of emf of this
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induction from the electromagnetic flow density and from the wire
parameters. There is a well-known experiment which can provide
evidence for existence of this type of induction [17].
It is shown that direct current has a complex structure and extends
inside the wire along a helical trajectory. In the case of constant current
the density of helical trajectory decreases with the decrease of the
remaining load resistance. There are two components of the current. The
density of the first component J o is permanent of the whole wire section.
The density of the second component is changing along the wire section
so that the current is spreading n a spiral. In cylindrical coordinates
r ,  , z this second component has coordinates J r , J  , J z . They can
be found as the solution of Maxwell equations.
With invariable density of the main current in a wire the power
transmitted by it depends on the structure parameters (  ,  ) which
influence the density of the turns of helical trajectory. Thus, the same
current in a wire can transmit various values of power (depending on the
load).
Let us again look at the Fig 1. On segment AB the wire transmits
the load energy P. It is corresponded by a certain values of (  ,  ) and
the density of coils of the current's helical path. On the segment CD the
wire transmits only small amount of energy. It corresponds to small value
of  and small density of the coils of current's helical path.
Naturally, the resistivity of the wire itself is also a load. Thus, as the
current flows within the wire, the helic of the current's path straightens.
The dependence of current density and intensity density was
considered in detail in [10]. Generally, the mathematical model presented
in [10] may be considered as a consequence of the described model for
  0.
Thus, it is shown that there exists such a solution of Maxwell
equations for a wire with constant current which corresponds to the idea of






law of energy preservation
helical path of constant current in the wire,
energy transmission along and inside the wire,
the dependence of helical path density on the transmitted
strength.
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Chapter 6. Single-Wire Energy Emission and
Transmission
Contents
1. Wire Emission
2. Single-Wire Transmission of Energy
3. Experiments Review

1. Wire Emission
Once again (as in Chapter 2), we deal with an AC low-resistance
wire. It incurs radiation loss, though loses no heat. Emission comes from
the side surface of the wire. Vector of emission energy flux density is
directed along the wire radius and has S value, see 2.4.4 – 2.4.6 in
Chapter 2. So,
S r    sr  si 2 dr  d ,
(1)





r ,

where

sr  e hz  ez h 
or, with regard to formulas given in the Table 1 of Chapter 2,
2 R  2
2 A2 R  2 2


,
sr  ez ( R )h ( R )  
e R  
R









(2)

(3)

where R means a wire radius. In addition, consider formula (see (32) in
[64, chapter 2, Appendix 1]).

 



c
Thus, we obtain:



или

  sign(  ) 

sr   sign(  ) 


c

2 A2 2 1
R ,
c



, где

sign(  )  1 .

(4)

(5)

From (1,5) we obtain:
2 A2 2 1
2 A2 2 1
S r   sign(  ) 
R   si 2 d   sign(  ) 
R  .
c
c

With additional (1.4.2), we finally obtain:
A2 2 1
S r   sign(  ) 
R .
2
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Obviously, the value must be positive, as emission does exist. By
the way, this fact disproves a well-known theory of an energy flux
propagating beyond the wire and entering it from the outside.
As value (6) is positive, condition
 sign(  )  sign( )  1 ,
(7)
must assert, i.e. values  ,  must be of opposite sign. In this
connection, for later use we take formula of the type
A2 2 1
(8)
Sr 
R .
2
The formula calculates the amount of energy flux emitted by the wire of
unit length. Correlate this formula with the one (2.4.15) for the density of
energy flux flowing along the wire:
A2 c   1  cos4  2 1
.
(9)
Sz 
R
8 2  1
Consequently,
4 2  1 
S
.
(10)
  r 
S z c  1  cos4 
So, the wire emits a portion of a longitudinal energy flux of
Sr    S z .
(11)
Let energy flux is S zo in the beginning of wire. Energy flux the
wire emits along the L length, can be obtained from the following
formula
L
S rL  S zo 1    .
(12)
Energy flux remaining in the wire
L
S zL  S zo  S rL  S zo 1  1    .
(13)
Thus, we can calculate the length of wire where the flux remains
S zL    S zo .
(14)
The length can be found from the expression
  1  1   L ,
i.e.
L  ln 1    ln 1   .
(15)
Example 1. With   1.2,   1,   1 , we obtain   10 c . If









  3103 so will   3 10 103 3 1010  10 6 . The length of wire that
keeps 1% of initial flux makes
L  ln 1  0.01 ln 1     9950 sm.
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2. Single-Wire Transmission of Energy
A body of convincing experiments show the transmission of
energy along one wire.
1. [29] analyses a transmitting antenna of long wire type that finds
its use in amateur short-wave communication. The author says the
antenna has “an adequate circular pattern that allows the communication to be
established almost in all directions”, whereas in the direction of wire axis “a
considerable amplification develops and grows as antenna length increases… As the
length of the increases, the main lobe of the pattern tends to approach antenna axis as
close as possible. In the process, emission directed towards the main lobe gets stronger”.
Both from the fact that long wire emits in all directions and from the
previous part it follows that energy flux flows along the wire. It is
significant that energy flux exists without any external electrical voltage at
the wire tips.

3

5

2

6
1

4
3
7

2
4

5

Рис. 1.
2. S.V. Avramenko’s long-known experiment in single-wire
transmission of electrical energy, also named Avramenko’s fork. First, it
was described in [30] and then in [31] -see Fig.1. [30] reported that the
experimental arrangement included a generator 2 up to 100 kWt of
power to generate 8 kHz voltage that went to Tesla’s transformer. One
tip of the secondary winding was loose, while the other end connected
Avramenko’s fork. Avramenko’s fork was a closed circuit that included
two series diodes 3 and 4 , whose common point was connected to the
wire 1, and a load, with capacitor 5 connected in parallel to it. Several
incandescent lamps – resistance 6 (alternative 1) or discharger (alternative
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2) formed the load. Open circuit allowed Avramenko to transmit about
1300 Wt of power between the generator and the load. Electrical bulbs
glowed brightly. Wire current was very weak, and a thin tungsten wire in
the line 1 did not even run hot. That was the main reason why the
findings of the Avramenko’s experiment were difficult to explain.
On the one hand, the structure offers quite an attractive method of
electrical energy transmission, whereas, on the other hand, it apparently
violates laws of electrical engineering. Since then, many authors
experimented with that structure and offered theories to explain
phenomena observed – see e.g. [32-34]. However, no theory has been
universally accepted. the wire tips. Here also energy flux exists without
any external electrical voltage at the wire tips.
3. Laser beam should also be included in this list. Laser obviously
directs energy flux into the laser beam. The energy, that may be rather
considerable, incurs almost no loss when transmitted along the laser
beam and, on its exit, is converted into the heat energy.
4. Known are experiments by Kosinov [35] that showed the
glowing of the burned incandescent lamps. It was reported that
“incandescent lamps burned most often in more than two places, with not only spiral,
but current conductors of the lamp burning. With the first circuit break took place,
over some time lamps light was even brighter than one produced before burning. The
lamps kept glowing until burning of the next portion of the circuit. In this experiment,
inner circuit of one lamp burned in as many as four places! Spiral burned in two
places, as well as both lead electrodes in the lamp. The lamp went off no sooner than
the fourth leg of the circuit burned, i.e. the electrode where the spiral is attached”.
Here, too, energy flux exists with no external electrical voltage at the wire
tips. It is significant that burned lamp consumes even more power
sufficient to burn the next leg of the spiral.
Consideration of equation for the electromagnetic wave in the wire
cannot reveal physical nature of the wave existence: any component of
intensity, current and density of energy flux can be seen as an exposure
governing all the rest. A longitudinal electrical intensity is accepted to be
such an exposure. Facts reported earlier testify possible exceptions, e.g.
when exposure is an energy flux at the wire inlet. [19,17] show that
energy flux can be viewed as fourth electromagnetic induction.
Thus, inlet energy flux propagates along the wire, and, (almost with
no loss, see pp.2.3.4) reaches its distant end. Current can propagate
alongside with the energy flux. Yet, this correlation does not need to be
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(see pp. 2,3 above). It is significant output energy flux can be rather
considerable and make a part of the load. The lack of energy flux –tocurrent correlation was approached and explained in the Section 2.5.

3. Experiments Review
Return to "long-wire" antenna. It emits in all directions. As is
obvious from the Section 1, S r energy flux emitted makes a part of a
longitudinal S z energy flux, see (1.11). Their coefficient of
proportionality  relies, in its turn, on frequency  - see Example 1.
Because of this, reduction of frequency  drops emission of energy flux
Sr .
Section 2.5. considered and correlated currents and energy fluxes in
the wire. It showed that, generally, currents and energy fluxes inside the
wire exist as "jets" of opposite direction. This fits with the existence of
active and re-active energy fluxes.

Formation of such "jets" may be assumed in the “long wire”. If
“long wire” emits all the incoming energy, then one of the fluxes (active
power flux) prevails, and the generator wastes its energy to support it. If
“long wire” does NOT emit, energy flux flowing in one direction returns
the opposite way, the generator SAVES the energy (re-active power flux
circulates), and no current forms in the wire. Clearly, there are some
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intermediate cases when “long wire” emits only a part of energy it
receives.
With some combinations of parameters, total currents in opposing
jets have are equal in absolute value, and, as well as total energy fluxes of
opposing jets. For the sake of reader’s convenience, Fig.13 from the
Section 2 is replicated above. It shows the functions of the opposing jets:
Splus - energy flux jet directed from the energy source;
Sminus - energy flux jet directed to the energy flux;
Splus - current jet directed from the energy source;
Sminus - current jet directed from the energy source.
For illustration, functions plots are shown with the opposite sign. They
obey the following relationships between integrals of sectional area, Q, of
the wire:
 Splus dQ    Sminus  dQ ,
Q

Q

 Jplus dQ    Jminus  dQ .

Q

Q

As follows from experiments (later considered in more details),
currents and jets can complete at the broken wire – see Fig.3, where 1
means a wire, 2 means a direct “jet”, 3 means a reverse “jet”, and 4
means a closing circuit. In this case, there arises the question of the
nature of electromotive force that makes the current to overcome the
spark gap. [19,17] show that energy flux can be viewed as fourth
electromagnetic induction.

1

2

3

Рис. 3.

4

Consider these experiments. Prominent experiments by Kosinov
[35] evidently prove the hypothesis offered: the arch that forms at the
broken spiral is to have a beginning and an end. Electromotive force
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should be applied between them. When expanding arch reaches the next
leg of the spiral, this leg, together with connecting arch, joins a long line
etc. Kosinov observed as many as eight such legs.
Avramenko’s fork is a circuit that includes two series diodes and a
load – see Fig.1. The circuit forms the arch shown in Fig.3. An air gap of
discharger 7 can serve as a load, an equivalent of arch from Kosinov’s
experiments. Resistor 6 – energy receiver in single-wire energy
transmission system – can, too, serve as a load. Wire 1 of this structure
can be identified with “long wire”. In this case (at low frequency of 8
kHz) the wire 1 does not emit. Consequently, it carries two opposing
energy fluxes but no current.
Which means single-wire energy transmission follows from
Maxwell’s equations without any contradiction.

Chapter 7. Solution of Maxwell's equations
for a capacitor in constant circuit. Nature of
potential energy of capacitor.
Contents
1. Introduction
2. System of Equation Solution
3. Intensities and Energy Flows
4. Discussion
5. Capacitor with a magnet

1. Introduction
The electromagnetic field of a capacitor in an alternative current
circuit is investigated in [1]. Below the electromagnetic field in a capacitor
being charged as well as the field existing in the charged capacitor are
examined.
We use the Maxwell equations in the GHS system of unit written
in the following form with  ,  differing from 1:
 H
(a)
rot E 
 0,
c t
 E
rot H 
0,
c t
divE   Q(t ) ,
divH   0 ,
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where
H , E - are the current, the magnetic field strength, and the electric

field strength, respectively;
 ,  - are the dielectric permeability and the magnetic permeability,
respectively,
Q(t ) - charge on capacitor plate, which appears and accumulates
during charging.
This system of partial differential equations has a solution represented by
the sum of a particular solution of this system and a general solution of
the corresponding homogeneous system of equations. Homogeneous
system of equations can be written as follows:
 H
(1)
 0,
rot E 
c t
 E
0,
rot H 
c t
divE   0 ,
divH   0 ,

(2)

(3)
(4)
i.e. it differs from the system (a-d) by the absence of term Q(t ) .
Particular solution with given t is a solution, which associates electric
intensity E z (t ) between the capacitor plates with electric charge Q(t ) . If
E z (t ) varies with time, then a solution of the system of equations (1-4)
shall exist at given E z (t ) . Exactly this solution we're going to seek further
on.
Electromagnetic wave propagation in charging capacitor is
shown, and mathematical description of this wave is proved to be a
solution of Maxwell's equations (1-4). It was shown that a charged
capacitor accommodates a stationary flux of electromagnetic energy, and
the energy contained in the capacitor, which was considered to be
electric potential energy, is, indeed, electromagnetic energy stored in the
capacitor in the form of the stationary flux.

2. System of Equation Solution
Let us consider a solution to the Maxwell equations (1.1-1.4). In
the cylindrical coordinate system r ,  , z these equations take the
form:
Er Er 1 E E z

 

 0,
r
r r 
z

(1)
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dH r
1 E z E


v
,
r 
z
dt

dH 
Er E z

v
,
z
r
dt
E E 1 Er
dH z

 
v
,
r
r r 
dt
H r H r 1 H  H z
 0,

 

z
r
r
r 
dE
1 H z H 


q r
z
r 
dt

dE
H r H z

q  ,
dt
z
r
H  H  1 H r
dE

 
q z
r
r
r 
dt

where

v   c,
q  c,
 Er , E , E z are the electric intensities;

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)

 H r , H  , H z are the magnetic intensities.
The solution shall be found for non-zero intensity E z .
For brevity, the following abbreviated forms will be used below:
(11)
co  cos(  z ) ,
(12)
si  sin(  z ) ,
where  ,  are constants. Let us write the unknown functions in the
following form:
(13)
H r .  hr r co  exp(t )  1,
(14)
H  .  h (r ) si  exp(t )  1,
H z .  hz (r ) si  exp(t )  1,
Er .  er r si  1  exp(t ) ,
E .  e (r )co  1  exp(t ) ,

(15)
(16)
(17)

(18)
E z .  ez (r )co  1  exp(t ) ,
where h(r ), e(r ) - some functions of coordinate r . Here, the bias
current is
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d
(19)
E z    ez (r )co  exp(t )
dt
Fig. 1 shows these variables as a function of time and their time
derivatives for   300 : H z is shown with solid lines, E z with dashed
lines, and J z with a dotted line. This provides good evidence that in the
system of equations (1-8) the amplitudes of all strength components
simultaneously approach a constant value and the current amplitude
tends to zero with t   . These conditions correspond to the capacitor
charging via a fixed resistor.
Jz 

ez(t), hz(t), jz(t)

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1

0

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

0.01

0

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009
Fig.1. (SSMB6.1)

0.01

ez1(t), hz1(t)

400
200
0
-200
-400

After the capacitor becomes charged, the current stops to flow.
However, as shown below, the stationary flow of electromagnetic energy
persists.
Direct substitution of functions (13-18) makes it possible to
transform the system of equations (1-8) with four arguments r ,  , z, t
into a system of equations with one argument r and unknown functions
h(r ), e(r ) . This system of equations has the form:
e (r )
er (r )
 er (r )       ez (r )  0 ,
r
r
1

  ez (r )  e (r )  
hr  0,
r
c

er r   ez (r ) 


c

h  0,

(21)
(22)
(23)
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er r 

 
hz  0,
r
c
r
h (r )
hr r 
    hz (r )  0 ,
 hr r  
r
r

1
er  0,
 hz (r )  h (r )  
e (r )

 e (r ) 

r

 hr r   hz (r ) 
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(25)
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c
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c
h (r )

h r 
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It is identical to the similar system of equations for a capacitor in
an alternative current circuit – see chapter 2. The solution of this system
is also identical to the solution obtained in chapter 2 and has the
following form:
(30)
e (r )  kh  ,  , r ,
er r  

1



e (r )  r  e (r ),

ez (r )  r  e (r )
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1
er r  ,

(33)


1

e r  ,

(34)



hz ( r )  0 .

(35)

where kh() is the function determined in chapter 2,

 2 
q     2  .
c  


(36)

Thus, the solution of the Maxwell equations for a capacitor being
charged and for a capacitor in a sinusoidal current circuit differs only in
that the former includes exponential functions of time and the latter
contains sinusoidal time-functions.

3. Intensities and Energy Flows
As in chapter 2, the density of energy flows along the coordinates
can be determined by the formula:
Sr 
 sr  si 2 
 


S   S      s  si  co dr  d .
(1)
r , 
 

 s z  si  co 
 S z 
where
sr  e hz  ez h 
s  ez hr  er hz  ,

(2)

s z  er h  e hr 

  c 4 .
Let

us

consider

functions

(2)

and

(3)
er (r ), e (r ), ez (r ) ,

hr (r ), h (r ), hz (r ) . Fig. 2 shows, for example, these functions plotted
for A  1,   5.5,   1,   2,   50,   300 . The conditions of
this example differ from conditions of a similar example in chapter 2 for
a capacitor in an alternative current circuit only in the value of parameter
ω which is equal to   300 in this paper (   300 in chapter 2). It is
evident that these functions differ only in sign.
It must be emphasized once again that these functions are not zero
at any time moment, i.e. after the capacitor becomes charged the bias
current stops to flow, the electric and the magnetic field components are
retained and take a stationary non-zero value.
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The stationary electromagnetic energy flow is also retained. Its
existence does not contradict our physical understanding [3]. The
presence of this flow in a static system was studied by Feynman [13]. He
provides an example of an energy flow in a system consisting of an
electric charge and a permanent magnet which are fixed and closely
spaced.
Other experiments [38] demonstrating this effect are also available.
Fig. 2 shows an electromagnet which retains its attractive force after the
current is switched off. Edward Leedskalnin is assumed to use such
electromagnets in constructing the famous Coral Castle, see Fig. 3 [38].
In these electromagnets (or solenoids), the electromagnetic energy in not
zero at the instant the current is switched off. This energy can be
dissipated by radiation and heat loss. However, if these factors are not
significant (at least at the initial phase), the electromagnetic energy must
be conserved. With electromagnetic oscillations, the electromagnetic
energy flow must be induced and propagate WITHIN the solenoid
structure. This flow can be interrupted by destructing the structure. In
this case, according to the energy conservation law, the work should be
done equal to the electromagnetic energy which dissipates on destruction
of the solenoid structure. This means that a "destructor" should
overcome a force. It is this fact that is demonstrated in the abovespecified experiments. Mathematical models of similar solenoid
structures based on the Maxwell equations are examined in [39]. The
conditions are identified which are to be met to maintain the
electromagnetic energy flow for an unlimited time period.

Рис. 2.

Рис. 3.

Thus, a stationary electromagnetic energy flow is formed in a
capacitor. Let us consider the structure of this flow in more details. From
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(2.11, 2.12, 3.1) it follows that at each point in the dielectric the
components of energy flows can be determined using the formula:

 S r   sr  si 2   sr  sin 2 (  z )

 
  
S   S    s  si  co   s  0.5 sin 2(  z )  .
(4)
 S   s  si  co   s  0.5 sin 2(  z ) 
 z  z

  z
where, as it follows from (2.30-2.35, 3.2),
q 
sr   ez h 
r  e (r )  er r 
 c
q 
s  ez hr  
r  e2 (r )
(5)
 c

s z  er h  e hr  

 2

er r  e2 (r ) 
c

For example, let us consider a development of a cylinder with a
given radius r . At the circle of this radius vector S always points in the
direction of a radius increase and oscillates in value as sin 2 (  z ) .
The total vector S  Sz  is always at an angle of arctgs z s  to the
radius line and its value oscillated as sin 2(  z ) . Fig. 4 shows the
vector field S  Sz  for   1.35,   50 . Here, the horizontal line
and the vertical line correspond to coordinates  , z
20
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4. Discussion
It is demonstrated that an electromagnetic wave propagates
through a capacitor as it is being charged, and the mathematical
description of this wave is a solution of the Maxwell equations. In this
case, in the dielectric body (i.e. where the field intensities ez does exist)
the electric and the magnetic field intensities components exist. There are
also present:
 the circumferential energy flow S of variable sign;



the vertical energy flow S z , of variable sign;
the radial energy flow S r , always directed from the center.
This means that the charged capacitor radiates via the side
surface.
The energy flow still persists in the charged capacitor as a
stationary electromagnetic energy flow. It is this flow where the
electromagnetic energy stored in the capacitor circulates. Hence, the
energy which is contained in the capacitor and which is considered to be
the electrical potential energy, is the electromagnetic energy stored in the
capacitor in the form of the stationary flow.
There are experiments exist for detection of magnetic field
between charged plates of a capacitor using a compass [49, 50].
According to the above, in a round capacitor the compass needle shall
deflect perpendicularly to capacitor radius. The observed deflection of
the compass needle from capacitor axis can be explained by non-uniform
charge distribution over the square plate.

5. Capacitor with a magnet
Above we consider a capacitor with electric charge, where an
electric intensity exist between its plates. Now, we consider capacitor
without electric charge with a permanent magnet placed between its
plates. It means that there is a magnetic intensity between the capacitor
plates. Due to the symmetry of Maxwell's equations, an electromagnetic
field shall exist in the "gap" of a capacitor, similar to the electric field in
the gap of a charged capacitor. The difference between these fields is that
in the field equations electric and magnetic components of intensity
change places. In particular, in a charged round capacitor an electric
intensity E z  0  exists, and there is no magnetic intensity H z  0 . In
non-charged capacitor with a magnet a magnetic intensity exists
H z  0, and there is no electric intensity E z  0.
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In certain experiments existence of a magnetic field between
charged plates of the capacitor with a magnet was confirmed [46-48].

Chapter 8. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
for Spherical Capacitor
Contents

1. Introduction
2. Solution of the Maxwell Equations in the Spherical
Coordinate System
3. The solution of Maxwell's equations for the vacuum
4. Electric and magnetic intensities
5. An Electromagnetic Wave in a Charged Spherical
Capacitorе

1. Introduction

The electromagnetic wave in a capacitor in an alternating current or
constant current circuit is investigated in главах 2 и 7. In this paper, a
spherical capacitor in a sinusoidal current circuit or an constant current

circuit is considered. The capacitor electrodes are two spheres having the
same center and radii R2  R1 .

Fig. 1.
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2. Solution of the Maxwell Equations in the
Spherical Coordinate System
Let us first consider a spherical capacitor in a sinusoidal current
circuit. Fig. 1 shows the spherical coordinate system (  ,  ,  ).
Expressions for the rotor and the divergence of vector Е in these
coordinates are given in Table 1 [4]. The following notation is used:
E - electrical intensities,
H - magnetic intensities,
 - absolute magnetic permeability,
 - absolute dielectric constant.
Table 1.

1

2

1

rot  E 

2

rot E 

3

rot  E 

4

divE 

E

3

E
tg    sin  
E
E
E
   
sin   

E E E 


  
E E
E
E
E


  

 tg    sin  
E





With no charge on and no current between the spherical capacitor
electrodes, the Maxwell equations in the spherical coordinate system take
the form presented in Table 2.
Table 2.

1
1.
2.
3.
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2

 E
rot  H 
0
c t
 E
rot H 
0
c t
 E
rot H 
0
c t
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5.
6.
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rot  E 
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 H 

0
c t
 H
rot E 
0
c t
 H
rot E 
0
c t
divE   0
divH   0

Below the solution will be sought for in form of functions E, H ,

which presented in Table. 3, where the functions of the form E   to
be calculated. It is important to note that
• these functions are independent of the argument  ;
• if E    sin  , then
E
E
 2 cos .

(11)
tg  
Table 3.

1

2

E   E   cos sin(t )

E  E  sin  sin(t )

E  E  sin  sin(t )

H   H   cos cos(t )

H   H   sin  cos(t )

H   H   sin  cos(t )
We substitute the functions E, H from the Table 3 in Table 1
and take into account (11). Then we obtain Table 4.
Table 4.

1
1

2

rot  E 

3
2 E



cos( ) sin(t )
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2

rot E 

3

rot  E 

4

divE 

E 
E
      sin( ) sin(t )
 
 
 E E 
     sin( ) sin(t )


  E  E   2 E 

 
        cos( ) sin(t )





Expressions for the rotor and divergence function H differ from
those shown in the Table. 4 only in that instead of factors sin(t ) are
factors cos(t ) . Substituting the expression for the curl and divergence
in Maxwell's equations (see Table 2), differentiating with respect to time
and reducing common factors, we obtain a new form of Maxwell's
equations - see Table. 5.
Table 5.

1
1

2
2 E

3
4



H  =0
c
E  
E
      
H  =0
 
c
 
 E E  



H =0
  c 
 



2



  E E  2 E 
 

        =0



5 2 H  
E  0


c
6
H   
H

   
E  0
  c
 
7  H  H   


  c E  0





8  H
H   2 H  
   
0
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3. The solution of Maxwell's equations for the
vacuum
First, we consider the equations for a vacuum where in the GHS
system we have:     1 . At the same table. 5 takes the following
form:
Table 5а.

1

2

1

2 E



 qH  =0

2

E 
E
       qH =0
 
 
3  E E 
  qH  =0


 
 
4  E
E  2 E 
         =0
 
 
 

5 2 H 
 qE  0



6

H 
H
       qE  0
 
 
7  H  H  

  qE  0

 
 
8  H
H   2 H  
   
     0
 





where

q



.

(12)

c
Then Maxwell's equations are completely symmetrical with respect to the
intensities E and H. Find the sum pairs of (1-4) and (5-8). Then we get:
2W
 qW  0 ,
(13)
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 W W 

  qW  0 ,

 
 
 W W 
      qW  0 ,


  W W  2W 

 
        =0,




(14)

(15)

(16)

where

W EH.
(17)
The system of 4 equations (13-16) defines 3 unknown functions the system is overdetermined. We show that there is a solution that
satisfies all equations
Direct substitution can be seen that the equations (14, 15) has the
following solution:
i
W  A  expiq  R   ,
(18)



W   A 

1



expiq   R   ,

(19)

where A, R,  ,  , c - constants. We find from equations (13, 18):

2W c

2A
expiq   R   ,
(20)
 
q 2
W
 2i
2 
 A 3  2  expiq   R   .
(21)

 
 q
Substituting equations (19-21) to (16), we see that equation (16)
turns into the identical relation 0=0. Therefore, three functional relations
(18-20) comply with four equations (13-16), which was to be proved.
The decision does not change if instead of (17) will be used
condition
2
W  E  H 
.
(22)
1  i 
Next, we will look for a solution in which
E  iH .
(23)
From (76, 77), we find:
2
W  1  i H
 2H
(24)
1  i 
W 

or
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H W 2 .
(25)
From (77, 79), we find:
E  Wi 2 .
(26)
From (18-20, 79, 80), we find:
 Ai
H 
expiq   R   ,
(27)
2
A
H  
expiq   R   ,
(28)
2
A
H  
expiq   R   ,
(29)
q 2
A
E 
expiq   R   ,
(30)
2
 Ai
E 
expiq   R   ,
(31)
2
 Ai
E 
expiq   R   .
(32)
q 2
The solution obtained is a complex value. It is known that the real
part of a complex solution is also a solution. It follows that one can take
the real parts of functional relations (27-32) as a solution instead of these
functional relations:
A
H  
sin q  R   ,
(33)
2
A
H  
cosq  R   ,
(34)
2
A
H   2 cosq  R   ,
(35)
q
A
E 
cosq  R   ,
(36)
2
A
E 
sin q  R   ,
(37)
2
A
E  2 sin q  R   ,
(38)
q
To check this solution, one can substitute these functions into
equations in Table 3 to make sure that these equations become equalities.
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Thus, the solution of Maxwell's equations for the spherical vacuum
capacitor has the form of equations (33-38).
To find all these functions, it suffices to know the values of
A, R,  ,  , c . This solution means that an
constants
electromagnetic wave does exist in the spherical capacitor in a
sinusoidal current circuit.
The solution of Maxwell's equations for the case when the
dielectric is not a vacuum is given in [64, chapter 8, Appendix 1] and for
the case when the dielectric has some electrical conductivity – в [64,
chapter 8, Appendix 2].

4. Electric and magnetic intensities

Let us consider a point T with coordinates  ,  on a sphere of
radius  .Vectors H and H , going from this point are in plane P,
tangent to this sphere at point T  ,   - see Fig. 2. These vectors are
perpendicular to each other. Hence, at each point  ,   the sum vector

H  H  H

(39)

is in plane Р and has an angle of  to a parallel line. As it follows from
(33, 34) and the Table 3, the module of this vector H and the angle

 defined by the following formulas:
H   H sin  cos(t ) ,
H 

A
2

cos  

or




2



(40)

H 
H 


c

(39а)



 sin    R   
c


  R   .

(41)

Similarly, the same relationships exist for the vectors E and E .

At each point  ,   the total vector

E  E  E
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lies in the plane P and is directed at an angle  e to a line parallel. It
follows from (36, 37) and Table 3, the module of this vector and the
angle  e defined by the following formulas:

E 

A
2

cos e  
or

e 
or

e 


c


2

(43)

E
E



 cos   R   
c


  R  

(44)

 .

(45)




H 

H



T  ,  

H



E

e

E

E

Fig. 2.
The angle between H и E in the plane P is straight.
Therefore, in a spherical capacitor we can consider only one vector
of the electrical field intensities E and only one vector of the magnetic
field intensities H . As these vectors lie on the sphere, they will be
called spherical vectors.
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E

H

/2

E

/2
/2

T  ,  


H 

Fig. 3.
In Fig. 3 shows the vectors H and E lying in the plane P, and
vectors H  and E  lying on a radius.
Note that there are many solutions distinguished by value  . This
fact reflects the arbitrary rule in the choice of mathematical coordinate
axes.
Angle  (30) is constant for all vectors H for a given radius  .
This means that the directions of all vectors H constitute the same
angle  with all parallels on a sphere with a radius of  . This implies in
turn that there are the magnetic equatorial plane inclined to the
mathematical equatorial plane at angle  , magnetic axis, magnetic poles,
and magnetic meridians, along which vectors H are directed – see Fig.
4, where thin lines mark the mathematical meridional grid, thick lines
mark the magnetic meridional grid, the mathematical axis mm, and
magnetic axis aa and electric axis bb are shown. It is important to note
that the magnetic axis aa, electric axis bb and all vectors E и H are
perpendicular.



 0 and   0 the magnetic axis coincides with the
c
mathematical axis.
Spherical vectors depend on sin  . Radial vectors depend on
cos  – see Table 3. Therefore, there are the radial intensities only in
locations where the spherical intensity is zero.

When
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a



b

b
a

m

Fig. 4.

5. Energy fluxes
vector

where

Similarly to Chapter 1, density of electromagnetic energy flux is Poynting

S  E  H

,

(1)

  c 4 .

(2)
In spherical coordinates  ,  ,  density of electromagnetic

energy flux has three components S , S , S  , along radial,
circumferential and axial directions, respectively. They can be determined
as follows:
 E H   E H  
 S 


 
(4)
S   S    E  H     E H   E H   .


S  
 
 E H   E H  
From this and Table 3 it follows that
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 E sin  sin(t ) H  cos cos(t )   








cos
sin(
)
sin
cos(
)
E
t
H
t










 E  cos sin(t ) H  sin  cos(t )  

 .
S   
 E sin  sin(t ) H  cos cos(t ) 



 E sin  sin(t ) H  sin  cos(t )   


  E sin  sin(t ) H  sin  cos(t )  
or

E H   E  H  sin 2  


S  sin(2t ) E  H   E H  sin 2   .
4


2
2E H   E H  sin  



(5)

Let's define

  q  R   .
(6)
Substituting (3.33-3.38, 6) into (5) we obtain the following:
  cos 2 ( )  sin 2 ( ) sin 2 


A A 

 cos( ) sin( )  cos( ) sin( ) sin 2 
S   sin(2t )
2  q 2 
4
2 sin 2 ( )  cos 2 ( ) sin 2  



or
 S 
 sin 2 
  A 2


sin(2t ) 0
S   S  
(7)
3
.
8q
S  
2 sin 2  


 
Therefore, in spherical capacitor with sinusoidal characteristic of
voltage there are two energy fluxes — meridional and radial with
densities, respectively:
 A 2
S 
sin(2t ) sin 2 ,
(8)
8q 3





S 
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6. An Electromagnetic Wave in a Charged
Spherical Capacitor
A solution of the Maxwell equations for a parallel-plate capacitor
being charged (see chapter 7) systems from a solution of these equations
for a parallel-plate capacitor in a sinusoidal current circuit (see chapter 3).
In this paper the method described in chapter 7 will be used in solving
the Maxwell equations for a spherical capacitor being charged.
Electromagnetic wave propagation in charging spherical capacitor
is shown, and mathematical description of this wave is proved to be a
solution of Maxwell's equations. It was shown that a charged spherical
capacitor accommodates a stationary flux of electromagnetic energy, and
the energy contained in the capacitor, which was considered to be
electric potential energy, is, indeed, electromagnetic energy stored in the
capacitor in the form of the stationary flux.
For charged spherical capacitor the system of Maxwell's equations
shown in Table 2 shall be changed so that instead of equation (7) the
following equation is used:
(a)
divE   Q(t ) ,
where Q(t ) - charge on capacitor plate, which appears and accumulates
during charging. The system of partial differential equations obtained in
such a way has a solution represented by the sum of a particular solution
of this system and a general solution of the corresponding homogeneous
system of equations. Homogeneous system is shown in Table 2, i.e. it
only differs from this new system by the absence of term Q(t ) .
Particular solution with given t is a solution, which associates electric
intensity E  (t ) between the capacitor plates with electric charge Q(t ) . If

E  (t ) varies with time, then a solution of the system of equations from
Table 2 shall exist at given E z (t ) . Exactly this solution we're going to
seek further on.
Let us consider the field intensities in the form of functions
presented in Table 6. These functions differ from functions of Table 3
only by the type of time dependence: in Table 3, E and H functions
depend on time as sin(t ), cos(t ) , respectively, while in Table 6, E

and H functions depend on time as 1  exp(t ) , exp(t )  1,
respectively. Although the indicated substitution, the solution of
Maxwell's equations remain unchanged.
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Table 6.

1

2

E   E   cos 1  exp(t ) 

E  E  sin  1  exp(t ) 

E  E  sin  1  exp(t ) 

H   H   cos exp(t )  1

H   H   sin  exp(t )  1

H   H   sin  exp(t )  1

Er(t), Hr(t), Hr(t)

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1

0

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009

0.01

0

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006 0.007 0.008 0.009
Fig.6. (SSMB6.1)

0.01

Er1(t), Hr1(t)

400
200
0
-200
-400

Bias Current
d
J   E   E   cos exp(t )
dt

(46)

Fig. 6 presents intensities components and their time derivatives as
well as the bias current as a function of time for   300 : H  is shown
with a solid line, with a dashed line, and J  with dotted line. It is evident
that with t   the amplitudes of all intensities components tend to a
constant together, while the current amplitude approaches zero. This
corresponds to the capacitor charging via a fixed resistor.
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Similar to (39а, 40, 41) we can write equations for vector H ,
modulus of this vector H and angle  :

H   H sin  exp(t )  1,
A
,
2
 

H 

(47)
(48)

   R   ,
(49)
2 c
where A, R,  ,  , c – constants which can be determined
experimentally, R - radius of the external sphere of the capacitor.
1
Constant    , where  - time constant in the capacitor charge

circuit.
The structure of the electromagnetic wave remains the same - see
Section 3. As it was shown in this section, electromagnetic wave existing
in a spherical capacitor has only spherical E , H and radial E  , H 
vectors.
Thus, it's fare to say, that spherical capacitor is a device which is
equivalent to both - magnet and, at the same time, electret which axes are
perpendicular.
Let's consider energy fluxes in a charged spherical capacitor.
Similarly to Section 5, we can calculate densities of energy fluxes
 E H   E  H  
 S 


 
S   S    E  H     E  H   E H   .
(50)
E H  E H 
 
  
S  
  
From this and Table 6 it follows that
 E sin  1  exp(t ) H  cos exp(t )  1  



  E  cos 1  exp(t ) H  sin  exp(t )  1 





 E  cos 1  exp(t ) H  sin  exp(t )  1  .

S   
 E sin  1  exp(t ) H  cos exp(t )  1

 
 E sin  1  exp(t ) H  sin  exp(t )  1  


  E sin  1  exp(t ) H  sin  exp(t )  1 

or
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E H   E  H  sin 2  



2
S  1  exp(t )  E  H   E H  sin 2   .
(51)
2


2
2E H   E H  sin  
From this, similarly to Section 5, we can obtain:
 S 
 sin 2 
  A 2

2
1  exp(t )  0
S   S  
(52)
3
.
2q
S  
2 sin 2  


 
Therefore, in charged spherical capacitor there are two energy
fluxes — meridional and radial with densities, respectively:
 A 2
1  exp(t ) 2 sin 2 ,
S 
(53)
3
2q
S 

A 2
1  exp(t ) 2 sin 2  .
3
q

(54)

When the capacitor has been charged, current interrupts. However,
stationary fluxes of electromagnetic energy remain. When t   , from
(53, 54) it follows that in charged spherical capacitor two energy fluxes
exist — meridional and radial with densities, respectively:
 A 2
S 
sin 2 ,
(55)
2q 3
S 

A 2 2
sin  .
q 3

(56)

Thus, the solution of the Maxwell equations for a capacitor being
charged and for a capacitor in a sinusoidal current circuit differs only in
that the former includes exponential functions of time and the latter
contains sinusoidal time-functions.

7. Electromagnetic wave around spherical
charge
Single spherical charge can be considered as a spherical capacitor
with infinitely large radius of external sphere. In this case, all the
properties of charged spherical capacitor are true for this type of charge.
Therefore, we can conclude that around solitary spherical charge exist the
following:
 stationary Coulomb (electric) field,
 electromagnetic and almost stationary field — see (6.47-6.48),
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 electromagnetic energy fluxes — meridional and radial with
densities in the form (6.55, 6.56), respectively.
Exactly within this flux electromagnetic energy of the electric
charge circulates. Thus, energy of an electric charge, which was
considered to be electric potential energy, is indeed, electromagnetic
energy accumulated around the charge in the form of stationary flux.

Chapter 9. The Nature of Earth's Magnetism
It is known that the Earth electrical field can be considered as a
field "between spherical capacitor electrodes" [51]. These electrodes are
the Earth surface having a negative charge and the ionosphere having a
positive charge. The charge of these electrodes is maintained by
continuous atmospheric thunderstorm activities.
It is also known that there is the Earth magnetic field. However, in
this case no generally accepted explanation of the source of this field is
available. "The problem of the origin and retaining of the field has not
been solved as yet." [52].
It was shown above that there are the magnetic equatorial plane,
magnetic axis, magnetic poles and magnetic meridians, along which
vectors H are directed – see Fig. 4 in chapter 8. The angle between the
magnetic axis and the axis of the mathematical model can not be
determined from the mathematical model. Moreover, not determined
angle between the magnetic axis and the Earth's physical axis of rotation.
Spherical vectors depend on sin  . Radial vectors depend on
cos  – see table 6 in chapter 8. Therefore, there are the radial
intensities only in locations where the spherical intensity is zero. We find
the angle  of inclination. From Table 6 and the formulas (47-49) in
chapter 8 it follows that
A
sin  
H
    tg  
2
tg   


.
(50)
Ac
2
H
cos 

 2

It flows from the above mentioned that the Earth electrical field
is responsible for the Earth magnetic field.
Let us consider this problem in more details.
The vector field H in a diametral plane passing through the
magnetic axis is shown in Fig. 8. Here, H  0.7;   1. The vector
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field H  in a diametral plane passing through the magnetic axis is shown
in Fig. 9. Here, H   0.4;   1. The vector field H  H  H  in a
diametral plane passing through the magnetic axis is shown in Fig. 10.
Here, H  0.3; H   0.2;   1.
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Similarly, can be described the electric field of the Earth.
Importantly, the electric field and the magnetic field are perpendicularly.
Once again, the very existence of the electric field is not in doubt,
and the charge of “Earth's spherical capacitor” is supported by the
thunderstorm activity [51, 52].
Also consider the comparative quantitative estimates of magnetic
and electric intensity of the Earth's field.
In a vacuum, where     1 , there is a relation between the
magnetic and electric intensity in any direction in the GHS system [51]
EH.
(9)
This relation is true if these intensities are measured in the GHS system
at a given point in the same direction. To go to the SI system, one shall
take into account that
for Н: 1 GHS unit = 80 A/m
for Е: 1 GHS unit = 30,000 B/m
Hence, the equation (9) takes the following form in the SI system:
3000 E  80 H
(10)
or
E  0.03H .
(11)
or
H  30 E  tg (  ) .
(12)
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An additional argument in favor of the existence of the electric
field of the structure specified is the existence of the telluric currents [2].
There is no generally accepted explanation of their causes. On the basis
of the foregoing, it shall be assumed that these currents must have the
largest value in the direction of the parallels.
It is possible that the electric field of the Earth can be detected
using a freely suspended electric dipole, made in the form of a long
isolated rod with metal balls at the ends. It is also possible that
oscillations of the rod will be recorded at the low frequency of changing
in dipole charges.
Based on the hypothesis suggested, it can be assumed that the
magnetic field shall be observed among planets with an atmosphere.
Indeed, the Moon and Mars, free of the atmosphere, lack the magnetic
field. However, there is no magnetic field at Venus. This may be due to
the high density and conductivity of the atmosphere – it cannot be
considered as an insulating layer of the spherical capacitor.

Chapter 10. Solution of Maxwell's Equations
for Ball Lightning
Contents
1. Introduction
2. The solution of Maxwell equations in spherical
coordinates
3. Energy
4. The Energy Flow
4.1. Radial Energy Flux
4.2. Spherical Energy Flux
4.3. Total Energy Flux
5. About Ball Lightning Stability
6. About Luminescence of the Ball Lightning
7. About the Time of Ball Lightning Existence
8. About a Possible Mechanism of Ball Lightning Formation

1. Introduction
The hypotheses that were made about the nature of ball lightning are
unacceptable because they are contrary to the law of energy
conservation. This occurs because the luminescence of ball lightning is
usually attributed to the energy released in any molecular or chemical
transformation, and so it is suggested source of energy, due to which
the ball lightning glows is located in it.
Kapitsa P.L. 1955 [41]
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This assertion (as far as the author knows) is true also today. It is
reinforced by the fact that the currently estimated typical ball lightning
contains tens of kilojoules [42], released during its explosion.
It is generally accepted that ball lightning is somehow connected
with the electromagnetic phenomena, but there is no rigorous description
of these processes.
A mathematical model of a globe lightning based on the Maxwell
equations, which enabled us to explain many properties of the globe
lightning, is proposed in [55]. However, this model turned out be quite
intricate as to the used mathematical description. Another model of the
ball lightning which is substantiated to a greater extent and make is
possible to obtain less intricate mathematical description is outlined
below [56]. Moreover, this model agrees with the model of a spherical
capacitor – see chapter 8.
When constructing the mathematical model, it will be assumed that
the globe lighting is plasma, i.e. gas consisting of charged particles –
electrons, and positive charged ions, i.e. the globe lightning plasma is
fully ionized. In addition, it is assumed that the number of positive
charges equal to the number of negative charges, and, hence, the total
charge of the globe lightning is equal to zero. For the plasma, we usually
consider charge and current densities averaged over an elementary
volume. Electric and magnetic fields created by the average “charge”
density and the “average” current density in the plasma obey the Maxwell
equations [62]. The effect of particles collision in the plasma is usually
described by the function of particle distribution in the plasma. These
effects will be accounted for the Maxwell equations assuming that the
plasma possesses some electric resistance or conductivity.
And so on based on the Maxwell's equations and on the
understanding of the electrical conductivity of the body of ball lightning,
a mathematical model of ball lightning is built; the structure of the
electromagnetic field and of electric current in it is shown. Next it is
shown (as a consequence of this model) that in a ball lightning the flow
of electromagnetic energy can circulate and thus the energy obtained by a
ball lightning when it occurs can be saved. Sustainability, luminescence,
charge, time being, the mechanism of formation of ball lightning are
briefly discussed.
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2. The solution of Maxwell equations in
spherical coordinates

Fig. 1 shows a system of spherical coordinates (  ,  ,  ) and the
Table 1 gives the expressions for rotor and divergence of vector Е in
these coordinates [4]. Here and further
E - intensity of electric field,
H - intensity of magnetic field,
J - currents density,
 - absolute permeability,
 - absolute dielectric permittivity,
 - conductivity.

Table 1.

1
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Fig. 1.
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The Maxwell equations in the spherical coordinates in the GHS
system without any non-compensated charges are presented in Table 2.
Table 2.

1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2

rot  H  

E

 J  0
t
E
rot H     J   0
t
E
rot  H     J   0
t
H 
rot  E  
0
t
H 
0
rot  E  
t
H 
rot  E  
0
t
divE   0
divH   0

H  J  cost 
E  cost , if   0,   

Er  cos t cos  



E  cost   



E  sint , if   ,   0
2



E im  sin  t sin  

sin t 

Fig. 2.
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A monochromatic solution to these equations will be sought for
below. For this purpose, let us write the functions E , H , J in the time
domain in the following form:
H  H o cost ,

E  Eo sin t sin   cost cos ,

J  Eo cost cos ,
where  is the phase angle between the electric and the magnetic
strength - see Fig. 2. Considering this assumption, the solution to the
Maxwell equations will be sought for in the form of functions
E , H , J presented in Table 3, where the functions of type E   are
to be determined. It should be noted here that these functions are
independent of the argument  .
Table 3.

1

2

E   E   cos sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t ) 

E  E  sin  sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t ) 

E  E  sin  sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t ) 

H   H   cos cos(t )

H   H   sin  cos(t )

H   H   sin  cos(t )
It is demonstrated in chapter 8 that this solution exists with
A
sin q1   R  1  sin q2   R   2 ,
H  
2
A
cosq1   R  1  cosq2   R   2 ,
H  
2

(1)
(2)


 A 1
1
 cosq1   R  1  cosq2   R   2  , (3)
2 
q2
  q1

A
g1 cosq1   R  1  g 2 cosq2   R   2 , (4)
E 
2

H  
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A
g1 sin q1   R  1  g 2 sin q2   R   2 , (5)
2
A
 2 w1 sin q1   R  1  w2 sin q2   R   2 , (6)

E 
E
where

q1 
q2 







c


c




g1 

,

(7)

  cos  .

(8)

,

(9)



g2 

,

(10)

    cos 
c
w1 
,
(11)

c
w2 
.
(12)
  cos 
A, 1 ,  2 are the constants.
It is demonstrated in chapter 8 that instead of the pair of vectors
H and H we can consider a single sum vector

H  H  H ,

(13)

which is in the plane tangent to the sphere of radius  and has an
angle Ψ to the parallel line. The module of this vector and angle  can
be determined from the following correlations:
A
H 
,
(14)
2





  R   ,
(15)
2 c
where R is the radius of the sphere, and   1   2 . From (14) and
Table 3 it follows that




A
sin  cos(t ) .
2
Similar correlations do exist for the vectors E and E , namely:
H   H sin  cos(t ) 

(16)
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A
,
2

 e    R  
c
E 

or

e 


2



(17)
(18)

.

(19)

From (17) and Table 3 it follows that

E 

A
sin  sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t ) .
2

(20)

Fig. 3 shows vectors H , H , E , E , H , E going from

point Т with coordinates  ,  . The angle between the vectors H и

E in the plane Р is right.
Thus, in a sphere we may consider only one vector of the electrical
field strength E and only one vector of the magnetic field strength
H . As these vectors lie on sphere, we shall call them spherical vectors.
Hence, only spherical H and E and radial H  and E  strength
components exist in the sphere. Fig. 4 shows vectors H and E lying
in the plane Р and vectors H  and E  lying along the radius.



H 

H



T  ,  

H

E

e

E

E

Fig. 3.
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Bear in mind that this solution has been obtained under the
following assumptions: the sphere is conductive and neutral (does not
have any uncompensated charges). Obviously, this solution is not unique.
Its existence means only that in a conductive and neutral sphere, an
electromagnetic wave can exist, and currents can circulate.

E

H

/2

E

/2
/2

T  ,  


H 

Fig. 4.

3. Energy
From Table 3 follows that a globe lightning contains the following
energy components
 Active loss energy Wa – see the second term in the expression for
the electric strength:
 Reactive electric energy We – see the first term in the expression
for the electric strength:
 Reactive magnetic energy Wh – see the expression for the
magnetic strength
Let us write these characteristics
 E (  ) cos 2 

2

dd , (21)
Wa   cos( ) cos(t )  
2
2 
 2
 ,  sin   E (  )   E (  )  
 E  (  ) cos 2 

2
dd , (22)
We  sin( ) sin(t )   
2
2 
2

 ,  sin   E (  )   E (  )  
 H  (  ) cos 2 

2
dd .
Wh  cos(t )   
(23)
2
2 
2

 ,  sin   H  (  )   H  (  )  
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Obviously, the amplitudes of energies We and Wh can be equal
when the A, 1 ,  2 - see (1–6) have certain values. In this case, the
energies We and Wh transform into each other – see multipliers

sin(t ) 2

and cos(t )  in correlations (22, 23). Thus, the
energy conservation law is fulfilled for the globe lighting as a whole in
the obtained solution.
At the same time, Table 3 demonstrates that the energy
conservation law is not met at each point of the sphere. Hence, there are
energy flows between sphere points. This fact will be proved rigorously
below.
2

4. The Energy Flow
4.1. Radial Energy Flux
There is an electromagnetic energy flux along the radius at each
point of the sphere, see Fig. 5. The density vector of this flux is equal to
S  E  H .
(24)

Fig. 5.
As the vectors H , E are perpendicular, from (16, 20) it
follows that:

S  E H 

A2
sin sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t )sin cos(t )
4 2

or

S 
or
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A2
1

2
2


sin

 sin( ) sin(2t )   cos( ) cos (t ) 
2
4
2

In particular, for   0 we have: sin( )  1 and
S 

S 

A2
sin 2  sin(2t ) .
2
8

(25)

(26)

4.2. Spherical Energy Flux
At each point of the sphere, there are two fluxes of the
electromagnetic energy tangent to the sphere, see Fig. 6. The density
vector of these fluxes can be written as
S1  E  H  ,
(27)

S2  H  E  .


H


S1

(28)


E


E


S2


H 
T  ,  

T  ,  

Fig. 6.
As the multiplied vectors are perpendicular, from (14, 16, 20) and Table 3
we can obtain:
A
S1  E H  
sin  sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t ) 
2
 H   cos cos(t )
A
S2  H E  
sin  cos(t ) 
2
.
 E  cos sin( ) sin(t )   cos( ) cos(t ) 
or
 sin( ) sin(t )  
A
S1 
H   sin  cos cos(t )
 ,
2
  cos( ) cos(t ) 
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 sin( ) sin(t )  
A
 .
E  sin  cos cos(t )
2
  cos( ) cos(t ) 
As these fluxes are perpendicular, the module of their sum can be
determined by the formula
 A

H 2    E 2    


 2

(29)
S3  S1  S2  
 sin( ) sin(t )   
  sin  cos cos(t )
 

  cos( ) cos(t )  

In particular, for   0 we have sin( )  1 and
S2 









 A

H 2    E 2     


2
S3  S1  S2  

  sin  cos cos(t ) sin(t ) 



or

 



 A
H 2    E 2   

S3  S1  S2   8 
  sin 2 sin( 2t )

Considering (3, 6), for   0 we have
A2 2
S3 
sin 2 sin(2t ) .
8  3 q1





(30)

(31)

4.3. Total Energy Flux
Let us find the electromagnetic energy flux divergence for
  0 from (26, 30):
S
S
div S   S 3    3 



 
  A2
 2 sin 2  sin( 2t )  

  8 
 

 A2 2

 3 sin 2 sin( 2t )  
 8 q

1



 2 A2
2 A2 2
2



sin

sin(
2

t
)

cos2 sin( 2t ) 
8 3
8  3 q1
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A2  2
cos 2   
 1 sin 2   sin( 2t )
3 

4   q1
 q1



.

(32)
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2
 1 . Then, from (32) one can find
q1

that:

A2 2
cos2 sin(2t ) .
(33)
4  3 q1
This divergence of the total electromagnetic energy flux is not zero
at many points of the sphere. This means that the energy flux passing
through a point is not generally equal to zero. Hence, there is energy
exchange between the sphere points. However, the energy conservation
law is met for the overall sphere (see above). Thus, in the globe lightning:
 the energy conservation law is met,
 there is an electromagnetic energy flux.
div S   S3 

5. About Ball Lightning Stability
The question of stability for bodies, in which a flow of
electromagnetic energy is circulating, has been treated in [43]. Here we
shall consider only such force that acts along the diameter and breaks the
ball lightning along diameter plane perpendicular to this diameter. In the
first moment it must perform work

A F

dR
.
dt

(34)

This work changes the internal energy of the ball lightning, i.e.

A

dW
dt

.

(35)

Considering (34, 35) together, we find:

F

dW
dt

dR
.
dt

(36)

If the energy of the global lightning is proportional to the volume, i.e.
W  aR 3 .
(37)
where a – is the coefficient of proportionality, then

dW
dR
 3aR 2
.
dt
dt

(38)

Thus,

F

dW
dt

dR
3W
 3aR 2 
dt
R

.

(39)
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Thus, the internal energy of a ball lightning is equivalent to the
force creating the stability of ball lightning.

6. About Luminescence of the Ball Lightning
The problem was solved above considering the electric resistance
of the globe lightning. Naturally, it is nor zero, and when current flows
through it, thermal energy is released. This thermal energy is radiated that
is the cause of globe lighting illumination.

7. About the Time of Ball Lightning
Existence
We can assume that the globe lightning energy is equal to the
amplitude of the electric energy, i.e. according to (22),

 E  (  ) cos 2 
2
dd .
(40)
W  sin ( )  
2 
2
2











sin
(
)
(
)
E
E
 , 



The heat loss power is equal to the derivative of the heat loss
energy with respect to time. Expression (23) gives the instantaneous
energy of heat losses. Therefore,

 E  (  ) cos 2 
2
dd .
(41)
P  2  cos( )   
2 
2
2











sin
(
)
(
)
E
E
 , 



The existence time of the globe lightning is equal to the time the
electrical energy transforms into the heat losses, i.e.









W
P

.



(42)

From (40-42) we can obtain:

sin 2 ( )
tg 2 ( )


.
2
2  cos( ) 
2 2

(43)

8. About a Possible Mechanism of Ball
Lightning Formation
The leader of a linear lightning, meeting a certain obstacle, may
alter the motion trajectory from linear to circular. This may become the
cause of the emergence of the described above electromagnetic fields and
currents.
In [44] this process was described as follows:
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Another strong bolt of lightning, simultaneous with a bang, illuminated the
entire space. I can see how a long and dazzling beam in the color of sun beam
approaches to me right in the solar plexus. The end of it is sharp as a razor, but
further it becomes thicker and thicker, and reaches something like 0,5 meter. Further I
can't see, as I am staring at a downward angle.
Instant thought that it is the end. I see how the tip of the beam approaches.
Suddenly it stopped and between the tip and the body began to swell a ball the size of a
large grapefruit. There was a thump as if a cork popped from a bottle of champagne.
The beam flew into a ball. I see the blindingly bright ball, color of the sun, which
rotates at a breakneck pace, grinding the beam inside. But I do not feel any touch, any
heat.
The ball grinds the ray and increases in size. ... The ball does not issue any
sounds. At first it was bright and opaque, but then begins to fade, and I see that it is
empty. Its shell has changed and it became like a soap bubble. The shell rotates, its
diameter remained stable, but the surface was with metallic sheen.

General conclusions
“To date, whatsoever effect that would request a modification of
Maxwell’s equations escaped detection” [36]. Nevertheless, recently
criticism of validity of Maxwell equations is heard from all sides. This
criticism is based mainly on the fact that the known solution of Maxwell's
equations describing the electromagnetic wave, has the following two
properties:
• it does not satisfy the law of conservation of energy, because the
electromagnetic energy flux density pulsating harmonically,
• it prove phase synchronism of electrical and magnetic
components of intensities in an electromagnetic wave ; but this is
contrary to the idea of constant transformation of electrical and magnetic
components of energy in an electromagnetic wave.
These properties of known solutions are clearly visible in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1.
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Such results following from the known solution of Maxwell
equations allow doubting the authenticity of Maxwell equations.
However, we must stress that these results follow only from the found
solution. But this solution, as has been stated above, can be different (in
their partial derivatives, equations generally have several solutions).
Above shows another solution of Maxwell's equations. Electric and
magnetic intensities in Cartesian coordinates, obtained as a result of this
decision, are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2.
The resulting solution describes a wave. The main distinctions
from the known solution are as follows:
12. Instantaneous (and not average by certain period) energy
flow does not change with time, which complies with the
Law of energy conservation.
13. Magnetic and electrical intensities on one of the coordinate
axes phase-shifted by a quarter of period.
14. The vectors of electrical and magnetic intensities are
orthogonal.
15. The flow of electromagnetic energy propagates along a
wave (not only in vacuum but also in the wire).
In addition, consider an electromagnetic wave in wire. With an
assumed negligibly low voltage, Maxwell’s equations for this wave literally
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coincide with those for the wave in vacuum. Yet, electrical engineering
eludes any known solution and employs the one that connects an
intensity of the circular magnetic field with the current in the wire (for
brevity, it will be referred to as “electrical engineering solution”). This
solution, too, satisfies the Maxwell’s equations. However, firstly, it is one
more solution of those equations (which invalidates the theorem of the
only solution known). Secondly, and the most important, electrical
engineering solution does not explain the famous experimental fact.
The case in point is skin-effect. Solution to explain skin-effect
should contain a non-linear radius-to-displacement current (flowing
along the wire) dependence. According to Maxwell’s equations, such
dependence should fit with radial and circular electrical and magnetic
intensities that have non-linear dependence from the radius. Electrical
engineering solution offers none of these. Explanation of skin-effect
bases on the Maxwell’s equations, yet it does not follow from electrical
engineering solution. It allows the statement that electrical engineering
solution does not explain the famous experimental fact.
Now, refer to energy flux in wire. The existing idea of energy
transfer through the wires is that the energy in a certain way is spreading
outside the wire [13]. Such theory contradicts the Law of energy
conservation. Indeed, the energy flow, travelling in the space must lose
some part of the energy. But this fact was found neither experimentally,
nor theoretically. But, most important, this theory contradicts the
following experiment. Let us assume that through the central wire of
coaxial cable runs constant current. This wire is isolated from the
external energy flow. Then whence the energy flow compensating the
heat losses in the wire comes? With the exception of loss in wire, the flux
should penetrate into a load, e.g. winding of electrical motors covered
with steel shrouds of the stator. This matter is omitted in the discussions
of the existing theory.
The obtained solution of Maxwell's equations simulate a structure
of an electromagnetic wave, in which there is a flow of electromagnetic
energy propagating in and along the wire.
The resulting solution describes the electromagnetic wave
 in vacuum,
 in wire with alternating and constant current,
 in magnetic circuit of alternating current,
 in charging and charged capacitor – flat and spherical,
 in ball lightning,
 in the vicinity of solitary electrical charge.
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The resulting solution allows us to explain
 single-wire transmission of energy,
 nature of the Earth's magnetism,
 nature of energy stored in a charged capacitor,
 nature of the energy stored in ball lightning, and some of its
properties,
 functioning Milroy engine.
The solution obtained shows that path of the point, which moves
along a cylinder of given radius in such a manner, that each intensity
value varies harmonically with time, is described by a helix. This
statement is true for an electromagnetic wave in the wire, in any
environment, in vacuum - Fig. 4.
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At each point, which moves along this helix, vectors of magnetic
and electric intensities:

exist only in the plane which is perpendicular to the helix axis,
i.e. there only two projections of these vectors exist,

vary in a sinusoidal manner,

are shifted in phase by a quarter-period.
Resultant vectors:

rotate in these plane,

have constant moduli,

are orthogonal to each other.
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Solar module New Generation.
Annotation
The hybrid circuit is completely new, as in the construction of the
reservoir of the bilateral solar module removal of thermal energy
(cooling) is made liquid-cooled adsorber (LCA). Established
development and application of technology in it are protected by the
Ukrainian patent. Using know-how it has allowed to raise the
performance of the photovoltaic circuit as compared to the
commonly used conventional single-sided modules in the 1.5 - 2.0
times (up to 310 W/sq_m), and at the same time receive a thermal
energy (up to 1400 W/sq_m). The new solar module actually reduced
the total cost of energy.

Content
Description of project
Appendix 1. «BSETG»
Appendix 2. «PED»
Appendix 3. Radiation spectrum of sunlight

Description of project
Electricity plays a pivotal role in our lives. It is very versatile in use
in the industry and household since practically can be converted with
high efficiency to any other form of energy. However, human
development and increase its size in the world leads to a permanent
increase in its consumption and cost. The way out of this law the
situation for the rest of life for mankind is the use of alternative energy
sources, including solar energy. However, the conversion of solar energy
into electricity is not yet great. At present, its conversion efficiency with
modules of organosilicon materials does not exceed 35%. This is due on
the one hand the physical properties of the material of the module, and
the other - the radiation spectrum of sunlight. Additionally, at
temperatures above 60°C, the conversion effect is reduced. Module
Materials are limited by nature, and is a list of them can not be extended,
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and the range of temperature and sunlight can change. This fact was the
basis of a new generation of solar module design, absent on the world
markets - the bilateral solar elektroteplogeneratora (BSETG).
Today the conversion of solar energy into electricity and heat by
two separate devices, which is not very economical. The use of new
technologies made it possible to combine them into a single device.
Designed BSETG design is not combined electric and thermal modules,
and combined them into a solar power plant of new generation. A useful
method of heat removal from the modular design ensure the reduction of
losses generated power. The use of new technologies in the field of
coatings and coolants possible to introduce liquid cooling of the solar
module. For this purpose were conducted lengthy research, design and
testing work of a group of experts in Odessa on this subject, which
resulted in the collector, which allows take the heat and electrical energy
was created from the solar module "in parallel" and at the same time.
Moreover, the solar module to the collector, while the output of
the two energy (electrical and thermal), allowed to sharply increase its
overall energy efficiency. The hybrid circuit is completely new, as in the
construction of the reservoir of the bilateral solar module removal of
thermal energy (cooling) is made liquid-cooled adsorber (LCA).
Established development and application of technology in it are
protected by the Ukrainian patent. Using know-how it has allowed to
raise the performance of the photovoltaic circuit as compared to the
commonly used conventional single-sided modules in the 1.5 - 2.0 times
(up to 310 W / sq m), and at the same time receive a thermal energy (up
to 1400 W / sq m). The new solar module actually reduced the total cost
of energy. The proposed LCA has the following differences from the
currently used solar modules:
1. The module has a cooling manifold, through which coolant
circulates
2. Heat carrier has a selective light transmission of solar radiation
3. The photovoltaic module has a circuit with double-sided activity
located the midship section and can dramatically increase the
energy efficiency due to the additional use of the scattered and
reflected solar radiation
4. PV diagram are color filters polymer coating front and back
hand increases photostability silicon cells, and thus their service
life.
Structurally, the collector is a fundamentally new element in the
module, circulating liquid adsorber. It is designed to provide
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simultaneous and independent thermal energy of various objects. It does
not have a metal canister. This role is performed by a thermochromic
coolant in conjunction with thin selective coatings. The collector is a
two-way symmetrical. The coolant flows through the middle section,
which allows further use reflected radiation. The cost price of thermal
energy produced LCA decreased in 2 times to existing analogues. Merge
module BSETG the collector LCA possible to obtain an autonomous
solar energy installation (ASEI), provides for the regulation ratio
produced electricity and thermal energy. This arrangement will provide
the high temperature of the coolant and steam to produce additional
electricity. The use of special coatings and allow coolant to do
termoupravlyaemye "Solar" window. These windows provide
temperature control in buildings, reducing the cost of heating or air
conditioning. They consist of glass, on the outer surfaces is coated
infrared reflective coating on the windows, and on the inner pogloschayuschee (glass chameleons). The principle of solar energy
conversion (PSE) has a term of use not only in the windows, and in
greenhouses and other economic areas. Film coatings and films used in
PSE, able to purposefully change the solar spectrum, stimulating the
growth of crops. They may also be used in greenhouses. PSE absorb a
substantial portion of the solar spectrum, it is not affected most visible to
the human eye (510 - 560 nm). PSE using film coatings and films have a
bright future. Production cycles for BSETG, LCA and windows
"Sunshine" are associated with the application of PED, therefore,
applicable in these standardized equipment and interchangeably by 90%.
This makes it possible to produce all kinds of products in parallel, flexibly
changing their ratio in line with market needs. On the advertising
Ukrainian online http://dsde.su numerous materials for use
elektroteplogeneratora and other information related to this topic. This
development is a major breakthrough in the field of electric and heat
energy, allowing to close the huge "niche" energy SMEs, temporary and
permanent business, resort and holiday season, transports light trucks. It
is necessary to stop the barbaric destruction of the Earth's interior,
improving the ecology of the earth, to provide electricity to the remotest
corners corners of the earth, the seas and oceans, the entire transport.
Electricity has to be the most accessible to all segments of the
population, small and medium-sized businesses, the cheapest and the
eternal, never-ending for a long period. To implement the developed
modules necessary to create a completely new type of enterprise from
any possible form of financing. Manufacturing and BSETG LCA
modules will be determined by the new technology in conjunction with
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the supply of the element base for cooperation. The basis of the
production process is laid assembly of supplied components database
produced in conjunction with elements of the know-how:
 Translucent body,
 Light-coating for glass,
 Selective coolant.
The manufacturing process requires room with an area of 600
sq.m. Industrial production technology of manufacturing processes
described in the patents. Financial production strategy is based on the
return on investment of business costs over 3 years.
It is expected that on the basis of the technical material presented
in view of the availability of patent UA515 73A possible organization of a
new generation of solar modules on the basis of «Solar plex» project. The
work it is advisable to carry out a prospective investerom stages:
 Research and development (R&D) and its introduction into
series production,
 mass production
Provides author's support of the project at all stages, including the
testing, certification and joint registration of new patents.
The project "Solar plex" is aimed at the creation of the enterprise
for the production, installation and sale of products, which is absent in
the world based on the "Business Plan" markets:
 Bilateral solar elektroteplogeneratorov (BSEGT)
 Bilateral solar collectors with liquid adsorber (LCA)
 Stand-alone solar power installations (ASEI) for residential,
economic and social purposes, as well as termoupravlyaemyh
windows.
Competitive advantages are achieved through a class on solar
energy market a new segment modules and collectors of high
performance at relatively low cost to produce them. vozpozhna
production operation in any climatic conditions. It should also be noted
that the level of prices of electrical and thermal watts will not exceed the
average world price. Production plan involves an initial limited edition
product with a direct link to the planned capacity.
Some research materials are given in the Appendices. In addition to
the material presented is invited to consult with the Russian patent
RU2013713C1 to transform solar energy into electricity, which is also
directed to liquid cooled inverter elements in their immediate immersion
in a luminous stream of the neutral fluid, is performed simultaneously
with cooling the role of filter solar radiation. The converter design is
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formed as a mirror concentrator, which drastically reduces the installation
costs. The results of preliminary tests of models fully comply with the
above in terms of increasing the yield of electricity.
Some research materials are given in the Appendices.

Appendix 1. «BSETG»

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 shows:
1 - module
2 - heat exchanger,
3, 4 - hydraulic circuit connections,
5, 6 - accumulators of heat and electric energy,
7, 8 - translucent body,
9 - PV diagram
10 - spectrally selective liquid coolant.
The efficiency of light-conversion on front surface is 15% and on back is
12.5% .

Fig. 3.
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Appendix 2. «PED»
Fig. 3 shows
1 - the spectrum of solar radiation,
2, 3, 4 - variants transformation of solar radiation during
passage through system
Absorbs solar radiation is transformed to area of spectral activity of
converter.

Appendix 3. Radiation spectrum of sunlight
Fig. 4a shows optical radiation component.
Fig. 4b shows the thermophysical component of the radiation.
Application PSE increases optical efficiency, which is equivalent to
an increase in illumination.

Fig. 4.
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